
Doing English bridge proud: the second-weekend Camrose team
who clinched the trophy; the winning Junior Camrose team; the
winning Peggy Bayer Team; and the 72 players who braved a
Met Office snow warning to play in a club Swiss Teams in Norfolk.
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BRIGHTON IS a beautiful city, it has
everything needed for a great holiday
whether that is history, with the Brighton
Pavilion and Regency architecture; theatre
and comedy venues, including the Theatre
Royal and the Dome; or shops of every
type – whether they be the unique shops of
the North and South Lanes, or the high
street giants in the Churchill Square shop -
ping centre. And of course there is every
type of restaurant you could wish for,
including the Mediterranean-style eateries
and bars along the sea front. Plus, let’s not
forget the fire-destroyed old pier in all its
dark and skeletal beauty, surrounded by
flocks of starlings that can fascinate for
hours, and the kiss-me-quick Palace Pier at
the other end of the sea front, with its candy
floss, slot machines and dare-devil rides. It
is why Brighton is a fantastic place to be in
the summer and it is why we choose to hold
our premier congress here each August.

The Bridge Scene

So why not try out Brighton this year? We
have numerous events taking place from
9th to the 18th August aimed at all levels
of player – from experienced to novice
and everybody in-between. Our Brighton
Lite programme (see page 16) includes
one-day competitions on both days each
weekend and we hope that this will attract
local players from the sur rounding clubs
and counties who may prefer a one-day
event without the costs of overnight
accommodation. We will also be
continuing the successful ‘early-bird’ starts
for our evening events, making it easier for
those who need to return home after the
bridge. We have a new Point-a-Board
teams event taking place on the afternoon
of Friday 16th August. This is great fun
and essentially you play pairs tactics in a

multiple teams game; you can find out
more about this fun format on page 40.
Also, we have the Really Easy Congress for
complete beginners and the Next Step
Congress for those who are becoming
more experienced in their bridge play. 

If you want to stay over and take part in
the four-session competitions on each
week end, we have a brand-new accom -
modation service provided by Bridge
Overseas to help you find the appropriate
accommodation for your pocket. You can
find out more about the service on page
28 as well as online on our website (type
http://goo.gl/SV5z4 into your browser),
or by phoning Bridge Overseas’ freephone
service on 0800 0346 246.

Useful Info

We will be providing advice and guid ance
on what’s on in Brighton and, impor tantly,
where to park. I am very much indebted to
my friend and fellow bridge player, Liz
Hoskins, who advises that park ing tends to
be cheaper in Hove. Liz adds: ‘Parking
charges vary throughout the City of
Brighton & Hove. They usually increase
each April but, as a broad generalisation, the
council has recently agreed not to increase
them this year, and indeed to reduce a few of
them.’ You can access more parking and
travel tips from Liz on the EBU website. 
We do hope that our reinvigorated com -

petition programme will attract many more
players to Brighton this year. Don’t forget:
if you require further information about
any of the competitions, Peter Jordan is
available via email on peter@ebu.co.uk. 
If you require information about the
Really Easy Congress, contact John Pain
on john@ebu.co.uk. Both Peter and John
can be contacted on 01296 317200.
Until next time, enjoy your bridge. r
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by Andrew Robson   Pairs Tactics

Bid Stayman with Many Weak Hands
South would have stood no chance in
1NT, losing four clubs and the three side-
aces; 2™ was different, because the oppo -
nents would not win as many clubs.
West led the queen of clubs, which East
let run to the king (encouraging with the
nine). At trick two declarer led the queen
of spades, correctly starting to set up his
tricks. West won the ace, then switched to
the ten of diamonds. This ran to declarer’s
king, who now cashed his two promoted
spades, then led a second club to void
dummy. The defence won and played ace
of diamonds and a third diamond, West
ruffing and exiting with a third club,
ruffed low in dummy.
We have reached this four-card ending,
with declarer down to his four trumps
(not so unusual for this to happen in a
four-three fit: drawing trumps normally
has to be delayed):

´ —
™ J 10
t J 8
® —

´ 4 ´ —
™ A ™ Q 5 4 2
t — t —
® 10 8 ® —

´ —
™ K 9 8 6
t —
® —

Declarer led dummy’s jack of trumps
and ran it to West’s ace. West played a
black card and declarer ruffed with
dummy’s ten. If East overruffed with the
queen, declarer could overruff with the
king and score the nine-eight. When East
instead underruffed the ten, so did de -
clarer! The lead was now in dummy, with
declarer holding king-nine over East’s
queen-five, a perfect Trump Coup. Eight
tricks and contract made – for an 80%
board. r
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trumps (and thereby losing control),
you’ll be surprised just how many tricks
you can garner: frequently more than no-
trumps, particularly if the opponents have
a suit to run.

Hand B: bid 2®. Similar principle. You
have a better than even money chance of
finding a 4-4 major fit, and will remove
2t to 2™ to play in a 4-3 major fit.

Hand C: bid 2®. Yes – this time you have
neither four-card major. But that fact en -
hances the chances of partner having a
four-card major (well over 50%). The effect
of your bidding Stayman will usually be to
have partner declare a 4-3 2™/2´ contract.
Your weak club holding suggests that this
will probably play better than no-trumps.
And if partner replies 2t – pass! This is in
effect a clever way to make a weakness take-
out into 2t, something you cannot do
assuming you are playing a 2t reply to
1NT as a transfer to hearts, as most of you
will (and should!). 
Now look at our featured deal:

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ K 9 2
™ J 10 3
t J 8 7 3 2
® 4 2

´ A 7 4 3 ´ 10 8 5
™ A 7 ™ Q 5 4 2
t 10 6 t A 9 4
® Q J 10 8 6 ® A 9 3

´ Q J 6
™ K 9 8 6
t K Q 5
® K 7 5

West North East South
1NT

Pass1 2® Pass 2™
All Pass

1 Playing 2® as Landy (both majors – 
a recommended defence) leaves West
somewhat stymied.
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STAYMAN IS a fabulous convention –
especially at pairs. A 4-4 major fit is the
Holy Grail of bidding, invariably play ing a
trick or more better than no-trumps.
Traditional wisdom has it that you
should only bid Stayman with less than
game-going values (fewer than 11 points
facing a 12-14 no-trump) when you have
five cards in one major and four in the
other – so you can revert to the five-card
major if partner replies 2t to your
Staymanic enquiry (or a – rare – 4-4-5-0
shape where you can pass 2t).
That is too restricting. Take these hands
after partner opens 1NT (12-14) and the
next hand passes:

Hand A Hand B
´ J 10 3 2 ´ Q 9 5 3
™ Q J 5 2 ™ J 8 5 2
t 9 5 t 2
® K 4 2 ® Q 8 4 2

Hand C
´ K 9 2
™ J 10 3
t J 8 7 3 2
® 4 2

Hand A: bid 2®. The chances of a 1NT
opener holding a four-card major are
greater than 50-50. If partner replies 2™/
2´, you’ll pass happily, knowing almost
for sure that the contract will make more
tricks than 1NT. If partner replies 2t,
you’re less ecstatic, but you must now bid
2™ (on no account, of course, should you
bid 2NT, which invites game). It is good to
have the agreement with partner that this
does not necessarily show five hearts (and
four spades), rather four-four, such that if
partner holds three spades and two hearts,
he must convert to 2´. Players have a fear
of the 4-3 fit, but wrongly so. These con -
tracts can be delicate to handle, but by fol -
low ing sound principles of dislodging
your losers early and not drawing too many
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At the Webbington Hotel and Spa, Somerset
Hosted by Stuart and Pauline MacFarlane

23rd December for 4 nights from £395

To book your 4 night Christmas break quote: ‘Christmas Bridge Break’

www.webbingtonhotelandspa.co.uk
info@webbingtonhotel.eclipse.co.uk

Tel: 
01934 750100 

Welcome drinks reception
Full board including full English breakfast and traditional Christmas Lunch
Bridge Licensed by EBU with duplicate Pairs and Teams
Master Points and prizes

Your bridge break includes:

Christmas Bridge 2013
A   At   t   h   e     e     b     b     i     n     g     to     to     n     H      W  W

C   Ch   r   ri   st   st   tm   a   as  
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The ace of hearts was led and the
Matron laid down her dummy. ‘I couldn’t
believe it when you weren’t doubled!’ she
exclaimed. ‘My hand is so weak.’

Madame Baguette’s eyes lit up when she
saw the king of diamonds nestling in the
dummy, not to mention three trumps.
Goodness me, the Matron really had no
idea about the game. Did she not realise
that her partner must have a fabulous
hand to leap to the six-level? Why on earth
should she fear a double?

‘Mind you, we are vulnerable,’ con -
tinued the Matron. ‘It could be quite
expensive, even without a double.’ 

Madame Baguette ruffed the heart lead
in her hand and proceeded to draw trumps
in three rounds. She then played the ace
and king of clubs, wincing when East
showed out on the second round. If clubs
had broken 3-2, she could have set up the
suit and crossed to dummy with the king
of diamonds. It would then have been a
simple matter to discard two diamond
losers on the long clubs. Ah well, perhaps
Grace would misdefend when a third
round of clubs was played.

Madame Baguette led the jack of clubs
and pushed the card slightly to her left,
hoping that this would encourage Grace
Doulton to win the trick. The Head master’s
wife paused to assess the situation. If she
won with the queen of clubs, dummy’s last
two clubs would be good. Declarer would
make six trump tricks, the ace-king of
diamonds and four club tricks — enough
for the contract. Strange as it seemed, her

only chance was to allow the jack of clubs
to win. With a bit of luck, the defenders
might then end up with two diamond
tricks.

Madame Baguette nodded her head
resignedly when West’s eight of clubs ap -
peared on the table. She would now need
to score three diamond tricks. How did
the suit lie? East had started with seven
hearts, one spade and one club. So, she
held four diamonds!    

Madame Baguette led the two of
diamonds from her hand and was
delighted to see the eight appear on her
left. If this card was accompanied by the
queen, jack or ten, the slam would now be
made. She covered with dummy’s nine,
won by East’s ten, and ruffed the heart
return. A diamond to dummy’s king
dropped West’s jack and a finesse of the
seven of diamonds then landed the slam.

The Matron smiled expansively as she
added up the score. ‘A very successful first
rubber for us, partner!’ she exclaimed. ‘My
game has improved so much since I
started playing with Stefan, the young
German master.’

Madame Baguette made no comment as
she replaced the top of her scoring pen.
Had the Matron played any hands so far?
Her bidding was no better than when they
used to play together and she had already
misdefended once.    

‘I cut out Madge Warner’s bridge column
every week,’ continued the Matron. ‘I’ve
nearly filled two scrapbooks already. It’s
the only way to improve your game!’ r
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by David BirdBridge Fiction

Madame Baguette’s Return
‘AH, MATRON!’ exclaimed Grace
Doulton. ‘You’ll never guess who is paying
us a visit this evening.’

‘Go on, surprise me,’ replied the Matron.
‘I’ll give you a small clue,’ Grace

Doulton continued. ‘It’s a female and —
this will make it easy — a former bridge
partner of yours.’

‘Goodness me, Madame Baguette!’ ex -
claimed the Matron. ‘I hope she doesn’t
still smoke those disgusting French
cigarettes.’

‘They’re no worse than my husband’s
pipe,’ Grace Doulton replied. ‘You can
smell that from twenty yards away. Still,
no-one seems to complain about it.’

No, thought the Matron, they wouldn’t
dare.

‘Anyway, come over to School House
around seven o’clock and I’ve arranged a
bit of supper, followed by a nice ladies
bridge four. I’ll be playing with Dolly
Benson. You can renew your old
partnership with Madame Baguette.’

The game had not been long underway
when this deal arrived:

Game All. Dealer East.
´ 8 5 4
™ 8 3 
t K 9 5
® 10 9 7 5 3

´ 10 7 3 ´ 2
™ A 10 7 2 ™ K Q J 9 6 5 4
t J 8 t Q 10 6 4
® Q 8 6 2 ® 4

´ A K Q J 9 6  
™ —
t A 7 3 2
® A K J

West North East South
Grace The Dolly Madame
Doulton Matron Benson Baguette

3™ Dble
4™ Pass Pass 6´
All Pass

N
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take all reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as prac-
ticable that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its pub-
lisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of claims made by advertisers, whether
these advertisements are printed as part of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts. Legal reme-
dies are available if redress is sought, and readers who have complaints should address them to the
advertiser or should consult a local Trading Standards Office, or a Citizens’ Advice Bureau, or their
own solicitors. Readers should note that prices advertised may not be accurate due to currency
exchange rate fluctuations, or tax changes.
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Oxfordshire Bridge Association
ANNUAL CONGRESS

JUNE 15th and 16th
NEW EVENTS ADDED THIS YEAR
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

SATURDAY
Open Green Pointed Swiss Pairs £25 pp

New Event Pairs for players
below NGS grade 9  £15pp

New Event Junior Minibridge £6pp

SUNDAY
Open Green Pointed Swiss Teams £25pp

New Event Chicago/ Introduction to 
Duplicate Bridge £15pp
--------------------------------------

New Venue: Marlborough School Enterprise Centre,
Shipton Road, Woodstock OX20 1LP  

All events start at midday and include a plated Tea
Please come and play - for fuller details visit

http://www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk/congress
Entries/Queries: Claire MacDonagh
Tel : 07584 047140 or 

email:obacomp@gmail.com
Bridge licensed by the EBU

Oxfordshire Bridge Association
ANNUAL CONGRESS

JUNE 15th and 16th
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by Heather Dhondy   Heather’s Hints

Consider All Available Clues
E/W Game. Dealer East.

´ A J 3
™ 9 7 4
t K J 7 4
® J 7 4

´ K 6 4
™ 5
t A Q 9 8 6 3
® A K 8

West North East South
Pass 1t

1™ 2™ 4™ 5t
All Pass

PLAYING TEAMS, what should North
call after South opens 1t and West over -
calls with 1™?
North is worth a raise to 3t; however,

this is normally played as pre-emptive
after an overcall. Instead, North should
make an ‘unassuming cue-bid’ of 2™,
showing a sound raise to at least 3t. This
allows South, knowing that partner has a
decent hand,  to bid on to 5t over East’s
pre-emptive raise to 4™.
You are the declarer in 5t as South, and

West leads out the ace and king of hearts,

N
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East contributing the queen and three,
and you ruff the second round. You draw
trumps, West having three, and East
discards the five and seven of spades and
ten of hearts. You also ruff dummy’s last
heart, East following with the jack. How
do you plan the play?
This is the position you have reached:

´ A J 3
™ —
t J
® J 7 4

´ K 6 4
™ —
t 9
® A K 8

Let’s start by working out the shape of the
hand. It appears as though East started
with five spades and four hearts, leaving
him with four clubs. This means that there
is no point in taking the spade finesse,
since if West holds the queen, it will fall.
Therefore you might as well begin by
cashing the ace and king of spades. Unfor -
tunately, although both defenders follow,
the queen does not appear. Now what?

N
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You will need to guess who holds the
queen of clubs. If East holds it, you must
now exit with your last spade to endplay
him. If West holds it, you can play three
rounds of clubs and endplay West. How
are you going to decide which to play for?
Looking purely at the odds in the suit,

you would play East to hold the queen
since he began with more of them. The
odds, however, are very slight at 4:3. What
other clues are there? There is the bidding.
Is A-K-x-x-x and no other high card
sufficient for a vulnerable overcall? Not
really. Therefore you should play West for
the queen of clubs.
This was the full deal:

´ A J 3
™ 9 7 4
t K J 7 4
® J 7 4

´ 9 2 ´ Q 10 8 7 5
™ A K 8 6 2 ™ Q J 10 3
t 10 5 2 t Void
® Q 10 6 ® 9 5 3 2

´ K 6 4
™ 5
t A Q 9 8 6 3
® A K 8

Heather’s Hints

• When you have a guess to make
consider all your clues: bidding (or
lack of it), opening lead, distri bu -
tion, and signals, to name a few.

• When the auction becomes com -
petitive, use the ‘Unassuming Cue-
bid’ to show a sound raise, and
direct raises to show a pre-emptive
raise. This allows you to obstruct
the opponents’ bidding, without
fear that partner will take you too
seriously. r
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‘BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU’
When you see this in an advertisement in the magazine  it means:
• The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and received, a licence.
• They may choose to give master points in accordance with EBU scales.
• These master points will be accepted and added to player records.
• The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and bye laws, thus affording

all players the protection of playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU.
All County events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National Bridge Organisation will not be
able to have master points credited to members’ records save for Wales, Scotland
and Northern Ireland with whom the EBU have a reciprocal agreement.
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Mike Swanson Presents

DIAMOND BRIDGE

Diamond Bridge
email: info@diamondbridge.co.uk   www.diamondbridge.co.uk

Tel: 01928 790080  

Biar, Spain
14th May 2013 - 7 nights half-board from £515 + flights
The Hotel Villa de Biar is situated in the heart of the old
part of the medieval town of  Biar, only an hour away from
Alicante and its busy coast in an area of tranquil beauty

amidst the hills of Sierra Mariole. *

Seefeld, Austria
8th June 2013 - 14 nights half-board from £1114 + flights
The Hotel Seespitz-Zeit is the only hotel in the delightful
Tyrolean resort of Seefeld that is set right by the lake, yet

is just a short stroll from the centre of the village. *

Bridge licensed by the EBU

* Fully bonded under ATOL 3200 held by Cresta World Travel Ltd ABTA A9415 

Our prices are inclusive of bridge costs.

Kos, Greece
October 2013 - 14 nights half-board from £1159 including flights
The 5-star Hotel Palazzo del Mare is a beautiful hotel set
by a sandy beach on this sunny Greek island. All ground

floor rooms have their own private steps into the 
magnificent swimming pool. *

Wintersun Holidays 2013/14
Details of our wintersun holidays on the Costa Blanca 

and Costa del Sol will be available very shortly. If you let
us know that you might be interested, we shall send you

advance information ahead of the crowd.

Venice, Greece, Turkey & Croatia
7th September 2013 - 14 night cruise from £1288 + flights

A cruise aboard the Norwegian Jade from Venice to Dubrovnik,
Piraeus (Athens), Izmir (Ephesus), Split, Corfu, Santorini,
Mykonos, Katakolon (Olympia), and back to Venice. *

Accolade Holidays  
with Bridge

For a brochure Call: 0800 4101021
Email: harry@accoladeholidays.co.uk

or visit www.accoladeholidays.co.uk

Our aim is to give you personal service in a quality hotel, excellent food and a 
friendly atmosphere – all in lovely locations. Plus duplicate bridge (EBU licensed) 
with experienced directors. Single guests welcome as well as non-playing spouses.

Abano Terme, Padova, Italy

June 3rd – 13th     £1097
A fantastic full board hotel, with a beautiful spa swimming pool. 
Ideally placed for visits to Venice, Vicenza and Padova,  
as well as strolling round this delightful town. 

Also in September 16th – 26th £1174
Montecatini, Tuscany, Italy 

June 25th – July 5th          £997
A lovely Tuscan hotel in a fascinating spa town.  
Visit Florence, Pisa and Lucca, as well as access  
by train to the pretty coastal fishing villages. 

Also in October 4th – 14th  £1074
St Helier, Jersey  

July 13th – 20th          £537
plus flights or ferries which we can arrange for you.
In a rural location on the outskirts of St Helier.  
A lovely time of the year to explore the island. 

Filzmoos, Austria  

September 4th – 13th       £897
A picturesque flat Austrian village with beautiful scenery and 
lovely walks. A short distance from the interesting town of 
Salzburg, and other stunning attractions in the area. 

Harrogate, Yorkshire   

October 28th – November 1st    £297
Explore this historic spa town from the comfort  
of the Majestic Hotel. 

Sliema, Malta

15th-29th November          £997
Lots of history to explore in a lovely climate  
for some winter sunshine.

Or 15th-22nd and 22nd-29th      £697
Lanzarote  December More details very soon

Luxor, Egypt 
February 5th – 12th 2014         £899
A super hotel close to the Valley of the Kings  
and the Temple of Karnak – more details later! 

Enjoy discounts for group (4+) bookings 
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Also in October 4th – 14th 

 Austria 

er J,St Helier r,

uly 13th – 20th   J
plus flights or ferries which we can arrange for you.
In a rural location on the outskirts of St Helier
A lovely time of the year to explore the island.

,Filzmoos

September 4th – 13th   
Austrian village with beautiful scenery A picturesque flat 
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plus flights or ferries which we can arrange for you.
.In a rural location on the outskirts of St Helier

A lovely time of the year to explore the island.
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Austrian village with beautiful scenery A picturesque flat 
A short distance from the interesting town of .alkslovely w

 and other stunning attractions in the area.Salzburg,

 Malta

orkshirYYorkshir,ogateHarr

October 28th – November 1st    
Explore this historic spa town from the comfort 
of the Majestic Hotel.

Sliema,

15th-29th November   

  

 

 
 

   
 

   
 

 

       
  

  
 

 

       

  
 

 

    

 
 

 

 
 

       
 

    

     
 

 

October 28th – November 1st    

Austrian village with beautiful scenery and 
A short distance from the interesting town of 

 and other stunning attractions in the area.

15th-29th November   

£297
Explore this historic spa town from the comfort 
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Lots of history to explore in a lovely climate 
.for some winter sunshine

Or 15th-22nd and 22nd-29th  

 Egypt 

Lanzar December 
,Luxorr,

ebruary 5th – 12th 2014    F
alley of the Kings VA super hotel close to the 

emple of Karnak – mo    TTemple of Karnak – more details later! and the 
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Lots of history to explore in a lovely climate 

Or 15th-22nd and 22nd-29th  £697

ebruary 5th – 12th 2014    

More details very soon

£899
alley of the Kings 

emple of Karnak – more details later! 
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the king of clubs from the previous hand
that had returned to haunt him.

West North East South
Julie John

Pass 1™
Pass 2t Pass 3NT
Pass 4NT Pass 5´
Pass 6NT All Pass

West led the ten of spades and Julie faced
the dummy, at which point John imme -
diately called the Director.

‘Look at my hand and look at the
dummy,’ exclaimed John to the Director.

‘Yes, I see your problem,’ replied the
Director. ‘You have a card in common and
you have fourteen cards!’

After much fuss and palaver John’s king
of clubs was restored to the correct hand
and, in accordance with Law 13F, the play
continued unaffected.*

John won the first trick in hand and
then led a small diamond, which
prompt ed West to rise with the king of
diamonds and lead another spade. John,
in inspired mood, now tried king and
another heart and, when the queen of
hearts emerged and the diamonds broke
3-3 he emerged with twelve tricks and
another top.

‘Director, this isn’t fair. Had John not
had a fourteenth card he wouldn’t have
bid the slam,’ complained West again.

‘True, but I am afraid this is just another
rub of the green situation and John has
just had a lucky night.’

‘It’s just as well that John’s lucky night
has come to end; maybe he should go
home and practise counting to thirteen,’
said Julie cuttingly.

John just hung his head low, wondering
whether his lift had just disappeared and
he needed to call for a taxi.

*Author’s Note: It would have been dif -
ferent had John’s king of clubs actually been
played to a trick. r
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by Mike Swanson   Director Please!

Mind the Diagrams!
‘WELL, WE are coming to the last round
and I haven’t managed a single faux pas in
the bidding or play,’ announced John
proudly.

‘I don’t think you should tempt fate.
Equally please don’t try to find another
way of gaining the Director’s attention,’
replied Julie menacingly.

Love All. Dealer North. 
´ K Q 6 5 4
™ A 8 4
t Q 10 2
® 8 2

´ 3 2 ´ A 9 7
™ J 10 ™ K Q 9 6 5
t A J 9 8 t 7 6 3
® 10 9 7 6 3 ® 5 4

´ J 10 8
™ 7 3 2
t K 5 4
® A Q J 

John seemed quite content with his four
three-card suits and 11 points, being
oblivious to the fact that he had dropped
the king of clubs on his lap.

West North East South
Julie John
1´ 2™ Dble

Pass 2´ Pass 3´
Pass Pass Pass

After East’s 2™ overcall John thought that a
double fitted the bill: after all, he had
modest length in the other suits and eleven
points. Julie, who had stretched a little to
open 1´ in the first place, just rebid 2´ and
then John thought he should make another
try by raising her to the three level.

East led the king of hearts and John faced
his hand as the dummy, prompting Julie to
ask: ‘Where is the rest of the dummy?’

John looked a little confused, but was
wise enough to know that Julie wasn’t
joking. He counted the cards in the

dummy, tried feeling each card to see if
there was one concealed behind; then he
looked down to see a card in his lap and
sheepishly added the ®K to the dummy.

The defenders were delighted since it
now looked as though game had been
missed, and so saw no reason to involve
the Director; however, when the contract
just made nine tricks and they saw that
everyone else had gone down in game they
changed their mind.

‘Director, John bid his hand holding just
twelve cards. Had he looked at all thirteen,
they would have got higher and gone
down. Can we please have an adjusted
score?’ pleaded West.

‘I am afraid not. Law 14B4 states the
card is deemed to have belonged con -
tinuously to John’s hand. It is just unlucky
for you that it has given you a bottom this
time,’ replied the Director.

‘Please John, there is only one more
hand. Do try to make sure you have more
than twelve cards this time,’ implored
Julie.

N/S Game. Dealer East. 
´ A Q 2
™ K J 3
t Q 10 5 2
® K 7 2

´ 10 9 7 ´ J 8 5 3
™ 9 8 5 2 ™ Q 4
t K 6 3 t J 9 7
® Q 6 4 ® J 10 9 5

´ K 6 4
™ A 10 7 6
t A 8 4
® A K 8 3

By now John was quite flustered. He took
his cards out of the board, counted that he
had thirteen twice but then noticed that
one of them had dropped on his lap again
so he picked it up and sorted his cards;
unfortunately the card that he had picked
up wasn’t from the current board, it was
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OUR EXPLORATION of the competitive
world of bidding continues with a look at
the 1NT battleground, a scary world where
casualties are many and the injuries severe.
Most people are familiar with the basic idea
that a double of 1NT is for penalty but after
that, if the opponents run, it can be quite
awkward to know when you should be
penalising them and when you should be
bidding a contract of your own.
The first question is: ‘How much do you

need to double 1NT?’ The answer is that if
you hold a balanced hand, then you should
double on all hands of 17 points or more,
most of 16, and a few of 15 if you have
intermediate cards and sequences. 
Can you ever double with less? Well,

certainly holding a long suit it can be more
effective to double than to overcall
especially if your suit is a minor. Some -
thing like this is ideal:

Only 14 points
but you have 1NT
more or less beaten
in your own hand,
with five diamond
tricks and two aces
to get in and cash

them. Change the aces to queens and jacks
and keep the point count the same, and
now it would be wise to pass, as hands
lacking cards of entry are often
disappointing in defence.
Having doubled 1NT, what can you do if

the opponents run to somewhere else?
After all, the next hand will hold a five-
card suit a lot of the time and does best to
take it out whenever it can; should you
press on doubling them or bid a suit?
The main issue arises over what double

actually means in this sequence:

Oppo 1 Partner Oppo 2 You
1NT Dble 2t Dble

A third of the country play this double as
take-out, and a third of the country play it
as penalties. The other third of the
country just double whenever they want
to, and claim partner should have known

exactly what they had because ‘It was
obvious I had hearts / no hearts / toast for
breakfast’ etc. 
The important thing is that you and your

partner agree what double means. I don’t
con sider there to be one superior method
played by all experts; if anything, I think
they have more disagreements than the
ordinary man in the street! I have chosen to
concentrate on playing penalty doubles
simply as I believe that to be slightly more
common. 
If you choose to play double for pen alties

in that sequence,  then when you do double
you should have length in trumps, typically
four or three very good ones. Doubling the
opponents at a low level is only right when
they are in a misfit, and as you know they
have at least a five-carder facing two with
the 1NT bidder, then you must be careful
when you pull the trigger. 
So when you make a penalty double,

assume partner has a relatively balanced
hand in the 16/17 range and base it on that. 
These hands are ideal for a double in the

above sequence:
a) ´ K 3   ™ 7 6 5   t Q 10 8 4   ® J 7 6 5
b) ´ Q 4   ™ J 8 7   t K J 9 7   ® 6 5 4 3
c) ´ 4   ™ Q J 10 5   t A K 10   ® 9 7 6 5 4
What about if you can’t make a penalty

double, and you hold very little? In that case
pass with a balanced hand and let partner
make his own arrangement, but bid in front
of him if you  have a bad hand with a long
suit – in effect countering the opponents
weak take out with one of your own!
Let’s say you hold this hand:

On the auction shown
earlier, imme diately bid
2´! Bidding ‘in front
of partner’, as it is
known, shows a poor
hand and no wish to

do anything exciting. 
What about if you hold more points and

want to lay claim to the hand?
On the hand at the top of the next

column you know you have a game on,
but also th at you have a lot of points
between you and that a penalty might be
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by Michael Byrne   Traps for the Unwary

Doubling 1NT – What Next?

´ A 2
™ 7 5 4
t K Q J 10 7 4
® A 3  

´ J 9 7 4 3
™ 8 7 5
t 2
® 8 7 4 3 

good to collect if
partner has some dia -
monds; what do you
do? The solution is to
pass for now, forcing
partner to take some

action. If partner makes a penalty double
you will pass, expecting him to have four
good trumps (sitting under the diamond
bidder), and if partner bids you will force
to game. We call this a ‘forcing pass’.
If you have a much more shapely hand

such as:
Then cue-bid the op -
ponent’s suit, to show
a good hand that
wants to know more.
Obviously if partner
bids 3NT, you will

return to 4™ to suggest a distributional
hand. Partner will know you are very
shapely (rather than just having a lot of
points) as you haven’t given him the
chance to double for penalties. 
Let’s review some of the dos and don’ts

of penalising a 1NT opening:

Do: 

• Double 1NT when you hold 16+
points, or slightly fewer if you hold a
good sequence to lead against it.

• Try and defend doubled part-scores
when you have length and strength
in the enemy trump suit; if you just
have a lot of high cards then bid
your normal game contract.

• Use the cue-bid of the opponents’
suit to show a shapely hand. With a
more balanced hand that can’t
double, pass it round to partner
and let him have a go at it.

Don’t: 

• Spring doubles on your partner
out of the blue; make sure you have
discussed them first. The argument
‘Didn’t you read this month’s Traps
for the Unwary?’ will not take away
the pain of conceding -870. r

´ K J 9 7 5
™ Q 7 5
t Q
® K 8 7 6

´ K J 9 7 5
™ Q 8 7 5 4 3
t Void
® 4 3 



Murchan holding the singleton diamond
on lead. No, he led the ™K. That was
twelve tricks and +1430.

This was the auction at the other table:

West North East South
Allerton Greenwood Jagger Anderson

3™ Dble 4™ 5™
Pass 5´ Pass 6´
All Pass

Allerton bid a bold 3™, despite holding
only a six-card suit at Game All.  Rex
Anderson could visualize a possible grand
slam and opened his account with a cue-
bid of 5™. This left Jagger on lead against
the eventual spade slam. You might think
this made it more difficult to find the
diamond ruff. Jagger reasoned that a
player who pre-empts at the three-level
nearly always holds a singleton in his
hand. This was unlikely to be in trumps,
since Jagger held only one trump. Perhaps
it was in diamonds! He led ace and
another diamond, giving England a swing
of 17 IMPs.
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by David BirdCamrose 2013

England Camrose Triumph!

Chris Jagger

Frances Hinden

ENGLAND FIELDED two very strong
teams for the 2013 Camrose champion ship.
On the first weekend, played in January at
the La Mon Country Club in Belfast, we
were represented by Premier League win -
ners: Frances Hinden – Graham Osborne,
Jeffrey Allerton – Chris Jagger, with the
addition of former world senior champions
David Price – Colin Simpson.

On this big deal from the match against
Northern Ireland, both sides reached a
small slam in spades:

Game All. Dealer West.
´ Q J 9 6
™ 7
t K Q 5 4
® A Q 10 8

´ 3 2 ´ 5
™ K Q J 10 9 8 ™ 6 5 2
t 9 t A 10 6 3 2
® J 7 5 2 ® 9 6 4 3

´ A K 10 8 7 4
™ A 4 3
t J 8 7
® K

West North East South
Murchan Price Burns Simpson

2™ Dble 3™ 6´
All Pass

Simpson, who rarely uses two bids when
one will do, leapt straight to 6´. England
supporters feared the worst, with John

Colin Simpson
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Frances Hinden took advantage of a
defensive misjudgement on this deal
against Wales:

E/W Game. Dealer West.
´ 8 3
™ A Q 10 5
t 10 8 6 5
® 10 5 4

´ 10 9 6 5 2 ´ A K 7 4
™ Void ™ 3
t Q 9 t K J 7 4 3 2
® A Q J 8 6 2 ® K 7 

´ Q J
™ K J 9 8 7 6 4 2
t A
® 9 3

West North East South
Shields Osborne Kurbalija Hinden

Pass Pass 1t 4™
All Pass

This was a disastrous auction for the Wales
pair, who allowed 4™ to play when they
had twelve tricks available in either black
suit. Worse was to follow. Patrick Shields
led the tQ, won with the bare ace. Hinden
crossed to dummy with a trump and led
the t6. Which card should East play on
this trick, would you say?
Worried that declarer might hold the

missing t9, Filip Kurbalija played the tJ.
Curtains! Hinden ruffed in her hand,
delighted to see the t9 fall from West. She
returned to dummy with a trump and led
the t10, covered by the tK and ruffed. A
third trump entry to dummy allowed her
to discard a black-suit loser on the
established t8 and the game was made.
Excellent.
South was known to hold eight hearts to

West’s none. After one round of dia -
monds, this left her with four vacant
places for the t9 compared with West’s
twelve vacant places. The odds were
therefore ‘3-to-1 on’ that West held the t9
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West North East South
Phelan Forrester Reddan Gold

Pass Pass Pass 2t
Pass 2´ Pass 2NT
Pass 3t Pass 3™
Pass 4t Pass 4NT
Pass 5´ Pass 7™
All Pass

As before, Gold’s 2t was the Multi and
2´ was pass-or-correct, facing a weak-
two type. 3t was a transfer to hearts, 3™
showing a heart fit, and 4t indicated
shortage. When RKCB located the ´A
and the ™K-Q, Gold could count
thirteen tricks if the club suit delivered
five tricks. If partner’s shape was 4-5-1-3,
there would be a good chance of this. If
instead partner’s shape was 5-5-1-2, the
presence of the ®J or ®10 would
enhance the prospects beyond that of a
3-3 break. Bravely, Gold bid the grand
slam!

With clubs 4-2, England supporters on
BBO feared the worst. However, when
Gold won the trump lead and played three
more rounds of trumps . . . East discarded
a diamond and then (yes!) a club. Gold
scored five club tricks, gaining a big swing
against 6™ at the other table, instead of
losing a big swing.
England went on to win this match by a

massive 139 IMPs to 6 (25-0 in VPs).
England scored 90 VPs on the second week -
end, leaving this combined result:
England 182, Ireland 170.5, Northern
Ireland 161, Wales 146, Scotland 119,
CBAI 103. Many congratulations to our
two teams on this emphatic win!  r
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David Gold

LADY MILNE TRIALS
CONGRATULATIONS TO Jane Moore
and Gillian Fawcett on winning the
Lady Milne Trials. They will be joined on
the England team in Scotland this
month by Susanna Gross and Sally Brock,
Pauline Cohen and Lizzie Godfrey, who
came respectively second and third.

and on that basis East should play low on
the second round of diamonds. A further
clue was that West would surely have bid
at some stage if his shape was 6-0-1-6 or
similar. (At the other table, Jagger opened
1® on the West cards, the England pair
eventually claiming +300 against 5™
doubled for a 12-IMP swing.)  
England beat Northern Ireland (20-10),

Scotland (16-14), Ireland (19-11), CBAI
(22-8) and drew 15-15 with Wales. They
led the field with 92 VPs ahead of
Northern Ireland’s 87.

The Second Weekend

The second weekend was contested at the
City North Hotel in Meath. England fielded
Tony Forrester – David Gold, Alexander
Allfrey – Andrew Robson and David
Bakhshi – Tom Townsend, who will be our
representatives in the Bali Bermuda Bowl.

On the following deal, played against
Scotland, a somewhat unexpected contract
was reached. Forrester produced some
magical card play to rescue the situation. 

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ A 8 3
™ A 7
t A K 9 4
® A K 7 6

´ Q 10 7 5 ´ 6 2
™ J 4 2 ™ 10 6 5
t Q 5 3 t J 6 2
® 8 3 2 ® Q J 10 9 5

´ K J 9 4
™ K Q 9 8 3 
t 10 8 7
® 4

West North East South
Spears Gold Barton Forrester

2t Pass 2´
Pass 2NT Pass 3®
Pass 3™ Pass 5NT
Pass 6® Pass 6™
Pass 6´ All Pass

Tony Forrester
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Gold’s Multi 2t showed a weak-two in a
major, 22-24 balanced, or a strong-two in
a minor. 2´was pass-or-correct and the 3™
response to Stayman denied a major. For -
rester’s 5NT then asked partner to ‘pick a
slam’. Forrester judged that 6´ on a 4-3 fit
would be a better contract than 6NT 
The four North-South pairs in the other

matches subsided in 3NT (making eleven
tricks three times and twelve tricks once).
Wilkinson and Stephens for Scotland,
how ever, bid and made 6NT at the other
table of this match.
Forrester won the club lead and

continued with the three top hearts,
throwing a diamond from dummy. A
diamond to the ace was followed by the
king of clubs, for a diamond discard, and
a club ruff. After a diamond to the king,
Forrester ruffed dummy’s last club with
the ´9, overruffed with the ´10. He ruffed
the tQ with the ´J, leaving him with ´K
™9-8 opposite ´A-8-3 in the dummy. West
held ´Q-7-5. Forrester cashed the ´K and
continued with a heart, ruffing with
dummy’s ´8. It had been a brilliant
dummy reversal followed by a trump
coup! The idea of leaving the play of the
trump suit until the very end is one that
the legendary Benito Garozzo sometimes
favoured.    
England lost to Northern Ireland 14-16

but beat Wales 18-12 and Scotland 25-4 to
open a 17.5 VP lead over Ireland. An 8-22
loss to Ireland reduced this lead to a wor -
rying 3.5 VPs and everything would
depend on the final round.

The Final Round

Much as I would like to feature one of the
other England pairs on my last deal, I
really cannot omit this grand slam from
the final match against CBAI (the Ireland
2nd team). If you are English, sit back and
enjoy it! 

E/W Game. Dealer West.
´ A 9 8 6 5
™ K Q 10 7 3
t 3
® 6 5

´ J 3 2 ´ Q 4
™ 9 4 2 ™ 8 6
t K 10 7 6 4 t Q J 9 8 2
® J 3 ® 10 8 7 4

´ K 10 7
™ A J 5
t A 5
® A K Q 9 2
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by Simon Cochemé   Bridge with a Twist

Ask Simon
Simon Cochemé tackles the questions Jeremy Dhondy can’t answer

GUY H of Putney writes: My partner
dealt and the bidding went: 

Partner Oppo 1 Me Oppo 2
1t Pass 1™ 1´
Pass

I alerted my partner’s pass and, when
asked, explained that we play Support
Doubles and the pass therefore showed
less than three hearts. Our opponents
told us that this was an incorrect
explanation and called the director. He
agreed with them and told us we must
explain our con ven tions properly.

The director was absolutely right; it was an
incorrect explanation. You should have said
the double showed fewer than three hearts.

TERRY H of Wimbledon asks: Why is
a tenace so called? Why is it not called
an ace-queen?’

Two excellent questions, Terry. Many
countries (France, Germany, Russia, etc.)
use their word for ‘fork’ as a tenace in
bridge. The English have taken a parallel
path; the origin of the English word tenace
is the Spanish word for ‘tongs’, tenazas. 
An alternative explanation comes in a

book written in the 1920s by Stephen
Martin-Leake. He gives this position:

A 10 5
K 8 6 3 Q 7 2

J 9 4

You run the jack and it loses to the queen.
Martin-Leake wrote: ‘You now have the
ace-ten sitting over the king’. Unfor tunately
the printer typeset this as ‘You now have the
ten-ace sitting over the king’, and so the
word tenace was born. The typesetter is

rumoured to be the grandson of the printer
who created the word butterfly when he
mis-set the intended word, flutter-by.

HENRY C of Shepherds Bush tells me
he is fed up with young texters
arguing about whether ‘LOL’ means
‘Lots of Love’ or ‘Laugh out Loud’. As
all bridge players know, says Henry,
LOL dates back to politically incorrect
times and stands for ‘Little Old Lady’.
He wants to know when and where the
term was first used, so that he can tell
his children.

I can confirm that bridge players have
long used LOL for a weak player, one who
does something silly, although occasionally
with a good result. I haven’t found out
when it was first used, nor whether it is of
English or American origin. Maybe our
readers can help. Please tell me if you find
the phrase in an old publication, or failing
that, when you first heard it used.

HEATHER D of Dorset writes: What
time are you back tonight? Please pick
up something to drink on your way
home.

I don’t think you meant to pass this one
on to me, Jeremy, and I hope you remem -
bered the milk.

GEORGE C of Leamington Spa
writes: I was asked about our lead
style and said that we lead fourth best
from an honour, and that the ten was
not an honour. Our opponents told us
this was illegal and called the director.
She agreed with them and warned us
as to our future conduct.

The director was, of course, correct. The
Laws of Bridge (Definitions) state that the
ten is an honour, so you can’t say it isn’t.
What you should say is that you don’t treat
the ten as an honour and would, for ex -
ample, lead the eight from 10-8-6-4.

BARBARA H of Hastings asks about
cards that have special names.

The French have names for all the picture
cards, but in England only two cards have
names that are regularly used; the nine
and seven of diamonds. The t9 is known
as The Curse of Scotland. The most likely
explanation is that it refers to the pattern
on the coat of arms (nine lozenges on an
azure saltire) of Sir John Dalrymple, the
Earl of Stair, who authorised the Glencoe
Massacre in 1692. Other less plausible
explanations link the card to Scottish
disasters at Culloden (1746) and Twicken -
ham (1997).
The t7 is The Beer Card. If a player

wins the last trick with the t7, his
partner must buy him a beer. There are
some con ditions attached: diamonds must
not be trumps, the contract must be
made if declarer rather than a defender
holds the card, and so on. It is said to
have origi nated in Copenhagen in the
1950s or 1960s, and is especially popular
with students.
There have been abortive attempts over

the years to have the knave of spades called
Arthur Scargill and the queen of dia -
monds called Elizabeth Taylor. I myself led
a campaign to have a knave and a little one
known as a Paternity Suit.
In The Compleat Whist Player (1893)

Thomas Augustus Gale tells us that the two
of trumps was known to whist players as
The Smooth. This usage of the word by
itself didn’t survive the transition to bridge,
and it is now found only in the expression
‘taking the ruff with the smooth’. r



THIS NEW series has been prompted by
recent requests. Several readers have noticed
that their partners have a tendency to make
mistakes which could be avoided, and I
have been enrolled to assist them in avoid -
ing such errors in the future!
The first issue that I shall address revolves

around the decisions that are faced by the
declarer at trick one. On many deals, this is
the most important trick, so it is wise to
decide on a plan before playing to the first
trick. However, even when this hurdle has
been crossed, errors can still creep in. In
this article, I shall attempt to deal with
some of the more common positions that
can go awry, and look at ways to make sure
that the declarer enjoys more success going
forward. 

Why is the First Trick so Important?

The declarer often has an advantage over
the defenders when playing to the first
trick, since the opening leader has to make
a choice based on his thirteen cards (and
the auction), while the declarer can make
decisions based on both his cards and
dummy’s. In many instances, the first trick
also represents an opportunity to set goals
or targets. This is especially true when
playing duplicate pairs or teams, as the
declarer may be able to assess that his goal
is not the same as the trick target required
to fulfil his contract (being defeated by a
trick can be better than having your oppo -
nents bid and make a contract). 

South is the declarer in 4™, and left-hand
opponent leads the queen of spades. 
An assumption that can be made is that

the opening leader does not hold the ace
of spades. It follows that there is no
advantage to covering with the king of
spades. East will win with the ace of
spades, and none of declarer’s remaining
cards will be pro moted. Declarer should
instead play low from the dummy. If East
has the singleton ace of spades, the king of
spades will be promoted. However, it is
more likely that the queen of spades will
win the first trick, after which West will
likely continue spades. Whether he plays a
low spade, or a second high spade, dummy
should again play low. Again, there is no
advantage in playing the king of spades,
while playing low might promote the ´K
if East has no choice but to win trick two
with the ´A. 

Mistake No. 2:
‘Failing to Protect a High Card’

Although you should not automatically
cover an honour at trick one, there are
situations where it can be a mistake not to
beat the opening leader’s card. This can
seem quite confusing, but knowing why a
play should be made is often the key to
making the right decision.
Consider Example B:

´ Q 7 4

´ 9

Once again, South is the declarer in 4™.
West leads the jack of spades. 
When it comes to winning tricks in the

spade suit, declarer’s play to the first trick
is irrelevant, but it may be that dummy
has another suit which will be vulnerable
if attacked by West, but not by East.
Imagine that dummy also has ®K-5-4 and
declarer has ®9-8-6. If West wins trick one
with the jack of spades and then switches
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Declarer Play at Trick One
Which Card to Play from Dummy?

A typical choice faced by the declarer
involves which of dummy’s cards should
be played, and although it can be hard to
generalise, there are common mistakes
which can be avoided once you are aware
of what might go wrong.

The Opening Leader Leads
a High (Honour) Card

Mistake No. 1:
‘Cover an Honour with an Honour’

When the opening leader begins with a
high card, there will clearly be no problem
if dummy cannot beat that card. However,
if dummy has a higher card, the declarer
will have to decide whether or not it
should be played. A simple mistake to fix
is the idea that you should ‘cover an
honour with an honour’. This idea is often
useful when playing as a defender and may
erroneously be applied by a declarer. How -
ever, as a declarer, you can assess whether
there is any advantage to covering the
opening lead. 
Consider Example A:

´ K 8 2

´ 7 6 5
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theoretical chance of winning a trick with
the king of diamonds, while playing the
king at trick one gives declarer at least a
50% chance of winning that trick.

Mistake No. 2:
‘Paying Insufficient Attention

to Spot Cards’

To many less-experienced players, spot
cards often appear insignificant. Attention
to these cards can allow for huge progress
to be made and the winning of many more
tricks over an extended period.
Consider Example D:

® K 10 6 2

® A 8 5

South plays in 1NT, and West leads the
three of clubs.  
Declarer plays low from the dummy,

and East follows with the jack of clubs. It
may be tempting to think that declarer can
now make three club tricks by leading
towards the ten of clubs at trick two. How -
ever, assuming that the opponents lead
‘fourth highest from good suits’, then the
declarer can now make a couple of
assumptions which may allow him to win
all four tricks in the suit.
First, West is expected to hold the queen

of clubs from the lead, and second, he is
also placed with the nine of clubs (East
should have played the club nine seeing
the ten in the dummy). Therefore, West can
be placed with ®Q-9-7-3 or ®Q-9-4-3. If
he has the first holding, only three tricks
can be won, but if he has the second
holding, declarer can avoid a loser in the
suit. Can you see how? 
South should win with the ace of clubs

and return the eight of clubs at trick two.
If West plays low, dummy plays low.
Declarer’s eight of clubs will win the trick,
and a finesse of the ten of clubs will give
four winners. If West covers the eight of
clubs with the nine, dummy’s club ten
wins, and all will depend on which card
East contributes to the trick. If it is the
seven of clubs, then declarer will later be
able to lead towards dummy’s K-6 which
represents a ‘finesse position’ over West’s
remaining ®Q-4.
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to clubs, declarer may lose three tricks in
that suit if  East has the ace of clubs.
However, if East is forced to win trick one,
he cannot attack clubs without allowing
the king of clubs to win a trick. 

Mistake No. 3: 
‘Mishandling Entries’

Declarer will sometimes be able to win the
first trick in either hand, and thus have a
choice of where to win trick one. Though
it will sometimes make no difference in
which hand declarer wins the first trick,
the failure to plan at least one trick ahead
can lead to declarer wishing he had won
the first trick in the opposite hand. Before
playing to the first trick, he should con -
sider which hand he wishes to lead from at
trick two (often important when tackling
trumps early), and also make sure that he
does not prematurely waste an entry to a
long suit (often necessary when a long suit
needs to be established). 

The Opening Leader Leads
a Low (Non-Honour) Card

Mistake No. 1:
‘Second Player Plays Low’

This strategy is intended for defenders.
When declarer leads a low card, the second
player tends to play low, saving his high
cards to beat a high card. However, it is
often misapplied when playing as  declarer.
Again, seeing his partnership’s combined
assets allows the declarer to decide
whether it is a good idea to play high or
low from the dummy (second player).
Consider Example C:

t K 7

t 9 6 5

This time, South is the declarer in 3NT,
and West leads the four of diamonds.
Though West would tend not to lead

away from the ace of diamonds against a
suit contract, he could easily have done so
against your no-trump contract. Playing
low from the dummy gives declarer no

Mistake No. 3: 
‘Failing to Recognise the Value

of Tens’

Perhaps the most undervalued card in any
given suit is the ten. Possession of the ten
is often the deciding factor when deter -
mining the number of stoppers declarer
holds in a suit, or the number of tricks
that can be won from a particular suit.
Consider Example E:

™ J 4

™ A 10 3

South is the declarer in 3NT, and West
leads the six of hearts.
You will often see relatively experienced

players play the jack of hearts from the
dummy at trick one. This is a technical
error that will not always be punished, but
one that is worth eradicating from one’s
game. Why is it a mistake to play the jack
of hearts? Whenever one opponent has the
heart queen and the other has the heart
king, playing the jack of hearts will poten -
tially leave the declarer with just one win -
ner (and one stopper). 
Say that East covers the jack of hearts

with the queen. Winning with the ace may
leave West with the king of hearts over
declarer’s ten of hearts, meaning that the
™10 will not be useful if East leads a second
round of hearts. Playing low at trick one is
no better, as East simply continues hearts
and West’s king beats declarer’s ten.
However, if dummy plays low at trick

one, declarer’s ten of hearts will imme di -
ately provide a second winner (and stopper)
if East does not play an honour. If East
plays the queen of hearts, then declarer
can win with his ace and guar antee a
second stopper (and winner) in the suit. If
the jack of hearts is beaten by the king,
then the ten of hearts will win the third
trick in the suit.

How to Avoid Mistakes

•Do not automatically apply advice
given to defenders to your play as
declarer – not all principles are
transferable.

•Make a plan – think at least one trick
ahead.

• Pay attention to detail – not all small
cards are insignificant!

• Pay sufficient respect to your tens. r

When you have finished reading this magazine,
if you don’t want to keep it

please recycle it.
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Championship Pairs event and a one-day

Swiss Teams. Both events will be stratified.
Entry fees and prizes are especially reduced.
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or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk
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Pit yourself against the stars: a galaxy of top players has
already entered, so be quick and join in the fun! 
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place for this event, prizes are approximately twice the
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entries).
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sessions on Saturday leading to two ‘all play all’
sessions on Sunday.
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qualify for the Championship Pairs finals together
with new pairs entering the congress at this stage. 

Swiss Teams: a two-session stratified event with a
total of seven 7-board matches, played on Monday.

Entries and enquiries to
EBU Competitions Department

( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk
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pointed



Still, this particular accident could happen
to anyone on an off day.
What occurred at another table could

not happen to anyone – it could happen
only to a genius. 
This was the bidding:

West North East South
3t Pass 5t1 5™
Pass 6™ Dble2 All Pass

1 Put them under maximum pressure, and
then . . .

2 . . . double them when they guess
wrongly.

In truth, it wasn’t easy for North-South to
handle the auction. South hated having to
bid 5™, but he hated more fervently
having to pass. North might have given his
partner some leeway, but if South thought
he could take eleven tricks North had
ample reason to suppose that there might
be twelve. In any case, it seemed that East’s
bid of 5t had done the damage already –
with North-South scoring the normal 620
at the other table, it wouldn’t matter a
whole lot whether North-South at this one
were minus a hundred in 5™ or minus five
hundred in 6™. The adverse swing would
still be in double digits.
And indeed, there was a double-digit

swing on the board. You see, doubles of
slams that the opposition have bid on
power and not as sacrifices have for many
years not been purely for penalties.

Instead, following the principle of the
great American player Theodore Lightner,
such doubles request partner to find a
particular opening lead that he would not
locate without being alerted. Having no
reason to suppose that partner’s pre-
emptive raise was an entry for the comedy
category in the Golden Rose of Montreux,
and having plenty of reason to suppose
that an unusual lead was being demanded,
West chose one.
The jack of spades ran to declarer’s

queen. Declarer played three rounds of
hearts ending in dummy (on this layout
two rounds would have sufficed but as you
need to be in dummy with all trumps
drawn it is normal to cash A-K first in case
they are 3-1). The ten of spades won the
fifth trick, the ace of spades won the sixth,
and declarer claimed his contract –  five
spade tricks, six heart tricks and the ace of
diamonds made twelve for a score of plus
1660 and a gain of 14 IMPs on the deal.
What can we learn from all of this? 
Since East would hardly be ashamed to

bring back a plus score from defending 6™
undoubled, why double it? His masterful
bid of 5t had done its work, and he had
no reason to want West not to lead a
diamond. West is not one to berate his
partner in public, but one could imagine
Karapet’s words to Papa running through
his mind: ‘If only you did not try so hard
to be clever, you would not so often end
up looking foolish.’ r
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Too Clever by Half

BRIDGE AND GOLF
GIFTS DIRECT LIMITED

Large selection of bridge and golf gifts, and bridge accessories 
available online at www.bridgeandgolfgifts.co.uk

( 020 8954 8006 or 07853 066 582
Fax: 020 420 7006

E-mail: baggdirect@live.co.uk

ANYONE CAN have an accident, but it
takes an expert to manufacture a disaster.
On this deal from the 2012 English
Premier League, catastrophe struck at two
tables in different matches.

N/S Game. Dealer West. IMPs.
´ 10 9 6 3 2
™ Q 6 3
t A 6
® K 9 6

´ J 4 ´ K 8 5
™ 10 2 ™ 9 5
t K Q 10 8 7 5 2 t 9 3
® 10 4 ® A J 8 7 5 3

´ A Q 7
™ A K J 8 7 4
t J 4
® Q 2

The normal auction featured an opening
bid of 3t by West and a terminal bid of
4™ by South, whether East passed or
raised. This contract ought not to have
proved difficult, but at one table declarer
had an accident. Winning the opening
diamond lead with dummy’s ace, he led a
heart to the king and a heart to the
queen, then ran the ten of spades. This
lost to the jack, and West cashed a
diamond before switching to the ten of
clubs. Dummy and East played low,
South won with the queen and crossed to
. . . well, that was the trouble. Since he
had played the four of hearts on the
second round of the suit, he could no
longer reach dummy and lost a fourth
trick to East’s king of spades.
Bad luck – but we have all been guilty of

similar lapses in concentration. A good
habit for less experienced declarers to
acquire is that of not playing the lowest card
in a suit unless you have to. This can help
you scramble the opponents’ signals in
defence, and can also keep entries flexible
where necessary. It should become routine
to lead the seven of hearts, not the four, to
dummy’s queen in this kind of position.
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AS THE years have ticked by, I find that an
increasing percentage of the bridge
playing population now play some sort of
‘germ warfare’ whether it be:

a) Weak Two bids in three suits
b) Weak Two bids in the majors (Benji

style)
c) The Multi (originally referred to as

the Multi-coloured 2t)
d) Some form of two-suited Weak Twos

(Lucas style).

The need to have an organised defence is
absolutely vital so you do not just get
trampled over!

Defence vs Weak-two Bids

There have been many defences that have
been played over the years – Hackett being
among the most popular ones. To my
mind, easily the most sensible defence to
play is to treat a weak two in exactly the
same way as if the opponents had opened
with one of that suit. The most important
addition to this, however, is to incorporate
Lebensohl-style responses once we double
for take-out. So the scheme is as follows:

• A SUIT OVERCALL
At the two level, a good five-card suit
and the equivalent of an opening
hand.
At the three level, a six-card suit should
almost always be held and again the
equivalent of an opening bid.

Do not make an overcall with a
weak hand yourself – this just leads
to calamity and disaster!

• A JUMP OVERCALL
e.g. (2t) – 3™ / or (2™) – 3´
This should be a ‘strong jump over -
call’, traditionally about 16-18 HCP
and always with at least a six-card
suit.

Note ‘strong over weak and weak
over strong’ as a maxim to guide you.

Thus over a weak-two bid a jump
overcall should be strong, whereas
over a strong-two bid a jump overcall
should be played as weak!

• A 2NT OVERCALL
This is natural (good 15-18 HCP)
with a balanced hand and at least one
stopper in the opponent’s suit. Please
note this is not the unusual 2NT.

Responses should be exactly the
same as if you were responding to an
opening bid of 2NT: Stayman (or
puppet Stayman) and transfers etc.
should still apply.

• A TAKE-OUT DOUBLE
This is the area where most improve -
ment has developed over the years. 
I use Lebensohl-style responses,
similar to those after intervention
over 1NT (see my last article in issue
245) but slightly different. Using a
weak 2™ opening as an example, the
scheme works like this:

After (2™) – Dble – (Pass):
i. 2´ = natural, 0-7 HCP.
ii. 2NT = artificial, 0-7 HCP (The

doubler is required at this stage to
bid 3® unless he has a very strong
hand, 19+ approx.).

iii. 3®/3t = natural / invitational,
8-11 HCP approx.

iv. 3™ = cue-bid of opponents suit;
this is forcing to game and
acts as Stayman.

v. 3´ = natural (usually 5+ spades);
can be played as invitational
or forcing depending on 
partnership agreement. 
I play it as forcing; to invite, 
bid 2NT then 3´ over 
partner’s 3® response – 
simple!

The key here is that when you double
partner is forced to respond. It is very
difficult in normal methods to judge
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Defence against Weak Twos and the Multi
whether to continue to bid once partner
has responded at the three-level. If you
pass, partner invariably has 8 or 9 points
and game is missed, whereas if you bid
then he always seems to have a mere 3 or 4
points and game will fail. How frustrating!

So with real values (8+ points and a
five-card suit, or 9+ and a four-card suit)
the doubler’s partner should bid three of
his suit. If the doubler’s partner is weaker
(0-7 points approx.), he must start with
the 2NT artificial response which asks the
doubler to bid 3® for the moment –
unless particularly strong. 

For example:

´ 6 2 ´ 7 5 4
™ K Q 7 6 ™ 8 3
t K Q 3 2 t A 9 8 6 4 
® A Q 10 ® J 7 6 

West North East South
2´

Dble Pass 2NT Pass
3® Pass 3t All Pass

East-West can now stop at a safe level since
the 16-HCP doubling hand knows his
partner to have only 0-7 HCP.

Defence vs Lucas-style Bids

Many play 2™ as five hearts and a minor
and 2´ as five spades and another suit
with a weak hand. 

The style here should be to defend as if
the opponents have opened with a natural
weak-two bid. Thus suit bids are natural,
double is take-out, jump bids are strong
etc.

Again, it is very important to incor po -
rate the Lebensohl-style responses once
you have doubled these bids. 

I can sense some of you reading this (I
hope some of you still are!) feeling that
this is all a bit ‘expert’. In reality Lebensohl-
style responses are efficient, easy to learn
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and give you a real edge. Well worth the
effort of reading this article I would say!

Defence vs the Multi 2t

The style to adopt when the opponents
open a Multi is broadly to bid as naturally
as possible and always assume initially that
they have a weak rather than a strong
option. It is this terror that they might
have a strong hand that frightens inex -
perienced players into meekness and often
allows their opponents to get away with
murder.

Here is my basic scheme:

• IN THE DIRECT SEAT
i.e. (2t) – ?
i. Bids are natural (again at least five

cards in the suit at the two level
and virtually always six at the three
level).

ii. Jump bids are strong.
iii. 2NT is natural.
iv. Double – best played as 12-15

balanced (-ish) or any hand 19+.
The assumption from partner is
that you have 12-15 HCP balanced.
This allows you in on many
hands – and guess what? Once
again we incorporate Lebensohl-
style responses, e.g. after (2t) –
Dble – (2´) – 2NT, the 2NT bid is
Lebensohl, wanting to compete
somewhere, showing about 4-7
HCP and asking the doubler to
bid 3® initially as before. After
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the double, responses of
3®/3t/3™ are natural, construc -
tive but non-forcing, and showing
about 8-10 or 8-11 HCP.

• IN FOURTH SEAT
i.e. (2t) – Pass – (2™/2´) – Dble 
Double is take-out of the suit just
bid. Thus with:

´ 6
™ K Q 9 5
t K Q 8 2
® K Q 7 6

i. After (2t) – Pass – (2™) you
should pass but after (2t) – Pass
– (2´) you should double.

ii. Over (2t) – Pass – (2™) – Pass –
(2´) – Pass – (Pass) you should
also double.

Just a couple of points to finish with.
When the opponents open a Multi, they
can obviously be weak or strong. Assum ing
they are weak, they will usually have a Weak
Two in a major. You must take care, if
overcalling (whether immediately or in
fourth seat) into a major, to have a six-card
suit or a well structured five-card suit as
you might find you are playing in their suit!
Also, if you do overcall in a major, the best
use from partner in bidding the other
major is to use it as an Unassuming Cue-
bid, i.e. to show a good raise in your suit.  r

WINTER BRITISH
SIM PAIRS NATIONAL

HEAT WINNERS

25 – 27 October 2013

REALLY EASY AUTUMN BREAK
For the more experienced novice with up to about five years experience

Wroxton House Hotel
Wroxton St Mary, Banbury,
OX15 6QB ( 01295 730777 

The hotel package (dinner + B&B) is
£187 per person (£147 per person
sharing). The number of single rooms
is limited and will be booked on a
first come, first served basis. Please
make reservations with the hotel.

Bridge fees: £40 per person

One instructional session on Saturday morning otherwise the emphasis is on play

ENTRIES LIMITED TO 36 PEOPLE (RESIDENTS ONLY)

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219

Monday winners

Wednesday winners

Thursday winners

Friday winners

Jan. 7th: Paul  Mollison  – Bernie Hunt
(Monday BC)

Jan. 9th: Steve Auchterlonie –
Mark Benson (Tenterden DBC)

Jan. 10th: Alex Shields –
Kenny Watson (Peebles BC)

Jan. 11th: Christian Fleming –
Joe Angseesing (Cheltenham BC)

The Tuesday winners, Phil Mattacks –
Andy Barker (Berkhamstead BC), declined

to provide a photograph
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West North East South
1NT Pass 2™1 3t
Pass 4t 4´ 5t
Dble All Pass

1 Transfer to spades

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´8; (b) t7;
(c) tA; (d) ®2.

(a) ´8: 6 marks. Leading partner’s suit is
generally a good idea. However here I think
there is a much better plan so this does not get
top marks. It would be my choice if I were not
going to lead trumps though.
(b) t7: 8 marks. The opposition are clearly
sacrificing and when they do that we want to
stop easy ruffs so particularly when we have all
the other suits well covered a trump lead is
indicated. So this gets 8 marks but is not as
good in my view as:  
(c) tA: 10 marks. Partner will never have a
second trump to lead (unless the opponents
have gone completely nuts), so you don’t need
to preserve communications. Get dummy’s
trumps out as fast as possible. This will also
enable you to change tack should dummy
suggest that.
(d) ®2: 2 marks. It could be right I suppose,
but I don’t see why it is necessary to speculate
on this.

West North East South
1®1 Pass 1™

Pass 1´2 Pass 1NT
All Pass

1 Five-card majors, better minor
2 Any hand with four spades, so could be
4-3-3-3 for example

Pick your lead out of: (a) a spade; (b) t5;
(c) tA; (d) a club.

(a) A spade: 8 marks. As we saw not so long
ago, it is often right to lead dummy’s second
suit on these kind of auctions. Here it may be
dummy’s only suit but it is still a sensible lead.
(b) t5:  2 marks. I am in general a big fan of
leading the fourth suit against no-trumps
but here we have a particularly unattractive
holding to lead from. We also need seven
tricks to beat this contract, so it is likely we
will have time to get around to diamonds if
needs be. This lead will also block the suit if
it was right to lead them so if I was going to
lead a diamond I would lead:
(c) tA: 4 marks. For the reasons given above
I feel this is superior to a low diamond.
(d) A club: 10 marks.Against an Acol auction
where dummy has virtually promised five
clubs I would not advocate this lead and

would give top marks to a spade, but this is an
example of how you need to alter your think -
ing depending on what methods you are
playing against. With dummy liable to hold
four or three clubs, this tips the balance to a
club in my view. At the table it was a battle for
the seventh trick and either black suit worked.

HHHHH

West North East South
1´

Pass 3´ Pass 4®
Pass 4™ Pass 5®
Pass 5™ Pass 5´
All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) a spade; (b) ™2;
(c) tA; (d) t3.

(a) A spade: 3 marks. This will only be right
if we need to cut down ruffs to beat 5´ and
then probably only if we can get on lead to
lead another trump, which is very unlikely. 
(b) ™2: 4 marks. This might scare declarer off
the heart finesse but, firstly, it won’t if that is
what declarer needs to make the contract and,
secondly, it is quite unlikely that there is a
heart finesse with LHO cue-bidding hearts
twice (at the table he had the stiff ace).
(c) tA: 8 marks. The opposition auction has
been very revealing (too revealing) and has
screamed that they do not have a diamond
control. Hence it is clear that you should lead
a diamond to cash your tricks there. So the
tA is a good lead but even better is . . .
(d) t3: 10 marks. This was the lead found on
a similar auction by the late great John
Armstrong. He knew because of the bidding
that partner had the tK so he led a low
diamond. Why? He was playing for the exact
holding that existed – partner had tK-x so
you needed the ruff to beat 5´. If you listen to
the auction, you know the underlead is
perfectly safe and gains in this case. r

Hand 3
´ 7 4
™ K 5 2
t A 9 7 3 2
® 10 9 3

by Alan MouldPrize Leads Quiz

Answers to February Problems
Hand 1
´ 8 7
™ A Q 5 3
t A 9 7
® K J 3 2

Hand 2
´ 8 6 2
™ K 7 3
t A Q 5
® 10 9 5 4

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:

Master: Nick Goslett, Open: Danny Roth,

Hove, Chigwell,

Sussex Essex

Sponsored by
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THIS MONTH’S
QUIZ

West North East South
1t1

Pass 1´ Pass 1NT2

Pass 3NT All Pass
1 Precision, 11-15, at least two diamonds
2 11-13 balanced

Again we have an auction with different
methods. What do you lead?

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´7; (b) ™2;
(c) t5; (d)®6.

HHHHH

West North East South
1NT

Pass 3NT All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´7; (b) ™3;
(c) t2; (d) a club.

HHHHH

West North East South
1t Dble

Redble Pass Pass 1™
Dble All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´5; (b) ™3;
(c) tK; (d) ®3. r

Hand 1
´ 7 5
™ A J 6 2
t K J 8 5 3
® 6 4

Hand 2
´ 7 2
™ Q 5 3
t J 5 3 2
® 8 6 5 4

Hand 3
´ Q 10 7 5
™ K 9 6 3
t K J
® Q 10 3

New Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and
vir tual ly any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and
there fore certain leads will gain more often
than others. In each issue you will be given
three hands and the bidding on each, and
you are asked to choose your opening leads
from those proposed by our Quizmaster.
Answers will be in the next issue. In each
problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824
www.piatnik.co.uk 
( 020 8661 8866

This elegant twin-pack of Piatnik playing
cards (‘White & Red Beauty’) is the prize on
offer this month. 
For information on the new Piatnik

cards visit www.gibsonsgames.co.uk

There are TWO categories in our
competi tion: up to and including Master,
and those with higher ranking. Please
indicate on the top left-hand corner of
the envelope, or in the e-mail subject
line, the category for which you are
entering. The first correct entry in each
category out of a hat will win the
prize. The Editor’s decision is final. 

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,

or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
by 20th April 2013.

Please make sure you include your full

postal address AND rank

even if entering by e-mail and/or

you have entered before!

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
ON each of the following problems,
you are West. What should you bid
with each hand on the given auction?
Julian Pottage gives his answers on

page 44.

W N E S
Pass Pass 1® Pass
1´ Pass 1NT Pass
?

W N E S
1NT

?

W N E S
1t 1™

?

W N E S
Pass 1™ Dble

?

W N E S
Pass Pass 1t Pass
1´ Pass 2NT Pass
?

W N E S
1t Pass 2® Pass
?

Hand 1
´ K J 8 5

™ K 10 7

t 9 5

® K 10 9 8

Hand 2
´ A J 7 5 4 2

™ 5

t 9 4 3 2

® A 10

Hand 3
´ 9 4 3 2

™ 5

t 10 6 5

® K Q 10 8 3

Hand 4

´ 10 6

™ A 8 7 4 3

t 9

® J 10 9 6 4

Hand 5
´ Q 9 7 6 5

™ A K 9 8

t J 8 6

® 8

Hand 6
´ 9 3

™ K J 9 6

t A Q J 6 3

® A 9
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by Paul Bowyer   Basic Cardplay

Ducking (to Establish Long Suits)
THIS ARTICLE is about how to establish
suits, playing in no-trumps, by ducking.
The reason for ducking is usually because
there is a lack of entries.

This time we will look at some simple
examples, just to establish the basic
principles. Consider Deal 1, below, played
in 3NT by South against a spade lead from
West: 

Deal 1
South plays in 3NT.
West leads the ´J.
´ 5 3
™ 9 8 7 6
t A K 7 6 5
® 7 6

´ A K Q
™ A 10 3
t 4 3 2
® A 10 3 2

The first thing to do as declarer (after you
have thanked partner graciously for his
impeccable bidding and for displaying the
dummy) is to count your tricks. Here
there are seven top tricks (three spades,
one heart, two diamonds and one club), so
declarer needs to find two more. 

It remains a truism that the rapid
cashing of top tricks is poor play: all that
does is to set up winners for the oppo -
nents. We need a plan to make extra tricks
from somewhere; in no-trumps most
often that comes from establishing long
suits. In the case above the long suit is
diamonds: North-South can make four
diamond tricks assuming that the suit
breaks 3–2. All right, then – let’s assume
that the diamonds do indeed break
favourably. How should South tackle the
hand?

South must win the opening lead and

(ducking the second round of diamonds)
also works here. Declarer could play off
the ace of diamonds at trick two and then
lead a low diamond from the dummy.
That works just as well. As long as at least
one top diamond remains in the dummy
as an entry on the third round of
diamonds, 3NT will make the requisite
nine tricks. 

HHHHHH

Hmmmm. ‘Lose your losers early.’ ‘Keep
control.’ These seem to be common themes
in this game . . .

If we alter Deal 1 around a little we get:

Deal 2
South plays in 3NT.
West leads the ´J.
´ 5 3
™ 9 8 7 6
t A 7 6 5 4
® 7 6

´ A K Q
™ A 10 3
t K 3 2
® A 10 3 2

This, in essence, is the same layout as Deal
1 but with the diamond honours split
instead of both being in the same hand
(dummy). Is the play exactly the same as
in Deal 1?

The answer is yes, the play is fun da men -
tally the same. In order for 3NT to make,
the diamonds must break 3–2 and we
must lose a trick in the suit. Again, we have
much the same choice of plays as we did
above: success comes from either ducking
the first diamond, and subsequently play -
ing off the king and ace of diamonds and
running the diamonds, or by playing off

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

now could play off the ace of diamonds,
the king of diamonds and lead another
diamond. If diamonds were 3–2 that
would set up the seven and six of
diamonds but dummy has no entry –
hence, the two winning diamonds would
languish on the table and would never
make tricks. So we need a better plan. 

The winning play is to lead a diamond
at trick two and duck – that is play a low
card from the dummy and allow the
opponents to win the trick. Winning the
next trick (declarer has kept stoppers in all
suits, you may note), South can play off
the ace and king of diamonds and now not
only are the diamonds all winners but the
lead is where you want it to be: in the
dummy. Declarer’s nine tricks consist of
three spades, one heart, four diamonds
and one club. The full deal is revealed
below:

´ 5 3
™ 9 8 7 6
t A K 7 6 5
® 7 6

´ J 10 9 8 ´ 7 6 4 2
™ K J 4 ™ Q 5 2
t Q 9 t J 10 8
® J 9 5 4 ® K Q 8

´ A K Q
™ A 10 3
t 4 3 2
® A 10 3 2

The important point about this type of
hand is the timing of the play in
diamonds. Playing the diamonds from the
top will establish the suit but it will leave
the winning cards stranded on the table,
an oft-encountered fate for the inex peri -
enced player. Since you have to lose a trick
in the diamond suit no matter how the
adverse cards are distributed, it is usually
best to lose the lead early in the hand to
keep control.

Incidentally, an alternative line of play

N
W      E

S
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THE EBU & BRIDGE
OVERSEAS

LAKE GARDA
CONGRESS
9 – 15 October 2013

Grand Hotel Gardone, Lake Garda, Italy

t Autumn Sim Pairs
t Open Pairs
t Pivot Teams
t Men’s, Ladies’ and
Mixed Pairs

t Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams

For travel and accommodation please contact

BRIDGE OVERSEAS

( 0800 034 6246

Green-
pointed

Swiss
events

Blue-
pointed
events

Bridge Fees: £124
EBU Comps Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219 
E-mail: comps@ebu.co.uk

Attendance at the congress is exclusive
to delegates booking their accommodation

with Bridge Overseas

A range of optional excursions will be available to book
at the venue to complement the bridge programme

the king of diamonds and then ducking a
diamond.

Note that it is fatal to cash the ace of
diamonds first before ducking a diamond.
If you can’t see why, play the hand
through. You must keep the ace of dia -
monds back as an entry to be able to cash
the long suit.

HHHHHH

Try the next deal, also played in the
inevitable 3NT.

This is a deal where you have to duck
twice in the same suit to make your con -
tract. This can be illustrated by showing
the full layout at the outset:

Deal 3
South plays in 3NT.
West leads the ´J.

´ A Q 4 2
™ A K 7
t A 10 9
® 9 6 3

´ J 10 9 8 6 ´ 7 5 3
™ Q 9 2 ™ J 10 6 3
t J 6 4 t K Q 5
® Q 10 ® K J 4

´ K
™ 8 5 4
t 8 7 3 2
® A 8 7 5 2

The opening spade lead removes South’s
entry to his hand. How annoying . . .
Anyway, let’s count the top tricks. There
are three spade tricks, two hearts, a
diamond and a club. That makes seven on
top, so where might the other two tricks
come from? What is declarer’s plan?

Nine tricks will certainly not emerge if
all declarer does is cash his top tricks! The
answer is that South has to develop his
long suit and establish two little clubs. To
do this, South must lead a low club from
his hand at trick two. The opponents will
win and lead something (another spade,
probably) but declarer can win that and
immediately lead and duck another club.
Now South is in a position to cash the
remainder of his top tricks, cross to his
hand with the ace of clubs (which drops
the opponents’ last club) and cash the two
long clubs.

Deal 3 is an important type of deal. Too
many players, especially early on while
learning the game, simply lead out high
cards in the vague hope that extra tricks
will materialise from somewhere. r

N
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EBU News
ABS

IN RESPONSE to popular
demand, and awareness that
booking hotels is both more
expensive and more com-
plex than in the past, we’re
pleased to announce a new
Accommodation Booking
Service (ABS), operated by
Bridge Overseas, a company
with a proven track record
in dealing with hotels, both
arranging bookings and in
dealing with any issues that
might arise.

Make a note of the number:
0800 0346 246

The aim is to provide a com-
prehensive telephone service
that is quick and easy to use
which will have some of the
best negotiated rates that
can be had. The cost of
accommodation is one of
the most commonly recur-
ring issues amongst the
membership, so this is a
positive step forward in try-
ing to address the problem.
Initially the ABS will

cover:

• Oxford Belfry Midweek
Congress

• Riviera Congress
(Torquay)

• Scarborough Congress

• Brighton Summer
Meeting (other than
The Metropole)

• Telford Midweek
Congress

making these popular events
easier to attend, and at a
friendlier price. Where there
are multiple options of
accommodation, there will
be a range of hotels and
rates on offer.
Please note: the EBU does

not receive any payment
from Bridge Overseas for
the accommodation provid-
ed via this method at the
above congresses.

Full details at:
http://goo.gl/SV5z4

12 – 14 August 2013

Really Easy
Summer Congress

Hilton Metropole Hotel, Kings Road, Brighton, BN1 2FU

Entry fee: £41 full congress per person. Participants
(students and novices) will be expected to play
Standard English Acol. Sessions of between 12 and 15
boards will be played, all with commentated hands. If
you would like to stay one more day, you can join in
with the Next Step group on Thursday for an extra £10.

Entries / Enquiries:
Peter ( 01296 317203 

2013 JUNIOR
CAMROSE

ENGLAND DOMINATED in the
Junior Camrose and Peggy Bayer
Trophies, winning by huge mar -
gins. The Peggy Bayer (Under-
20s) team amassed an incred ible
220 VPs out of a possible 225, and
the Juniors (Under-25s) equalled
the record set in the competition
in 1993 by the England Junior
Team that went on to win the
Junior World Championship in
1995, scoring 213 out of the
maximum 225.

TEAMS: Junior Camrose: Tom
Paske – Graeme Robertson;
Shivam Shah – Basil Letts; Dan
McIntosh – Sarah O’Connor;
NPC: David Gold. Peggy Bayer:
Freddie Illingworth – Kyle Lam;
Toby Nonnenmacher – Michael
Alishaw; Rhys Munden  – Ben
Norton; NPC: Michael Byrne.

WELL DONE! 
WELL DONE to Matthew
Johnson on his promotion to
NBO International Tournament
Director after passing a test at the
end of the 9th Main TDs Course
recently run in Bad Honnef by the
European Bridge League.

NEW BENEFIT 
THE EBU is constantly seeking to
provide worthwhile services as
economically as possible for its
affiliated clubs, and has now
arranged for all clubs to benefit at
no cost from an extension to the
EBU’s Directors and Officers in -
sur ance from 26th February 2013;
this includes all member clubs of
the Union and their Committee
Members, Directors and Officers.
See http://goo.gl/gqUYO

2013-2014
DIARY

Once again, this will reach
members with the October
issue of English Bridge.

VAL GIBSON
WE ARE sad to announce that Val
Gibson has resigned from the
Board of the EBU due to ongoing
health problems. We thank Val for
the very important work she has
undertaken on our behalf with the
National Club Com mittee for
fifteen months.

BRIGHTON
NEWS 

THE EBU has set up a Brighton
Discussion Group, so you can:
find a bridge partner; provide
tips on where to park or stay; rec-
ommend your favourite restau-
rant; or tell everyone about your
favourite Brighton event. 
Join the group at http://

goo.gl/CkqXD and help other
players enjoy Brighton as much
as they can.  

DARREN EVETTS
WE ARE delighted to announce
the appointment of Darren Evetts
to the Board of the EBU. Darren
has a great deal of experience in
the world of duplicate bridge and
will be helping us with the devel -
opment and implementation of
our new strategy, which will be an -
nounced in full in our June issue.
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EBU News

Members Area – Log in!

THE EBU Members Area at
https://www.ebu.co.uk/members
is the second most popular page
on our website, behind only the
front page in terms of monthly
visitors. Members log in through -
out the day and night to check
their sessions, master points and
NGS grade, to book into events,
update their contact details, or to
see if that prize they won at the
Year End Congress has been
credited yet. However, only about
30% of all EBU members have
logged in at least once since the
page’s launch three years ago.
Hopefully this article will show
the remainder what they have
been missing.

What Can You Do in the
Members Area?

• View your session history.
See where you’ve played, how
you’ve scored and which
sessions earned you master
points.

• Check your National
Grading Scheme infor ma -
tion. The public NGS page
will only let you see your
current grade but in the
Members Area you can see a
full breakdown of how it has
changed over time, how
strong the sessions you’ve
played in are and the
strength of your various
partnerships – plus there’s a
useful graph.

• View your master-point
history, your current total
and your rank.

• Book into EBU compe titions
and pay through our PayPal
system. This also accepts
credit cards.

• Check and amend your
personal details on our
database. If you move house,
you can make sure your copy
of English Bridge still goes to
the right place.

• Find out which clubs you
belong to. If you think you’re
a member of a club but this
doesn’t show up here, then it
could affect your EBU mem -
ber ship and you’ll want to
sort this out with your club
secretary.

• Manage your league team. If
you’re the captain of a team
in a league that’s using our
League Management System
then you’ll be able to submit
results and amend your
player roster through the
Members Area.

• See your prize credits and
current EBU account bal ance.
The balance is only accurate
up to the day before, so
should be treated as an indi -
cation only. For full details
please contact the office.

Problems
with Your Password?

Every EBU member already has a
password, so there’s no need to
register. If you do not know what
it is, or it doesn’t work, then
follow these steps:

• Passwords are case-sensitive
so if yours appears in capital
letters you need to type it in
as such. Check that you don’t
have the CAPS LOCK button
on.

• You would have been told
your password on your
welcome letter, sent out with
the June 2010 English Bridge,
or later if you weren’t a
member back then.

• If we have your email address
on record, then you can ask
for a password reminder
email by entering your EBU
number on the login page
and clicking Forgot Pass word.
Make sure you check your
spam filter too as our auto -
mated emails occa sionally
get stuck there.

If all else fails, email us on
ebu@ebu.co.uk or phone 01296
317200 and we’ll get you sorted
out.

(Michael Clark)

https://www.ebu.co.uk/members
(Note: the ‘https’ part of the address is important, as it ensures your security when you visit the page)

Use the navigation bar to switch between the various information screens Use the Log Out button to end
your session or switch users 

You can 
amend
your
password
here

This button
takes you to
a more
detailed
breakdown
of your 
NGS
history

Your EBU
account 
balance

A summary
of your
recent
sessions

You can 
sort the
table by
clicking on
the column
heading

It can be
useful to
quote the
session ID
when 
raising
queries
with the
EBU about
particular
sessions

Tip: You
can hover
your
mouse
over 
column
headers
and some
of the data
to view
handy tool
tips 

These columns show NGS information for your sessions
and you’ll be able to see how your grade changes over time

Information on EBU prizes and
other credits can be found here
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EBU News
STANDBY PAIRS
AT NATIONAL

EVENTS
WANTED: STANDBY pairs for
national Swiss Pairs and Swiss
Teams events. If you and your
partner would be willing to
help in this way, and reduce the
like li hood of other players
having to sit out for a whole
match, please email gordon@
ebu.co.uk
You would be expected to

come for the beginning of the
event(s), and if you are needed
you would play for free. In
certain circum stances (for
example, if another pair drops
out due to illness), you might
occasionally not be needed to
play for the whole event. If you
earn master points, they are
yours to keep. If you are not
needed, you can claim modest
travelling ex pens es so that you
are not out of pocket.

HUBERT
PHILLIPS 2013
THIS IS an ideal tournament
for players new to du pli cate
from rubber or Chicago bridge.
The Hubert Phillips is Eng -

land’s mixed pivot teams-of-
four cham  p ionship. Scoring is
by aggregate, honours count -
ing. At no time may an all male
or all female team be playing.
Matches are played on the full
pivot principle so you play one-
third of the match with each of
your team-mates as a partner. 
The competition is seeded,

and if a non-seeded team falls at
the first hurdle, it can enter the
Plate, so non-seeded teams are
guar an teed at least two matches.
Teams may contain 4, 5 or 6

players, but only four players
may play in any given match
prior to the semi-final stage.

Closing date for entries:
19th April 2013.

SENIORS
KNOCK-OUT

2013
MAKE SURE you don’t miss
out on the Gerard Faulkner
Salver for Senior Teams of Four.
Closing date for entries:

7th June 2013.
To be eligible for a Seniors
event, players must have been
born in 1953 or earlier.

TOLLEMACHE
FINAL

BERKS & BUCKS (represented
by Sally Brock, Barry Myers,
Ed Scerri, Gary Jones, Tim Rees,
John Howard, Andrew Murphy,
Richard Bow dery and Dick
Davey NPC) were the con -
vincing win ners of the Tolle -
mache final with 113 points,
ahead of Surrey (78 points) and
Kent (76 points).

n APRIL 2013
5-7 Norfolk Congress

Taverham
8-12 British Sims

Clubs
12-14 Lady Milne

Scotland
12-14 Devon Congress

Torquay
13-14 National Pairs Finals

Hinckley Island Hotel
20-21 Portland Bowl Finals

Portland Club
20-21 Staffs & Shrops Congress

Telford
26-5 MayThe Lambourne Jersey

Festival of Bridge
Westhill Country Hotel

nMAY 2013
3-5 Cheltenham Congress

Cheltenham
3-7 Schapiro Spring Foursomes

Stratford-upon-Avon
7-10 EBU Spring Sims, Clubs
11-12 Crockfords Finals

Hinckley Island Hotel
13 EBU Spring Sims, Clubs
17-19 Seniors Camrose

Cardiff
18 Garden Cities Trophy 

Regional heats: Bradford,
Bristol, Peterborough,
Richmond

19 Kent GP Swiss Teams
Maidstone Leisure Centre

19 Merseyside & Cheshire
GP Swiss Pairs, Merseyside

19 Warwickshire GP Swiss Pairs,
Coventry & NW BC

19 Hants & IoW GP Swiss Teams
25-27 Spring Bank Holiday Congress

Carrington House Hotel, 
Bournemouth

28-30 Oxford Belfry Midweek
Congress, Oxford Belfry Hotel,
Nr Thame, Oxon

n JUNE 2013
1-2 Yorkshire Congress

Cairn Hotel, Harrogate
1-2 Corwen Trophy 

Daventry Hotel
15 Garden Cities Trophy Final

West Midlands BC, Solihull
15-16 Oxfordshire Congress

Woodstock
15-29 European Open Championships

Ostend
22 Northants GP Swiss Pairs

Bugbrooke
22-23 Berks & Bucks GP Weekend

Windsor
22-23 Pachabo Cup

Daventry Hotel
23 Bedford GP Swiss Teams

Vauxhall Club, Luton
23 Sussex GP Swiss Pairs

Ardingly
23 Dorset GP Swiss Teams

Hamworthy Club, Wimborne
23 Cumbria GP Swiss Teams

Kendal
28-30 Riviera Congress

Torquay

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

PRIMARY SCHOOL PUPILS AT WESTMINSTER

IN JANUARY the All Party Parliamentary Group demonstrated their continuing support for the
development of duplicate bridge by inviting eighteen pupils from two primary schools to the Houses
of Parliament to play a game of Minibridge. The schools that attended were from London: St Peter’s –
Eton Square and Saint Christina’s School, and have been playing Minibridge for two years.
On their arrival, the children were treated to a meeting with the Lord Speaker of the House of

Lords, Baroness D’Souza, and then to a grand tour of the Houses of Parliament conducted by Lord
Skelmersdale and Lord Hamilton. This was followed by a Minibridge match in the River Room which
the Lord Speaker had graciously made available for the event. After eight boards of Minibridge had been
played, the Tournament Director, Gordon Rainsford, announced that the St Christina’s team had won
overall. Well done to them. 
The EBU extend their grateful thanks to Baroness Henig, Chairman of the All Party Parliamentary

Group, for organising this event. We would also like to thank the teachers, Samantha Sharples (St
Peter’s) and Bronagh Finnison (Saint Christina’s School) and all their pupils for demonstrating how
Minibridge is a great way of learning maths and logic while having lots of fun.
If your school would like to start teaching Minibridge, please contact Matt Betts on 01296 317 215. r
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Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

April 2013
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All ´ K Q 6 4     
Dealer West ™ 10 9

t A 10 9 5
(Burn) ® A Q 5

2. Game All ´ 3
Dealer West ™ A J

t K Q J 6 2
(Hoftaniska) ® A K 10 5 4

3. N/S Game ´ K
Dealer West ™ K Q 9 7 5 2

t 9 5 4
(de Botton) ® A 8 3

4. Love All ´ Void
Dealer West ™ A K Q J 6 2

t J 9 8 3
(Allfrey)  ® A K Q
*North bids 4´,
South bids 5´ (if possible)

5. N/S Game ´ A 9 5 4
Dealer North ™ K 4 3 2

t 10 3
(Malinowski) ® A 9 4
*North passes as dealer

6. Game All ´ K Q 8 7 6   
Dealer East ™ 8 7

t A Q 4 3
(Gold) ® A 2

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 36-37

April 2013
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All ´ A J 7
Dealer West ™ A K

t K Q J 8 4
(Sandqvist) ® 10 8 4

2. Game All ´ A 10 9
Dealer West ™ K Q 7 6 2

t 7 4
(Burn) ® Q 9 8

3. N/S Game ´ J 8 7 5 2
Dealer West ™ A J 3

t Q
(Malinowski) ® Q J 10 4

4. Love All ´ K 6   
Dealer West ™ 10 8 4

t Q 10 7 6 4 2
(Robson) ® 8 4
*North bids 4´,
South bids 5´ (if possible)

5. N/S Game ´ 10
Dealer North ™ A Q J 8 6 5

t A 7 6
(Hoftaniska) ® K Q 7
*North passes as dealer

6. Game All ´ A 5 3      
Dealer East ™ A J 6 5

t K 9 5
(Forrester) ® K Q 7

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 36-37
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EBU SHOP

( 01296 397851 / 317200
E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,

but include VAT.

EBU SHOP

( 01296 397851 / 317200
E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,

but include VAT.

Jannersten
Duplimate Boards

MEMBERS PRICE £59.40
per set of 32 including labels.
Available in 9 colours: red,
green, dark blue, yellow,

orange, light blue, pink, white
and lime green.

Jannersten
Bidding Buddies

More compact than traditional
bidding boxes.

NEW LOWER PRICE £20
per set of 4 including cards.

Available in black,
green and red.

Fleming Boards 

MEMBERS PRICE £59.40
per set of 32 including labels.
Available in blue, green, red

and black.

The EBU Shop prices

are very competitive

but if you find any

of our products cheaper

elsewhere, please let us

know and we will try

and match the price

where possible.
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Send your letters to the editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road,
Reading RG1 5LR, or e-mail

elena@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to

condense letters. Publication does not
mean the EBU agrees with the views

expressed or that the
comments are factually correct.

Correction
I AM much saddened by the
death of Jaime Ortiz-Patiño.
However, I must correct an
error in your obituary which I
have just read on my return
from Bermuda (where I had to
make the same correction).
Screens were first used in the
Silver Jubilee Bermuda Bowl in
Bermuda in 1975. They were
asked for by Julius Rosenblum
as President of the WBF and a
design was suggested by him. 
I was Vice-Chairman of the

Organising Committee and was
charged with this responsibi li -
ty. They were made in the
woodwork department of the
school where I taught, basically
to my design and with my help.

Malcolm Lewis, by email

The Joys
of Bridge

I HAVE been meaning to write
for ages. We get two copies of
English Bridge every time.
Please cancel my name from
your mailing list. I am 90 and
my partner is likely to outlive
me – she’s only 75. 
I must tell you that we

thoroughly enjoy English Bridge
as well as Bridge Magazine.
and Bridge. Then there are the
four bridge clubs we go to
every week. Still better!

Ernest von Roretz, by email

Members who do not require the

magazine can either email clare@

ebu.co.uk and ask for their name to

be removed from the mailing list,

or – even better – do it themselves.

Please go to Members Log In at

www.ebu.co.uk, enter your user -

name (i.e. your EBU number) and

password, then click ‘My Details’ in

the overhead menu and untick

‘Receive Magazine?’. All done!

While you are there, you can also

check your master-point and NGS

records . . . Michael Clark explains

how to make the most of  the

Members Area in his article on

page 29 in this issue.

Anomaly?
I AM sure this subject has been
raised before, but I do not
know what the answer is. 
The other night my partner

and I made 5™ doubled
vulnerable, for a score of 850.
This was not a top, as another
pair had made 4™ doubled plus
one, for a score of 990. This
seems a little unfair, given that
the same number of tricks were
made. Indeed, it could be
argued that making 5™ is more
challenging than 4™, as there is
less room for manoeuvre. If
the double had been into
game, that would, of course, be
un der  standable. 
Can you say what the logic is

behind this anomaly?
Jerry Emery, Steyning

I couldn’t, so I asked Gordon

Rainsford, EBU Chief Tournament

Director, who explains: The scoring

table at bridge has developed

gradually over time, tracing its roots

back to auction bridge and even

earlier precursors to our game.

Changes have been made when it

has been thought to produce

undesired outcomes, but that has

not been for some time now. The

most recent change was in 1987,

when the doubled non-vulner able

penalties and the re doubled bonus

were increased. These were both

changed in response to specific

problems that had been identified,

and I know of no current plans to

make any further changes to the

scoring table.

One of the fundamentals of the

system is that we get the reciprocal

score to our oppo nents’. This

means that we are not only

rewarded for our own successes,

but also for our oppo nents’ errors.

In the situation you ask about, I

can think of two reasons why you

should have a worse score for 5™

making than the other pair had for

4™ plus one: firstly, they have

judged well to stay at a lower level;

and secondly their opponents have

made a worse error in doubling

them at the four level than did

yours in doubling you at the five

level.

Support
THANK you to Michael Cox
who raised the issue of support
to mental health charities in
the February issue. These
services make such an impor -
tant contribution to our local
communities. Mental health
issues touch nearly all of us
with one in four people
seeking help for their
problems. At the same time
funding to many of those
services is being cut.
At the Oakfield Bridge Club

in Saddleworth (www.bridge
webs.com/oakfield/) we have
run charity events for both
Admiral Nurses and our local
Mind organisation (www.tog
mind.org). Like Michael, we
would urge other clubs to
consider doing the same.

Bob Mercer, Saddleworth

A letter of support also came from

Mark Mortimer, Tunbridge Wells.

Frustration
PLEASED to see a defence
problem on the (February)
cover of the magazine, but it
was frustra ting not to get any
follow up – maybe it’s there
but I can’t find it. Next time?

Ann Stevenson, by email

I thought the way I had phrased the

question would be helpful (‘You are

playing in the Premier League . . .’).

Sorry, the answer was on page 23, in

the middle of Tom Town send’s

Premier League report.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Resources
THE web has opened up bridge
in many ways: we can now see
our results online and compare
them against  our opponents
and double dum my where
hands were com puter dealt, read
articles, look up conven tions
and read about specific declarer
and defender plays without the
need to wade through masses of
books and magazine articles to
find what we are looking for. But
these are really just trans fer ring
the off line world on line. The
biggest innovation is going to be
the development of interactive
books and learning. 
Furthermore, holding the

cards and bidding sequences in
our heads while the author takes
us through a particular point is
difficult at the best of times but
when it involves a page turn as
well it becomes nigh on
impossible, especially for us
beginners and inter mediates. A
new feature on BridgeBase
Online bypasses this problem.
You don’t even need a BBO

account (at the time of writ ing)
to use the free resource at the
BBO Store www.bridgebase.
com/store where you can read
along as expert instruc tors walk
you through the bidding and
play of interesting hands, and
solve quizzes along the way to
test whether you’ve ab sorbed the
lesson.  The articles are orga -
nised by standard, topic and
author and there is something
for every one. If you want to
improve your game I recom -
mend this  site no matter what
standard of bridge you think
you play. 

Simon Fawthrop, by email

All feedback on the pro -
posed online matches
(February issue) has been
forwarded to the Tourna -
ment Committee. They
will consider comments at
their next meeting and
reply directly as well as in
our June issue. r
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step back and reflect upon a totally
different situation. Imagine that you are
about to attend four job interviews and,
again, there are two scenarios:

1. One job is more to your liking than
the others and you evaluate your
chances of landing this post as being
reasonable and better than your
chances with the others. With all
four, however, you know that you will
still be looking for something better.

2. Again, you are not particularly con -
fident of success with the first three
interviews and neither do you find the
corresponding positions particularly
appealing. The fourth, however, seems
like a great opportu nity and, further -
more, you are fairly confident of being
the strongest candidate. 

In preparation, it might be sensible to
adopt a different strategy for each of these
two situations. In the first instance, you
might decide to hedge your bets and treat
each position more-or-less equally but, in
the second, your strong preference for the
fourth interview might cause you to con -
centrate on it, at the expense of the other
three, regarding any time and effort spent
as being a worthwhile investment.
Let us return to the lead problems from

above. With hearts and spades having been
bid, these suits seem to be particularly
unpromising. A passive (trying not to give
declarer a free trick) club lead might work
well, especially if partner’s clubs are strong
but this might not be the right time to

adopt a passive stance. A good player on
lead would realise that declarer is likely to
be able to develop the hearts easily, by
looking at his or her own heart holding and
remembering the bidding – any finesse that
declarer might require in this suit is likely
to work. Bearing this in mind, it looks
appropriate to attack by leading diamonds,
which is probably what most players would
do instinctively. 
A brief analysis of possible diamond

holdings in East’s hand might help to
illustrate how well a diamond lead might
work in each instance – see the table at the
bottom of the page.
Allowance should be made for the fact

that East’s expected diamond length is
slightly shorter opposite tA-K-8-6-5 than
opposite tA-K-6-5 but nevertheless, the
table below illustrates two things:

1. A lead from tA-K-8-6-5 is more
likely to develop extra tricks than a
lead from tA-K-6-5.

2. When successful, a lead from 
tA-K-8-6-5 develops more extra
tricks than one from tA-K-6-5.

This comparison suggests that with Hand
A, West should not be too enthusiastic
about a diamond lead – it might not work
particularly well and even if it does, at
least one more trick will have to come
from somewhere else before the contract
is beaten. As with the first job-hunt
scenario, it is advisable for West to hedge
his or her bets to some extent. This can be
done by leading the tA and looking at the
dummy before deciding what to do next
(see exam ple Deal A on the next page).
By comparison, on lead with Hand B,

West should be willing to invest in the
diamond suit, as with the second job-hunt
scenario. The lead will work well often and
when it does nothing else will be required
to defeat the contract. The best way to
invest in the diamond suit is to lead low.
This is necessary when East holds tQ-x or
tx-x and a quick entry, paying big

by Derek Patterson   Opening Leads

The Right Time to Play Your Ace

WEST’S HOLDING EAST’S HOLDING

tA-K-6-5 tA-K-8-6-5

4 tricks possible (3 likely) 5 tricks very likely Q-x-x

3 tricks possible (2 likely) 4 tricks likely if the defence x-x-x
regains the lead in time 

3 tricks (at best) 5 tricks possible (3 likely) Q-x

2 tricks 4 tricks possible (2 likely) x-x 

IN THIS series of articles I will try to
provide some guidance on opening leads.
In particular, I will be stressing the impor -
tance of listening to the bidding and
trying to paint a picture of the opponents’
hands. I will discuss, also, the circum -
stances when it might be right to lead
passively. Through out, I will attempt to
give a rationale which can have a wider
relevance.

Leading from A-K vs No-trumps

To start the ball rolling, consider these two
hands:

Hand A Hand B
´ J 7 ´ J 7
™ 8 7 5 ™ 8 7 5
t A K 6 5 t A K 8 6 5
® 9 5 4 2 ® 9 4 2

Sitting West, after the auction below, what
would you lead in each case?

West North East South
1™

Pass 1´ Pass 1NT1

Pass 3NT All Pass
1 15-17 points

In both instances, a diamond lead seems
to be normal, providing the best chance of
a source of tricks without giving much
away – but which one?
Before answering this, I’d like to take a
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dividends when there is a 3-3 break. 

Tip: against no-trumps, it is normally
correct to lead the ace from A-K-x-x
but low from A-K-x-x-x.

Examples

On both the deals below, the bidding goes
as shown on the previous page:

West North East South
1™

Pass 1´ Pass 1NT1

Pass 3NT All Pass
1 15-17 points

On Deal A, West leads the ace of dia -
monds. East discourages, so West switches
to a club to defeat 3NT. Note that the lead
of a low diamond lets 3NT make.

Deal A
N/S Game. Dealer South.

´ A Q 9 4
™ Q 10 6
t J 9 8 4
® Q 10

´ J 7 ´ 10 6 5 2
™ 8 7 5 ™ 4 3 2
t A K 6 5 t 7 2
® 9 5 4 2 ® A J 7 3

´ K 8 3
™ A K J 9
t Q 10 3
® K 8 6

By contrast, on Deal B West leads the six of
diamonds. When East obtains the lead, the
two of diamonds is returned to seal
declarer’s fate.

Deal B
N/S Game. Dealer South.

´ A Q 9 4
™ Q 10 6
t J 9 4
® Q 10 5

´ J 7 ´ 10 6 5 2
™ 8 7 5 ™ 4 3 2
t A K 8 6 5 t 7 2
® 9 4 2 ® A J 7 3

´ K 8 3
™ A K J 9
t Q 10 3
® K 8 6 r
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DavID TaLBoT Henry Davenport

was born in India in May 1930 where

his father was working for Dunlop. The

family soon returned to England and set-

tled in the Wirral. David was sent to

Mostyn House prep school and then

Radley, where he learnt to row and was

Captain of Boats in his last year. after

Radley he did his National Service with

the oxford and Bucks Light Infantry

before going up to University College

oxford where he read PPE. He was soon

back on the river, possibly to the detri-

ment of his studies. He rowed very suc-

cessfully for his college, and then earned

a place in the oxford Eight, rowing in

the 1953 Boat Race. He graduated that

year with his blue and his degree.

His business career began with the

invest ment team at Canada Life. He was

sent to Canada to train and then returned

to be given the job of running the

London office. In 1960 he left Canada

Life and set up his own business, Port -

folio Management, with his partner,

James Rowlatt. The business prospered

and was a template for investment man-

agement firms of the future. The busi-

ness was successfully sold to aitkin

Hume in the late ’70s. David soon

moved on and set up a new business, CS

Investments, with Sam Stephenson and

Eric Crawford.

In 1960, David married Patricia

Barham and they set about producing a

family. Four children duly arrived,

William, Sarah, Lucy and Jeremy.

Family commitments inhibited David's

other great love, bridge. His mother was

a formidable player and David learnt to

play at a young age and soon became a

top player, playing for oxford in a win-

ning team vs Cambridge and regularly

playing at Crockfords. He played in the

English trials in 1960 but gave up tour-

nament bridge until much later in life as

his family arrived. In 1972 he joined the

Portland Club where he was one of the

leading players. He was Chairman of

the Card Committee for many years and

made a major contribution to the 1997

edition of The Laws of Rubber Bridge.

He was working on the next edition

right up until his death, and was much

concerned that the Portland Club made

a significant contribution.

His business life meantime thrived.

CS investments became Chiswell St and

then later Sarasin, growing significant-

ly. Following a chance dinner party

meeting, David bought into a company,

called Barbour Index, a specialist infor-

mation service for architects. With his

partner, Patrick Barbour, the business

prospered and in 1972 they were able to

purchase New Lodge in Berkshire for a

very low price and later sold it for a sub-

stantial profit. Microgen, a software

company, also emerged from Barbour

and is capitalised today at £100m.

David retired from day to day work in

his seventies but continued to be an

active investor in the stock market. He

returned to tournament bridge, and he

and I struck up a very happy partnership

playing in the Gold Cup and the Kent

Congress where we won the major pairs

event. David was a delightful partner,

never complaining about my disap-

pointing play and never ever behaving

other than impeccably. He will be much

missed by his wife, his four children,

seven grandchildren and his many

friends.

(Giles Hargreave,

Deputy Chairman, Portland Club)

DaviD Davenport

1930 - 2012

The EBU is sad to announce the death, at the end of

2012, of David Davenport, former Chairman of the Card

Committee at the prestigious Portland Club*. David

was a great supporter of the EBU and was behind each

affiliated club being given a free copy of the Laws

Book back in 2008. He also gave £5000 from his own

charitable trust to the EBU’s Youth and Education

Trust in 2011.

*The Portland Club, London, is the oldest institution in the world to be responsible

for the promulgation of the laws of bridge.
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by David Bird Bidding Quiz

Beat Today’s Experts
Answers to Problems on Page 31

THIS TIME our deals will all come from the
final of the Gold Cup, with Allfrey facing de
Botton.
Nick Sandqvist’s 2NT rebid shows 18 or 19

points. 3t by East would then have been
forcing, but David Burn made the better bid
of 4t, showing great diamond support and
slam intentions. When partner cue-bid in
hearts, Burn bid RKCB, hearing of three key
cards (two aces and the trump king). His 5™,
the next available bid not in the trump suit,
asked for the queen of trumps.
Tony Forrester doubled 5™ and I see from

his convention card that such doubles
request the lead of the ‘lower unbid suit’,
where he held ®K-J-9-7-6. That’s a clever
idea!

A popular method over an intervening
double is to use Pass and Redouble as the
first two steps. 5´ would then be the third
step. Anyway, Sandqvist did well not to bid a
grand slam immediately, with five trumps
and a potentially useful jack in partner’s suit.
Burn persisted with a 6® grand-slam try

and Sandqvist leapt to 7t. One of West’s
clubs goes on the fourth spade, but a finesse
in clubs cannot be avoided. (If West’s shape
were 3-3-5-2, all would have been well.) The
®K was offside and the grand went one
down – a result duplicated by Alexander
Allfrey and Andrew Robson at the other table.

n Awards: 6NT (10), 6t (9), 7NT/7t (6),
games (2).

2. Game All. Dealer West.

´́ A 10 9A 10 9 ´́ 3 3 
™™ K Q 7 6 2K Q 7 6 2 ™™ A JA J
tt 7 47 4 tt K Q J 6 2K Q J 6 2
®® Q 9 8Q 9 8 ®® A K 10 5 4A K 10 5 4

N
W    E

S

Most of England’s top players use a strong
1NT opening, which implies that a rebid in
no-trumps is weak.  Burn duly showed a
minimum hand and Thor-Erik Hoftaniska
introduced his clubs. Since this might be a
four-card suit, Burn signed off in 3NT. The
4® continuation showed a fifth club and
Burn now agreed this suit with a cue-bid of
4´. (Had he preferred diamonds, he would
have bid 4t instead.) RKCB led to the very
reasonable contract of 6®.
David Gold, South, found the best lead of

a spade, won with the ace. Hoftaniska played

a diamond to the king, the ace and queen of
trumps (dropping the ®J from North) and
another diamond. Forrester (North) held
tA-10-9-8 and the slam was made.
At the other table Peter Crouch and Derek

Patterson stopped in 4™.

n Awards: 6® (10), 5®/4™ (6), 3NT (5),
6t (3).

´ J 8 7 5 2 ´ K
™ A J 3 ™ K Q 9 7 5 2
t Q t 9 5 4
® Q J 10 4 ® A 8 3

3.N/S Game. Dealer West. Do you rate that West hand as an opening
bid? It contains only 11 points including a
singleton queen. In addition to that, the
longest suit is only jack-high. The Kaplan-
Rubens hand evaluator (find it via Google
on the internet) assesses the true value of
the hand as just 9.3 points.
Nevertheless, it represents an opening bid

in today’s game! Artur Malinowski opened
1´ and the heart game was easily reached.
Janet de Botton scored six hearts, three clubs
and a diamond ruff, to land the contract. 

At the other table Gold and Forrester bid
1´ – 2™ – 4™. Why did Gold rebid 4™?
Because 2™ was game-forcing (using the 2-
over-1 method, popular in the USA). The
4™ rebid was therefore weaker than 3™
would have been. 
Suppose West passes. The bidding might

then start 1™ – 1´ – 2™ – 3™, leaving East to
decide whether to bid the game.

n Awards: 4™ (10), part-scores (5). 

N
W    E

S

´ A J 7 ´ K Q 6 4 
™ A K ™ 10 9
t K Q J 8 4 t A 10 9 5
® 10 8 4 ® A Q 5

N
W    E

S

1. Love All. Dealer West.

West North East South
Sandqvist Gold Burn Forrester   
1t Pass 1´ Pass 
2NT Pass 4t Pass
4™ Pass 4NT Pass 
5® Pass 5™ Dble
5NT Pass 6® Pass
7t

West East
Burn Hoftaniska
1™ 2t
2NT 3®
3NT 4®
4´ 4NT
5t 6®

West East
Malinowski de Botton
1´ 2™
3™ 4™
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Tips to remember
• Opening bids are getting lighter
and lighter. If you don’t want to
be left behind . . . follow the trend! 

• When a Blackwood bid (or fol-
low-up) is doubled, use Pass and
Redouble as the first two steps.
The next available bid represents
the third step.

• When you show a minimum
hand and partner makes a slam
try nevertheless, evaluate your
hand with in the range already
indicated.

• When partner’s three-bid is dou-
bled for take-out, consider a lead-
directing bid at the four level
rather than a direct raise. A-Q-x-x
is an excellent holding for such a
bid. Partner may then lead a dou-
bleton through dummy’s king.  r

Alexander Allfrey bid a disciplined 5™ on
his hand, when many players would hope
for the best in diamonds and leap to 6™.
There is no reason to expect West to be
short in diamonds. Even if you strike lucky
and find him with the tA or tK, there may
still be two diamond losers.
When South’s 5´ ran back to him, Allfrey

doubled and picked up a 300 penalty. This
was the other auction:

West North East South
Hoftaniska Forrester Malinowski Gold 
Pass 3´ Dble 4t
Dble 4´ 6™

Sandqvist bid 7´ over Burn’s 6´, aware that
his side needed a big swing or two. Robson
led the ´10 and Burn made the grand by
playing the ace and king of trumps, fol-
lowed by three rounds of diamonds. North
held only two diamonds but had started
with two trumps and could not ruff.
Declarer was then able to ruff his last dia-
mond in the dummy for a 13-IMP gain.
Despite this bold effort, Allfrey held on to

win Britain’s top event by 169-156 IMPs.
Many congratulations to the winners:
Allfrey – Robson, Forrester – Gold, Crouch –
Patterson.

n Awards: 6´ (10), 6NT (8), 7´ (6), games
(4).

´ ™ t ®

A great score of 56/60 from two of
England’s finest teams. Let’s end by looking
for some useful bidding tips.

´ A 5 3 ´ K Q 8 7 6 
™ A J 6 5 ™ 8 7
t K 9 5 t A Q 4 3
® K Q 7 ® A 2

N
W    E

S

5. N/S Game. Dealer North. lower unbid suit (tK-J-8-4-2). Hoftaniska
re doubles to suggest playing in this spot and
Forrester runs to 4´, knowing from West’s
splinter that N/S have some sort of fit there.
West resumes his slam investigation,

finding that East holds the three missing
key cards. He bids 5NT (a grand slam try)
and East signs off in six. The slam is cold –
eleven top tricks and a diamond ruff to be
added to the pile.
At the other table Robson and Allfrey

stopped short:

West East
Robson Allfrey

1®
1t 2™
3´ 3NT
4® 4™

Robson’s 1t showed hearts (it is popular

Over 3´ Malinowski had the space to dou-
ble. Gold then bid a lead-directing 4t on:
´Q9752  ™953  tAK  ®732. Hoftaniska
doubled, showing good diamonds (presum-
ably) and this was enough to encourage his
partner to bid 6™. Two rounds of diamonds
put paid to this endeavour and Allfrey
gained 8 IMPs. What did you make of that?
After that bidding I would certainly have

bid 6™ on Malinowski’s cards. West’s double
of 4t seems to have little to commend it.

n Awards: 5´ by N, doubled (10), slams (4).

nowadays to play transfers opposite a 1®
opening).  Allfrey’s raise to 2™ showed four-
card support and a minimum opening. Over
the 3´ splinter bid, Allfrey’s 3NT presum-
ably showed a hand suitable for slam play
(the Serious 3NT, although there is no men-
tion of it on their convention card). 
Robson cue-bid 4® and Allfrey signed off,

ending the auction. I am reluctant to assign
blame on such auctions, since I may be
unaware of the nuances. On the face of it,
though, East had limited his hand and
should then have advanced to a slam when
holding three key cards and a perfect fit for
the splinter-bid. Remember that the splin-
ter-bid must be a slam try, once the East
hand is limited.

n Awards: 6™ (10), games (4).  

6. Game All. Dealer East.

´ 10 ´ A 9 5 4 
™ A Q J 8 6 5 ™ K 4 3 2
t A 7 6 t 10 3
® K Q 7 ® A 9 4

N
W    E

S

This deal arose in the last set. Forrester’s 2®
was game-forcing but could be balanced,
natural or showing spade support. 2t
enquired and 2´ showed spade support. A
key-card continuation led to the comfort-
able contract of 6´. 
After a similar auction at the other table,

West North East South
Hoftaniska Gold Malinowski Forrester        

Pass 1® Pass
1™ Pass 2™ Pass
3´ Pass 4® Dble
Rdble Pass Pass 4´
4NT Pass 5® Pass 
5NT Pass 6™

West North East South
Robson Sandqvist Allfrey De Botton     
Pass 4´ 5™ 5´
Pass Pass Dble

West East
Forrester Gold

1´
2® 2t
2´ 3t
3´ 3NT
4NT 5®
5t 6´

´ K 6 ´ Void 
™ 10 8 4 ™ A K Q J 6 2
t Q 10 7 6 4 2 t J 9 8 3
® 8 4 ® A K Q

N
W    E

S

4. Love All. Dealer West.

The heart fit is located and Hoftaniska then
makes a splinter bid of 3´, showing at most
one spade. Malinowski, with a splendid fit in
the splinter suit, cue-bids 4®. As on Hand 1,
Forrester doubles to request a lead of the
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CLUB & COUNTY DIRECTOR
TRAINING COURSES 2013

For further information, or to register for a course
( 01296 317203 or email peter@ebu.co.uk

CONCESSIONS FOR AFFILIATED CLUBS
Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are invited to send a
second club member to a TD course FREE OF CHARGE where the club sends a
full paying member to any of the club TD courses. The offer is on a ‘like for like’
basis – so when a club books a place (from one to four courses) it receives the
equivalent free for another member of the same club. To take advantage of the
scheme both the paying member and the free member must be booked at the
same time and the booking must be made by the registered secretary of the
club.  (Note: this scheme does not include the County Director or County
Refresher courses held annually, nor the County Preparation day course.)

ESSENTIALS  £37 (£38 as from August 2013)
Headcorn, Maidstone Saturday 13 April
Worthing Saturday 27 April
Leicester Saturday 27 April
Wolverhampton Saturday 25 May
Brighton Monday 12 August
Cheltenham Saturday 14 September
Aylesbury EBU Wednesday 16 October
BOOK RULINGS £42 (£43 as from August 2013)
West Midlands Wednesday 10 April
Wetherby Saturday 20 April
Headcorn Saturday 11 May
Leicester Saturday 18 May
Worthing Saturday 1 June
Wolverhampton Saturday 22 June
Brighton Tuesday 13 August
Cheltenham Saturday 12 October
Aylesbury EBU Wednesday 20 November
JUDGMENT RULINGS £42 (£43 as from August 2013)
Coventry Saturday 20 April
Wetherby Saturday 11 May
Headcorn Saturday 8 June
West Midlands Wednesday 12 June
Worthing Saturday 29 June
Leicester Saturday 29 June
Wolverhampton Saturday 20 July
Brighton Wednesday 14 August
Cheltenham Saturday 16 November
Aylesbury EBU Wednesday 11 December
ASSESSMENT £47 (£49 as from August 2013)
Darlington Saturday 27 April
Harrow Saturday 27 April
Salisbury Thursday 9 May
Manchester Saturday 11 May
Coventry Saturday 8 June
Wetherby Saturday 22 June
West Midlands Wednesday 10 July
Headcorn Saturday 13 July
Worthing Saturday 20 July
Brighton Thursday 15 August
Wolverhampton Saturday 7 September
Leicester Saturday 21 September
Cheltenham Saturday 14 December
Aylesbury EBU Wednesday 15 January 2014

ONE-DAY COUNTY PREPARATION COURSE
18 May 2013

This one-day course held at EBU Aylesbury office is intended
for people who are thinking of tackling the County Course. It uses
material from previous County Course on harder book and judge-
ment rulings and the EBU White Book TD guide. Course fee £45.
COUNTY TD AND COUNTY REFRESHER COURSE

21-22 September 2013
Hilton Hotel, Coventry. £170 for one night full board + all course
fees. This is for county nominees or anyone who has passed the
club TD course with distinction. The Refresher Course is for any-
one who has previously been on the County Course.

TEACHER TRAINING COURSES 2012
Partner Teacher Training Courses –
courses for prospective teachers

Midlands venue – end of June – to be confirmed
Aylesbury EBU HQ October 11–13, 2013

Courses – £200 for the Full Course –
include how to teach bridge, what to teach, 

short teaching practice, how to recruit, how to retain and how
to turn your students into a partner club.

Club Teacher Training Courses
NEW courses for affiliated clubs

Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are invited
to nominate one club member in any two-year period to be trained
FREE OF CHARGE as a Club Teacher. Second and subsequent
bookings from the same club can be made at £102 each. 
The course content will include how to teach bridge, what to

teach and a short teaching practice. Entries may only be booked by
the registered secretary of the affiliated club. Courses are restricted
to 12 people per course and may well fill before the magazine goes
to press.

Harrow, N. London – Saturday & Sunday 6–7 July
Leeds Bridge Club – Saturday and Sunday 20-21 July FULL

Dates being fixed for Liverpool and the South West

For details ( 01296 317217 or email lisa@ebu.co.uk 

Any club with permanent premises which would be prepared to
host one of the new courses is asked to contact John Pain at the
EBU: ( 01296 317218 or email john@ebu.co.uk. There are addi-
tional concessions available for clubs hosting the courses.

For info ( 01296 317217 or email lisa@ebu.co.uk

CRUISE TUTORS COURSE
We are going to re-run the successful Cruise Tutors
Course run in 2011 and 2012. The course tutor will
once again be Sue Maxwell, who will cover all you
need to know about becoming involved in the very
popular bridge cruise market. The course is limited to
12 delegates only.

Date: Tuesday May 14th, 10.30am to 4.30pm
Venue: EBU, Broadfields, Bicester Road, Aylesbury
Course fee: £145 (inclusive of course materials,

refreshments and a buffet style lunch)

JUNIOR TEACH-IN WEEKEND
23 – 25 August 2013, Loughborough University

All levels catered for
from absolute beginners to junior experts (ages 7 – 21) 

Only £135 per student inclusive of all meals,
two nights accommodation, activities and bridge fees
Accompanying adults welcome  (£150 each)

Entries ( 01296 317 217 / 218



alerted.
No ranges are announced for any two-

level natural opening (as you say), so it is
wrong to say ‘Weak, 4-8,’ for example. One
reason for this is that many players vary
two-level openings, especially when weak,
according to vulnerability and posi tion. The
idea of announcing is to give opponents an
approximate idea of the bid in question so
that they can ask or look at your card if they
wish more specific detail. Typically, for ex -
ample, the exact range of a Weak Two
becomes relevant only when playing or
defending. It is wrong to assert that you
should include the range in your descrip -
tion. The example in 5D2 of the Orange
Bookmakes it clear you should not.
The purpose of announcing is to draw

the opponents’ attention to your bid and
in the specific case of your opening the
fact that it is stronger than many Weak
Two level openings would be. 
I would announce your opening as ‘Weak

to Intermediate’ This should alert my
opponents to the fact that it is not typical
and alert them to the need to ask or consult
the card for more detail. I think this
description says, in effect: ‘You might want
to check further because it is not quite
normal’. Personally I would volunteer the
range if I or my partner ended up playing
the hand, although you have no require -
ment in law to do this last part. r
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by Jeremy Dhondy  Ask Jeremy

Matters of Conduct and Ethics
Email your questions to Jeremy Dhondy at jeremy@ebu.co.uk

or write to the editor, Elena Jeronimidis, at 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR.
Jeremy, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information in the letters is  incorrect or incomplete.

RICHARD LARK asks: What should a
player do when an opponent opens
1NT announced as 12-14, which
tallies with what is written on the con -
vention card, but after the hand has
been played it transpires that opener
had only 11 points? Should the player
ignore this since it is only one point
short or should he call the Director if
his side may have been damaged?

The announcement and detail on the
convention card is an explanation of your
opponents’ agreements. They do not
undertake to stick to these. You are not
entitled to any adjustment simply because
a player has departed from his side’s
agreements. However, if a player opens a
12-14 NT on an 11-count frequently, his
partner must not act on this knowledge
by, for example, failing to raise to 2NT on
a marginal hand. In addition, the conven -
tion card should be altered. 

ANDREW BISSON asks: Are defenders
allowed to select a card and detach it
from their hand before it is their turn
to play?  I thought that you were only
allowed to select and play a card when
it was your turn to play.

If they are selecting or detaching a card
before it is their turn to play, then they are
in breach of Law 74 (Conduct and Eti -
quette). 74B says: ‘As a matter of courtesy
players should refrain from . . .’
It then gives a number of options of

which one is: 3. Detaching a card before
it is his turn to play
The director is empowered to fine for a

breach of this, although it would be normal
to warn first before fining.
However, any inference you draw that

affects your play is at your own risk.

EDDIE LUCK asks: Recently I was criti -
cised by an opponent for announcing
an opening 2´ bid as ‘Intermediate’.
On our system card it is explained as
‘Intermediate (Nat ural) 9-12 (six-card
suit)’ and flagged on the first section of
the card ‘General Description of Bid -
ding Methods’ in red as ‘Intermediate
2™/2´ (9-12)’. The opponent consid -
ered that des cribing a bid as ‘Inter -
mediate’ when the hand may only con -
tain 9 points is misleading, and implied
that we were seeking some advantage in
doing so. A question was only raised
before the opening lead was faced and
the convention card was not examined
by either defender.
It has been advised by senior

directors in the county that I should
also have ‘announced’ the range to
make it clear that the hand could
contain as few as 9 points.  Looking at
the ‘Alerting and Announcing Rules’
they make no mention of announcing
‘Intermediate’ 2™ or 2´ bids, possibly
implying that they should be ‘alerted’
in the category of ‘Other’.
I have no problem either alerting, or

announcing as ‘Intermediate’, or
announcing the range; I would just
like a definitive ruling so that I can
ensure that I am fully complying with
the spirit and the letter of the rules.
Can you clarify this issue please? 

If your opponents had a problem and
believed they might have suffered damage
or that you might have done the wrong
thing, then they should have called the
director to resolve matters and not
engaged in personal criticism. 
There is no question that the opening

should have been announced and not

CORRECTION
In February I was asked about boards
being completed once started. I
wrote that once a board was started
it must be finished. Although this is
true, it is also true that if the director
instructs a pair not to start a board
and they disobey him and start, then
the director may stop the board and
cancel it. He may also, as I wrote,
award a disciplinary penalty. (JD)
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by Andrew Kambites   Bidding Judgment

Judgment in Slam Bidding

PAB = BAM = 2-0-1
A New Way to Play Teams Bridge

GET READY to enjoy a different way to play teams! The second Friday at the Brighton
Congress will feature a Point-a-Board (PAB) event – what they call BAM (Board-a-
Match) in the United States, where it is extremely popular.
The format is also known as ‘2-0-1’ from its scoring: on each board, only two

points are at stake – you gain 2 if your score is higher then the opponents’ (even by
only 10 points if, say, you are in 1NT making for +90 and your opponents were in
1´ making for +80). If you score less than your opponents, you get zero, and if your
score is the same as theirs you get 1 point each.
The result is that, although you are playing teams, the tactics are a lot closer to

pairs, which adds interest to the game.
In the next issue, David Gold (who is a distinguished supporter of this format) will

tell us more about what it takes to do well in a PAB event.

THE SECRET of bidding good suit slams
is less counting points and more the
ability to diagnose fitting cards in the
bidding. 
Consider Layout A:

Layout A
´ 3 2 ´ A 7 6 5
™ A K 8 6 5 ™ Q J 2
t K t A 8 2
® A J 8 6 2 ® K Q 3 

West East
1™ 1´

2® 2t
3® 3™

4® 4NT
5® 5NT
6t 7™ (or 7NT)

2t is fourth suit forcing. Any bid at the
three level after fourth suit should be game
forcing, so 3® is game forcing, showing 5-5
shape. After 3® East has every right to be
excited about his hand. He has filling
honours in partner’s suits and aces in
spades and diamonds, opposite shortage.
This is just the sort of deal where slam can

be made with relatively few points. East
avoids confusion by agreeing trumps with
3™, hears a 4® cue-bid and then uses
Roman Key-Card Blackwood. 5® shows 0
or 3 key cards (clearly three, the ™A-K and
the ®A). 5NT asks for specific side-suit
kings and 6t shows the king of diamonds.
East can now count thirteen tricks.
The point of this deal is that the tQ-J
and ´K-Q-J are missing and it doesn’t
matter!
Now contrast Layout B:

Layout B
´ 2 ´ K Q J 8
™ A K 8 6 5 ™ Q J 2
t 3 2 t Q J 6
® A J 8 6 2 ® K Q 3

West East
1™ 1´

2® 2t
3® 3™

4® 4™

There may be other ways to bid the East
hand but East certainly should not venture
beyond 4™.

Principle: If partner is known to be
short in a suit, the ace is a good card.
Queens and jacks are likely to be
useless. Even the king could have no
value if opposite a singleton.

The ability to hold a dialogue with partner
(as opposed to a monologue) is key to
delicate slam bidding. Suppose South opens
1´ and North jumps to 3´ (East-West
silent). For many players there are only
three possibilities: Pass, 4´ and 4NT. Each
of these bids is unilateral; for example,
4NT says: ‘I am taking control. Tell me
how many aces or key cards you have and
I will decide.’ More subtle players involve
partner with cue-bidding, Often they use
it to find out about a specific card and
then take control; for instance, con sider
Layout C:

Layout C
´ A K 9 8 6 5 ´ Q J 10 2
™ Void ™ Q 9 6
t 6 5 t A 8 7 2
® A K 10 7 2 ® Q 6

West East
1´ 3´

4® 4t
6´

West checks up to see that there are not
two top diamond losers, then settles for
the unbeatable slam.
However, Layout D shows a more
sophisticated version of cue-bidding:

Layout D
´ A K 8 7 5 4 ´ Q 9 3 2
™ A 7 ™ Q 9 4
t 7 4 t A Q 5
® A Q 7 ® J 3 2

N
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West East
1´ 3´

4® 4t
4™ 4´

West starts a cue-bidding sequence with 4®
and the next two bids establish that every
side suit is controlled. East now must judge
his hand. He knows that West will not be
balanced (even a 19 point 4-3-3-3 or 4-4-3-
2 hand does not justify a slam try after the
auction starts 1´ – 3´). East is looking for
useful cards within the context of the 10-12
points he has already shown. Some of his
queens and jacks are likely to be wasted
opposite shortage, so he indicates no
enthusiasm with 4´. West has had enough
also. 4® was no more than a mild slam try;
if East isn’t interested, West will feel he has
done enough.

Tip: When considering a slam, try to
involve partner’s judgement.

I end this article with a well bid slam,
calling for good judgement from both
players:

Layout E
´ K Q 5 4 ´ A 10 6 3 2
™ A K 7 6 5 ™ Q 10 8
t A 4 t 5 3 2
® 7 5 ® A 6

West East
1™ 1´

3´ 4®

4t 4´

4NT 5™

6´

East knows that the partnership has only
roughly 26-27 points but his values are
excellent, particularly a holding of
™Q-10-8 in West’s suit. East is using the
cue-bid of 4® as a mild slam try as well as
showing first-round club control. West
couldn’t be better! Immediately he hears
4®West envisages a slam, but 4NT would
be premature: 4t allows for the pos sibility
of partner taking control and bidding a
grand slam. East bids 4´ to show that 4®
was only a mild slam try, but now there is
no stopping West. 
Note that if you swapped East’s red-suit
holdings, he would have no reason to
suggest a slam. A simple 4´ over 3´ would
end the auction. r
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When did you start playing bridge?
I played whist from about 5, so was used
to cards at an early age. I learnt the rules
of bridge at 15 but didn’t really start
playing until I went to university at
Canterbury.

How often / where do you play?
I used to play very rarely during the
week, maybe a couple of times a year. I
started playing with my 16-year-old
daughter Ellie recently and we have been
playing more regularly at local clubs.
I don’t play many congresses but as
the children are getting older I expect to
turn out a bit more often.

Do you always play with the same
partners / team-mates? What do you
expect of them?
I am currently taking a break from
national bridge but hope to be back play-
ing in the autumn. Generally I tend to
play teams with regular partners but I en -
joy pairs with a variety of different part-
ners. Recently I have played most major
events on the Allfrey team; the post-
mortems and inevitable ribbing that goes
along with it all add to the enjoyment as
well as being instructive. I think it is im -
portant to have supportive team-mates
when inevitably I do something stupid.

What do you do for a living?
I work three days a week as Finance
Director of a city Fund Manage ment
com pany and one day a week as Finance
Director for a new startup PR company in
Clapham as well as doing occasional con-
sultancy work. I am very fortunate that
everybody I work for is very flexible with
my bridge demands.

Top Table Peter Crouch
PETER CROUCH has won most of the
major national competitions more than
once, and was in the Open team that
finished fourth at the European Teams
Championships last June. In 1993 he also
acted as coach to both the Open and
Women’s Eng land teams. In 2012 Peter
finished runner-up in the Spring Four -
somes, won Crockfords, came second in
the Premier League and won his fourth
Gold Cup.

What are your favourite bridge books?
I read a lot of bridge books and maga-
zines, and I would say that the most use-
ful and entertaining are reports of high
class matches, especially those by Eric
Kokish and Edgar Kaplan, and the World
Championship books edited by Brian
Senior. I also enjoy bridge humour and
books that bring something new to bid-
ding theory, from Norman Squire to
Andrew Robson and Oliver Segal.

What are your hobbies?
I love to play most sports; I am a keen
golfer, used to play five-a-side football
until recently when I cracked a rib, and
play badminton and tennis when I can fit
it in. I enjoy watching most sports as well. 

What do you like and what would you
change in bridge?
I would start congresses earlier and play
straight through with small breaks,
maybe 11am to 7pm, then go out and eat
and go through the hands. What I think is
very good about the game is that there are
so many different levels at which to com-
pete: there is really something for every-
one – from the pleasure my Mother gets
from bidding and making a slam in a
friendly competitive environment to win-
ning the major competitions. 

What’s the bridge success (so far)
closest to your heart?
I can’t point to any one in particular.
I suppose winning a close match when I
have been behind is a great feeling, but
I also enjoy the thrill my daughter gets
when we win a local duplicate. I tend to
remember my losses rather than my
wins.



FRANK VAN Wezel and Hans van de
Konijnenberg, editors of this article,
live in the Netherlands. They both collect
books, magazines and daily bulletins
about bridge. They especially enjoy
reading daily bulletins from the pre-
internet era because these bulletins are a
treasure trove of wonderful photo -
graphs, marvellous sketches, splendid
deals, and tremendous stories and
anecdotes.
Frank and Hans decided that this mate -

rial should be at the disposal of all bridge
players. At the same time, they want to save
the history of bridge from oblivion.
Therefore they launched a free website
(www.bridgedailybulletins.nl) where you
can find thousands of scanned bulletins
from the past. Bulletins from recent tour -
naments are also included. And if you have
bulletins that they are missing, please
contact them!

A Problem Hand from Brighton 1975

As a taster of what the site has to offer,
here is a deal from the 1975, European
Bridge Cham pion ships, held in Brighton.
The daily bulletins were edited by Eric
Milnes with Eric Crow hurst. 
In the match between Switzer land and

Italy, the following deal was reported by
Eric Crowhurst:

The winning line is, in fact, to lead a
small spade from dummy at trick two,
covering East’s ten with the jack. If West
wins this, the spade pips are such that he
will be unable to prevent declarer from
ruffing another club in dummy and getting
back to hand to draw the outstanding
trumps, thereby making five spade tricks,
one heart and six diamonds. West must
therefore withhold the queen of spades, but
South can still make his contract by taking
advantage of the favourable club position:
win the jack of spades, ruff a club in
dummy and cross back to hand with a
trump to drive out West’s queen of spades.
Since West no longer has a club to cash, this
line of play will actually land twelve tricks.
In one of the following bulletins, Terence

Reese wrote an article titled ‘A Two-way
Finesse’ about this deal. He pointed out an
attractive alternative to the suggested line
of play:  ruff the club and lead the nine of
spades to the ten and jack. West must
duck, and South can now finesse the spade
the other way, leading small to dummy’s
eight. If this holds, as in the actual case,
declarer will be able to draw trumps and
run the diamonds; and if it transpires that
East began with ´Q-10 doubleton of
spades, South will be able to win the re -
turn, ruff a second club in dummy, and
draw the outstanding trump to make
twelve tricks. This line only fails if East has
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The Past Comes Alive at
www.bridgedailybulletins.nl

EBU MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS
THE EBU membership numbers stretch from about 10,000 to 470,000. The EBU is launching a scheme whereby members can
acquire unused numbers.
‘Why should bridge players have to remember a six-digit number when they should be counting trumps and thinking about the

odds of a 4-2 break?’ says Ian Payn, the Board member responsible for the project. ‘In the same way as you can buy unused car
registration numbers, we think our members would benefit from being able to get their very own personalised EBU number – and
what better than one that matches your birthday? For example, Terence Reese could have been 280813.
‘We have rejected the idea of auctioning the numbers off. It will be done strictly on a first-come first-served basis. The cost will

be £25 per number.’
To register your interest or buy your number,  go to the EBU website (www.ebu.co.uk), click on the link ‘We’ve got your

number’ and take it from there. The scheme will go live on April 1st, at the start of our new financial year.

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ K 9 8 3
™ Q 8 5
t K Q J 10 5 2
® Void

´ Q 5 4 2 ´ 10
™ K 9 7 4 2 ™ J 10 3
t 9 4 t 7 6 3
® A 6 ® K 10 9 4 3 2

´ A J 7 6 
™ A 6
t A 8
® Q J 8 7 5

For Switzerland, Jean Besse played in 4´,
making ten tricks. In the other room, the
Italian North–South pair,  Benito Garozzo
and Arturo Franco, were more aggressive,
as usual, and bid 6´.
West began with the enterprising lead of

the six of clubs, and declarer, Franco, ruffed
in dummy and, playing along simple lines,
led the king and the nine of spades. When
East showed out, South allowed the nine to
run. West also ducked, and now there was
no longer any way of making twelve tricks.
If South overtakes the nine of spades with
the jack, threatening to ruff a second club
in dummy, West can counter by winning
with the queen and playing a spade straight
back, leaving declarer one trick short. 
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Terry Udall

Terry Udall died on 11th

January 2013, aged 84. Terry joined

the West of england Bridge Club as a

young man. This started him on his

bridge journey which led him, in

1963, to purchase the Wessex Bridge

Club which he ran for thirty-three

years. Over the years the club thrived

and was for many years the largest

club in dorset, indeed one of the

largest in the South West. It also had

most of the top players in the County.

It was Terry’s efforts, aided by his

wife, Gigi, that gave the club its des -

erved excellent reputation; the club

met six days a week, which meant

that there was always bridge avail-

able. Terry was recognised as the

most knowledgeable and respected

director in the area and the sessions

were al ways well organised and ran

smoothly.

He played few National events yet

achieved the rank of 26 Star Premier

regional Master, being second in the

National list for this category.

He became interested in bridge

administration and especially with

what was known in 1967 as the

Southern Counties association. This

was a grouping of the present

Counties of dorset, Hampshire and

the Isle of Wight, Wiltshire and the

Channel Islands. By the early 1980s

Terry was its representative to the

eBU and a member of the eBU laws

& ethics Committee. The growth of

the eBU meant that changes had to be

made to administration. among many

national changes, the Southern

Counties re-structured to evolve into

its present form of four distinct asso-

ciations. Terry was there helping in

the formation of each.

He was dorset’s chairman from its

creation in 1987 until retiring in 2003.

In recognition of these many years of

devoted service, in 2005 Terry

received the eBU dimmie Fleming

award. This, he said, meant more to

him than any other bridge suc cess.

after retiring, Terry continued play-

ing bridge, primarily with Gigi, and

was a regular face at the Bourne -

mouth and Poole Bridge Clubs.

He will be sadly missed.

(Miles Cowling and Ron Heath)
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inserted the ten from Q-10-x on the first
round – an unlikely play.

Achieving the Impossible

The position in trumps is very similar to a
hand played by Jean Besse in an earlier
Euro pean Championship and first reported
by Carl Dickel:

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ K 9 3 2
™ A 2
t A 7 4 3
® A K 6

´ Q 7 6 5 ´ 10
™ Q 7 4 3 ™ J 10 6 5
t J 10 8 2 t 9
® 9 ® Q J 10 8 7 4 3

´ A J 8 4
™ K 9 8
t K Q 6 5
® 5 2

As South, Besse reached the good contract
of 6´ and received the lead of the nine of
clubs, which he won with dum my’s ace. He
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led a small trump and when the ten
appeared, he rose with the ace and finessed
the nine on the way back, prepared to lose
a trump provided they broke 3-2. When
East showed out, he tested the diamonds by
playing the king and queen only and, when
they too failed to break, most players would
have sur rendered, knowing that if a heart
were ruffed, it would not be possible to
capture the queen of spades.
But Besse was made of sterner stuff and

led a club from hand. West realised that a
ruff would avail him nothing and so  dis -
carded a heart. Next came the ™A-K and a
heart ruff in dummy and, with the king
now singleton, the queen of spades seemed
uncatchable. The ace of diamonds was
cashed and this ending reached: 

´ K 
™ —
t 7
® 6

´ Q 7 ´ —
™ — ™ J
t J t —
® — ® Q J

´ J 8
™ —
t 6
® —

A club was led and the diamond loser was
discarded. It mattered not whether East
continues with a club or heart, as Besse
would ruff either card with the eight. West’s
queen was trapped and once again Jean
Besse had achieved the impossible. r

N
W      E

S

BRIDGE ENGLAND SIM PAIRS
NATIONAL WINNERS

Tuesday 5th February winners (left), Ian Dalrymple and George Delafield from
Kingsbridge Regal  Bridge Club, and Wednesday 6th winners, Anders Voge and Julian
Cotton from Young Chelsea Bridge Club.

Jean Besse
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by Julian Pottage

Club Bidding Quiz

Answers to Problems on Page 25

W N E S
Pass Pass 1® Pass
1´ Pass 1NT Pass
?

3NT. You have 10 points
and your partner’s
minimum is 15, which

means you have at least 25 between you.
With two balanced hands facing each
other, you do not consider playing in
clubs. Nor do you worry about a lack of a
diamond stopper – that is partner’s
problem!  

W N E S
1NT

?

2´. Shape counts for
much when contemplat -
ing an overcall. With a
six-card suit, a singleton

and a doubleton, you should do better
playing in spades than defending 1NT.
Moreover, since you are bidding the
highest-ranking suit, you stop North from
showing a suit at the two level.

W N E S
1t 1™

?

Double. When an oppo -
nent overcalls with 1™,
bidding 1´ would show
five spades. A negative,

take-out or Sputnik double, whatever you
want to call it, is the way to show four
spades. It would be risky to pass because
North is likely to raise hearts, when it may
be difficult for partner to compete. 

Hand 1
´ K J 8 5

™ K 10 7

t 9 5

® K 10 9 8

Hand 2
´ A J 7 5 4 2

™ 5

t 9 4 3 2

® A 10

Hand 3
´ 9 4 3 2

™ 5

t 10 6 5

® K Q 10 8 3

W N E S
Pass 1™ Dble

?

4™. You have five-card
support as well as good
shape on the side. You
want to make life as

difficult as possible for the doubler’s
partner. Your jump to game is not a strong
bid. There are all sorts of ways to show a
stronger hand: 2NT, a Splinter or perhaps a
fit-showing jump; your hand is not good
enough for those.

W N E S
Pass Pass 1t Pass
1´ Pass 2NT Pass
?

3™. With nine cards in
the majors, not to men -
tion a singleton in the

un bid suit, you may do better playing in a
suit than in 3NT. Indeed, on a good day,
you might make a slam if you can find a
fit. Since a new suit at the three level is
forcing, partner cannot pass. 

W N E S
1t Pass 2® Pass
?

2™. After the two level
response, revers ing with
15 points (or more) is
fine. You do not want to

re  bid 2t and have partner think your open -
ing is min imum. Although 2NT would
show your values, your spade holding is too
weak for that. If no-trump is right, it may
well play better if partner is declarer. r

Hand 4
´ 10 6

™ A 8 7 4 3

t 9

® J 10 9 6 4

Hand 5
´ Q 9 7 6 5

™ A K 9 8

t J 8 6

® 8

Hand 6
´ 9 3

™ K J 9 6

t A Q J 6 3

® A 9

Congratulations to EBU Vice-President and Warwickshire stalwart
Hylda Townsend on celebrating her 100th birthday in March.

THE winner of our February com pe ti -
tion, with the cap tion above, is
Malcolm Scard, of Puriton, Somerset,
who will re ceive an elegant bridge mug
from our sponsors, Bridge and Golf
Gifts Direct (see page 21). Other excel -
lent cap tions were: The girl is saying
75% of peers would do the same or at
least give it serious consideration (Dave
Robinson, Sheffield); I reckon she's just
pulled off an uppercut! (Phil Read, Shef -
field); I think a lay down is on the cards
(Nigel Jones, Old Basing); I think they’ve
passed out (Jean Stelfox, Chester); and
George, she's saying: 'Is this the second
rubber or the third?’ (Louise Payne,
Solihull). Alas, many captions could not
be printed in a family magazine,
though we can reveal that the theme
of ‘Going to bed with an ace’ was quite
popular! 
The cartoon for our new competition

is below. Please send your bridgy
captions (multiple entries accep ted) to
Caption Competition, English Bridge,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR or
by e-mail to elena@ebu.co.uk not later
than 20th April 2013. Don’t forget to
include your full postal address!

CAPTION
COMPETITION

Sponsored by Bridge
& Golf Gifts Direct 

I don't care what slam they've bid,
can I have my teeth back?



Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk

WELL done to June
Forte – Julienna
Holder and to Robert
Covill – Mike Huggins
for respectively win -
ning the Ladies’ and

Men’s Championship Pairs at Bristol
Bridge Club. Congratulations too to Bob
Curtis – Steve Tomlinson for winning
the Helmore Salver. Bristol BC’s A team
(Mike Letts, Tony Gammon, Tony Rat -
cliffe, Rob Lawy, Peter Sherry, Brian
Dyde, Sue O’Hara, Nelson Stephens)
won the Avon Garden Cities Qualifier.
In the Avon League, the leaders are

Birt, Stephens, Selway and King in
Leagues 1, 2, 3 and No Fears, respectively.
Smith will play the winners of Birt and
Oliver in the final of the Knockout
competition; in the Plate the final is
between Page and O’Brien.
In February, Bristol BC celebrated the

90th birthday of Bob Curtis with a
Stratified Bridge party, prizes generously
provided by Bob. Good food and bridge
were enjoyed by everyone. Bob invited
us all to the next party in ten years’ time!

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

THE Marsh Trophy (pre -
viously known as the
One-Star Pairs) was held
at Wilstead in January
and the winners were
Peter Flippant – Jen Reid.

Winners of the BBA County Pairs held
at Wilstead in February were Liz Varga –
Les Calver. The Plate Competition held in
the evening was won by David and Anne
Gilling. Please note the County Swiss Pairs
had to be postponed because of the snow
and has been re-scheduled for Thursday
April 18 with a 7.30pm start.
Away from the snow in the Canaries,

Brian and Maureen Stairs won the recent
Fuerteventura Congress Pairs. Congratu -
la tions to them!
Discussions are taking place on how

to celebrate next year’s 50th anniversary
of the BBA. If you have any ideas you
would like to put forward, please contact
a member of the BBA committee. Alter -
natively, you could raise the subject at
the forthcoming BBA AGM to be held at
Wilstead on May 9.
A date for your diaries is April 21,

when this year’s Charity Pairs is being
held in aid of the Multiple Sclerosis
Society. This event was a great success
last year. Tickets costing £11 include a
buffet lunch and a glass of wine. Table
numbers are limited to 18 and so early
booking (before April 17) is recom -
mended. Further details of this and
other forthcoming events are available
on the BBA website.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk

THE last two months have
seen several successes for
BBCBA members. Our
Tolle mache team played so
well during the qualifi ca -
tion weekend in November

and excelled themselves by winning the
final in February by miles! It was the
first time ever in BBCBA’s history. The
star team members: Sally Brock, Barry
Myers, Ed Scerri, Gary Jones, John
Howard, Tim Rees, Richard Bowdery and
Andrew Murphy with NPC Dick Davey.
Mike Perkins and Ian Reissmann were
unfortunately not able to play in the final,
but certainly helped us to get there.
The English Bridge ‘Christmas Quiz’

had one winner with all correct answers:
Chris Shambrook, BBCBA, was the one
and only. 
The World Bridge Federation were

running Sim Pairs at the end of January.
Steve Lynch playing with Colin Johns
won on the Wednesday, and was runner
up on the Monday with Paul Dolphin –
world class, obviously.
Let me welcome a newly affiliated

club to BBCBA as from 2013, Diamond
Bridge Club in Ayles bury.
Winners of recent county events:

Trevor Passby – Richard Porter (Pat
Husband Trophy, Friendly Swiss Pairs);
David Green – David Calcutt, (Rex Avery
Trophy, County Pairs); Michael Green –
Chris Shambrook, (Chris Burley Trophy,
County Pairs Plate), Carole and Herb
Mueller, (Mixed Pairs Cup,Mixed Pairs),
and Dee and Peter Lindon, (BBL Cup,
Married Pairs).

Diary dates: Apr 7, Ladies’ Pairs and
Men’s Pairs for Chairman’s Cup and Reg

COUNTY NEWS
Landmark
Promotions 
November 2012 –
February 2013

Congratulations
to the newly promoted
Premier Grand Masters:
Mr P Crouch, Kent
Mr JA Sansom, Worcs

Congratulations
to the newly promoted
Grand Masters:
Mr L Anderson, Surrey
Mrs CT Duddell, Yorks
Dr DA Duddell, Yorks
Ms G Fawcett, Devon
Mr B Green, London
Dr G Haase, Middx
Mrs VA Kennewell, Worcs
Mr A McIntosh of Middx
Mr B Ransley, London
Dr B Stoker, Surrey

LANDMARK
PROMOTIONS

• There are currently four
landmark promo tions
(Master, 5000 master
points; Regional Master,
10,000 MPs including at
least 25 Green Points;
Life Master, 60,000 MPs
including at least 150
Green Points; and Grand
Master, 120,000 MPs
including at least 600
Green Points). When you
are pro moted to one of
these four levels, you
receive a good quality gift
and free entry into the
Ranked Masters pairs.

 • All other promotions
enter a four-monthly
Master Point draw with
three prizes – first prize is
two nights Dinner, Bed &
Breakfast for two people
at a Puma Hotel.

• The winner of the most
black points in each affil -
iated club’s events en ters
the Annual Prize Draw
for the Club Champions
with a first prize of £400
(see top right).

• The annual local and
national awards continue
(see top right).
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THE 2012 MASTER POINT ANNUAL COMPETITIONS

David Gold (London) leads
the Gold Point list, with
98.44. Previous leader, John
Holland (Manchester) is
close behind in 2nd (95.67)
and Chris Jagger (Cambs &
Hunts) is 3rd (79.28).
David’s total for the year is
the highest since the 18-
month-long 2007 season.

THE NATIONAL
LEADER BOARD

CONGRATULATIONS
to John Holland (Man -
ches ter), who wins the
2012 Sunday Telegraph
Salver for most master-
points earned during
the year. His score of
32,376 is well ahead of
Steve Auchterlonie
(Kent) in second  place
(25,719) and last year's winner, Ed Scerri
(Berks & Bucks), in third (24,114).

Prize winners in the 2012 Club Champions
draw are: 1. Robbie Kingston (Chipping Camp -
den BC), who wins £400; 2. Maggie Neal
(Pinchbeck BC), who wins £200; 3. David
Willson (Stowmarket BC), who wins £100.

Bob Curtis celebrating his 90th birthday party at the Bristol Bridge Club
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Capewell Trophy, Windsor. Apr 17,
Senior Pairs for Director’s Cup, SBBC.
May 19, Friendly Pairs for Finchamp -
stead Plate, SBBC. July 14, AGM Teams
for Perkins Cup, Windsor.
Time to enter for our GP Swiss

weekend on June 22-23!

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org.uk

WE are sad to report the death of Mike
Tedham, a longstanding member of
several local clubs prior to his emigra -
tion to Australia last year.
The county finished fourth in the

final of the Tollemache. The team was
Victor Milman, David Kendrick, Paul
Fegarty, Catherine Curtis, Julian Wight -
wick, Giles Woodruff, Jonathan Mestel
and Jon Cooke. At the London Year End
Congress, David Kendrick finished 2nd
in the Open Pairs and 6th in the Swiss
Teams, while Paul Fegarty – Catherine
Curtis finished 9th in the Mixed Pairs.
Cambridge Bridge Club (Victor Mill -

man, Julian Wightwick, Jonathan Mestel,
Jon Cooke, Rod Oakford, Mike Seaver,
Paul Fegarty, Catherine Curtis) won the
County Heat of the Garden Cities.
Catherine Curtis was the top master-

point scorer in the county in 2012, while
Chris Jagger is currently 3rd on the
nation al gold point rankings.

Diary dates: Apr 28, County Swiss
Pairs.

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

THE County Open Pairs Final was held
in Guernsey at Beau Sejour and the
trophy retained by David Hole – David
Friswell (Jsy); 2nd were Robert Plumley
– Susie Farnon (Gsy). 
Guernsey also held their County

Mixed Pairs qualifier which was won by
Robert Plumley – Susie Farnon; joint
2nd were John Seymour – Brenda
Walker and Patsy Self – Douglas Child.
In the Jersey League Teams the win -

ners were Howard Basden-Smith, Marion
Miles, David Hole and David Friswell;
2nd were Eric Todd, David Waters, Paul
Reed, Nigel Elliott, Mike Newman, Rob
Ingram, Keith McKenzie. 
Both islands had players competing at

the Overseas Congress in Fuerteventura,
Robert Brouard, playing with his sister
from England, came an excellent 3rd in
the Swiss Pairs and Howard Basden-
Smith, Sue Rankin, Chris Hill and Jane
Knight 4th in the Swiss Teams. 

Diary date: Jersey Lambourne Con -
gress, Westhill Country Hotel, Apr 26 –
May 5.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

DOMMY Boxall came to
Cornwall in 1991. She
played at many clubs and,
at the time of her death,

was Vice-chairman at Camborne, and
played also at Helston and Penzance.
Married for 30 years, with three children

and two step-children, she bred Persian
cats and was a national expert. She was a
Director, a Life Master and a regular
county player. Although quite unwell,
she was standing in as Tournament
Secretary and, this season, had won the
County Individual Championship, with
a 74.1% score, and the Pivot Teams.
The Star Masters was won by Rob

Mabley – Sallie Green, from Chris and
Sandra Bickerdike. The Tredova Cup, for
less experienced players, went to Law -
rence Harrison – Suzanne Warring.
The holders, Jim and Frances Barker,

Jean Law, Richard Draycott, again won
the Teams of Four, from Brian and Elaine
Relton, Dave Mattos, Josh Saitch. Geoff
Warren – Bill Thomson won the Swiss
Pairs with a well-timed late run, from
Mike Booth – Jenny Cant.
Helston (Rod Bell, Stephen Crouch,

Allan Myles, Michael Casley, Richard
Draycott, Jean Law, Owen Prior, Ian
McFarlane) again won the Teams of
Eight, with Wadebridge 2nd. Richard
and Jean are enjoying an outstanding
run, also winning the Wadebridge Heat
of the National Pairs, from Chris
Nichols – Ian Edwards.
Air Commodore ‘Mac’ McEwen, who

played at Newquay, Bodmin and Wade -
bridge, has died, after a lengthy illness.
Commissioned as a National Service man,
Mac enjoyed a distinguished career in the
RAF. He commanded both Lightning and
Jaguar squadrons, and flew Spitfires and
Hurricanes for the Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight. He commanded RAF
Brawdy, won the Air Force Cross and
became ADC to the Queen. 

Cumbria

www.bridge webs.com/cumbria

CONGRATULATIONS to the Cumbria
team on winning the match against
South of Scotland by 79 IMPs.
The County Pairs was won by Robin

Rose – John MacLachlan, with Glenda
Lloyd – Peter Boardman in second place.
The Cumbria Winter Sims was won by

Colin Woods – Graeme Walker; runners-
up Joyce McCreadie – Keith Longstaff.
The Dave Mullany Trophy was won by
Rosemary Jackson – Simon Smith. Con -
gratulations to all.

Diary dates: Apr 14, Swiss Pairs, Kes -
wick. Apr 28, Eden Swiss Teams, Carlisle.
May 12, Pivot Teams, Workington. All
starting at 12 noon.
Our Green Point Swiss Teams will be

played at Kendal on June 23. Details of
all the matches are on our website, with
entry forms. 

Derbyshire

www.bridgewebs/derbyshire

THE County Pairs cham -
pions are David Briggs –
Jim Tomlinson; Cedric
Cockcroft – Zbignew
Baronovski were 2nd and
Amanda and John Sowter

were 3rd. The winners of the Hazel
Winfrey Plate were Mike Spencer – Keith
Sherwood, 2nd were Miranda Vine -

combe – Trevor Pilkington, and 3rd
were Maggie Beale – Jim Parker.
Malcolm Caporn – Cedric Cockcroft

won the DCBA Heat of the National
Pairs by a huge margin; the other
qualifiers were David Briggs – Jim
Tomlinson, Trevor Pilkington – Malcolm
Young and Mo Logan – John Reavy.
At the 42nd Canberra Summer

Festival of Bridge, Howard Melbourne,
partnering Ishmael Del'Monte, was 1st
in the National Open Swiss Pairs and the
National Open Teams.
Wendy Watson, a member of

Chesterfield Bridge Club, has been
awarded an MBE for services to people
with breast cancer.
The DCBA AGM will be held at the

East Midlands Bridge Academy,
Spondon, on Thursday May 9 at
7.30pm. 

Diary dates: Apr 3, Atkins Cup (Swiss
Pairs). Apr 10, First Round of Summer
Swiss Teams. Apr 24, First Round of Vic
Morris Teams. May 5, EMBA Plate
(Mixed Pairs) and Flitch. May 8, Bill
Pratt Trophy (Mixed Pairs). May 9,
DCBA AGM.

Devon 
www.devonbridge.co.uk

THE Dartington Swiss
Teams held in February
was a great success, rais -
ing almost £600 for
North Devon Hospice

and £30 from the teas for Macmillan
Nurses. Eighteen teams participated; the
winning team was John Corry, Sam
McKibbin, Alison Pollock and Richard
Watkins.
Congratulations to Gillian Fawcett

who won the Lady Milne Trials (with
Jane Moore). They will represent
England in Scotland in April. 
John Woolcott Weekend: 32 pairs and

17 teams took part at the Isca Centre.
Congratulations to Robin and Margaret
Mardlin winning the Pairs, and Jacek
Pietrzycki, Graham Hoare, Mike Orriel
and Ian Walsh winning the Teams event.

Diary dates: Sat May 4, Graphic Cup
Multiple Teams event (formerly Petit
Congress). Sun Jun 16, AGM, 10.30am,
Isca Centre, Exeter, followed by Swiss
Teams (Jeanine Keith ( 01404 812201).
Please support your County Committee. 

Dorset 
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

We are sad to announce
the death of Terry Udall
(obituary on page 43)
who was a stalwart of

Dorset bridge for forty years. He will be
sadly missed.
Knight Cup: 1. Rohan Bagshawe –

Julian Gregory, 2. Helen Ackroyd – Mark
Hooper, 3. Ann Sharples – Bob Mott.
Simeon Cup (below National Master):
1. Basil Barnett – Ken Roberts. Frost Rose
Bowl: 1. Miles Cowling, Steve Preston,
Andy Hughes, Dave Huggett; 2. Ann
Sharples, Helen Ackroyd, Ron and
Lynne Heath; =3. Hugh Kevill-Davies,
Pete Mallett, Brian Browse, Paddy

Avon
Life Master

Mr ML Letts

Regional Master

Ms S Lawson

Mr C Panes

Master

Mr SF Croucher

Mr M Ingham

Dr S Montgomery

Ms C Selway

Bedfordshire
Regional Master

Mrs JE Malpass

Master

Mr NM Da Costa

Berks & Bucks
Life Master

Mr BC Best

Miss G Martin

Regional Master

Mr M Gallagher

Master

Mr CJ Field

Mr Ian Fowler

Mr S Galvin

Mr Peter Parsons

Mr ME Prentice

Mr D Ross

Mr D Russell

Mr R Stepney

Cambs & Hunts
Regional Master

Mr C Waites

Master

Mrs CG Dunney

Mr SRC King

Mr JA Ross

Mr T Tahseen

Channel Islands
Regional Master

Mr DP Trestain

Master

Graham Boxall

Mr BA Powell

Mrs MS Robilliard

Cornwall
Master

Mr JE Buckland

Mrs RM Stewart

Mr DT Thorne

Mr EE Tozer

Mrs SI Zolkiewicz

Cumbria
Regional Master

Mrs C Skellon

Derbyshire
Regional Master

Mr C Warbrick

Master

Mrs Sue Ball

Mrs L Boadle

Mr NH Empson

Mr S Glover

Mr TL Hallam

Mr M Pheasant

Landmark
Promotions



Bowen and Richard Vessey, Claire
Hillyard, David Gill, Chris Guy. Wey -
mouth College Trophy: 1. Margot Wilson,
John Gardner, Janet Smith, Matthew
Phillips; 2. Bob Mott, Ann Sharples,
Chris Stevens, Hilary Brain; =3. Hugh
Kevill-Davies, Jon Holland, John and
Marion Howitt, and Joe and Judy
Petran, Audrey MacLeod, Jo Whitty.
Other notable results: John Gardner –

Margot Wilson were 5th in the Swiss
Pairs, 3rd in the Open Pairs, 5th in the
Mixed Pairs and 7th in the Swiss Teams
at the EBU Fuerteventura Congress.

Diary dates: Apr 21, Gee Trophy –
Swiss Teams, Dorchester Bridge Club.
May 12, Udall Trophy and AGM, Christ -
church Bridge Club. Jun 23, Dorset
Green Point Teams, Hamworthy Club,
Canford Magna.
Further information available at

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset/

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk

WINNERS of recent Essex
events: Helliar Trophy:
congratulations to Roger
Bright, Bob and Jill Hair
and Paddy Murray from
Thorpe Bay who are this

year’s winners of the Helliar Trophy.
Further congratulations to the team,
who along with their club team-mates –
Richard Register, Graham Foster,
Yvonne Dias and Allan Greenstein – will
represent Essex at the 2013 Garden Cities
Qualifier and are recipients of the Ray
Cornell Prize. Essex Swiss Pairs: 1. John
Leake – Sheila Evans, 2. Stuart Dunstan –
Tony Verran, 3. Peter Oake – Simon
Moorman. National Pairs Qualifier:
1. Jacek Lapszys – Sandy Riach, 2. Peter
Oake – Robert Elliott, 3. Paul and Val
Mollison.
National events: British Winter Sim

Pairs: Paul Mollison – Bernie Hunt
(photo: page 23) won the Monday Sims
with Paul Nettingham – Godffrey
Chasmer 5th and Albert Kitchen – Ray
Clarke 6th; John Williams – David
Cooper came 3rd in the Tuesday Sims.

Diary dates: Apr 21, Essex County
Pairs. May 12, Collier Row Swiss Teams.
May 18, AGM. May 22, Essex Mixed
Teams.

Gloucestershire

www.gcba.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS
to Roger Schofield, Roy
Collard, Ian and Val
Constable who won the
Lesley Everett Cup.

Patrick Shields, Richard Chamberlain,
Mike Wignall, Chris Smith were 2nd.
In the new Club Players Cham pion -

ship,Nicky Ferguson – Natalie Davenport
from Stroud won the Leonard Cup from
Daphne Hogarth – Chris Lewis. The
third round saw David Simons – Ashok
Kwatra beat their Cheltenham
colleagues John Botting – John Skjonne -
mand. This means Chel ten ham lead the
club competition with 120 points,
second are Chipping Campden with 85

and Stroud 3rd with 76. With two events
still to go, there are plenty of points to
play for. 
John Councer, Angelos Agathangelou,

Nigel Pitel and David Athey won the
Bredon Vale Cup, the clubs team
competition, for Stroud losing only one
match and that by 1 IMP. Second were
the Newent A of Brian Dorey, Carol
Malim, Diana and Ken Vowles.

Diary dates: the final round of the
Club Players Championship takes place
on Apr 14 for the Ace of Clubs; this
event is being held at Churchdown
Bridge Club. Don’t forget: the Chelten -
ham Congress runs from Fri May 3 to
Sun May 5 with a full programme, so
you are certain to find something to suit
you. Lastly there are all the Summer
events geared around the idea that
people will play with different partners
and miss weeks. You will find full details
on the GCBA website. 

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

CONGRATULATIONS to
Karen Dewar – Adrian
Fontes for winning the
Swiss Pairs event at the

EBU Overseas Congress in Fuerteventura.
County results: Midwinter Swiss Teams:

1. Miles Cowling, Dave Huggett, Steve
Preston, Nick Craik; 2. Lilias Lamont,
Richard Harris, Mike Fithyan, Stuart
Burnett; 3. Steve Howell, Charles Nixon,
Jan Whitehouse, Sula Turpin. Candle -
stick Swiss Pairs: 1. Tracy Adams – Steve
Tearle, 2. Helen Ackroyd – Ann Sharples,
3. Steve Preston – Andy Hughes.
Valentine Teams: 1. Pauline Serby, John
Moore, Chris Kinloch, Bob McRobert;
2. Rosemary and David Spencer, Jill
Shortman, Nick Craik; 3. Ian Foster, Ron
Pearson, Peggy Bennett, Wendy Spencer.

Diary dates: Apr 14-19, Bayer No Fear
Pairs (in some clubs and IOW heat). Apr
21, Pottage Final, 1pm. Apr 28, Philip
Graham Mini-Swiss Teams. May 11,
Petersfield Swiss Pairs, Petersfield;
entries to Maureen Rubra ( 01730
263396. May 19, Green Point Swiss
Teams, John Hanson School, Andover;
entries to Marian Rudd ( 01264 333848
or marian@marian37.plus.com
Unless otherwise listed, all the above

will be held in Romsey, starting at 2pm;
entries to Lillian Craigen ( 02380
254276 or lillian.craigen@sky.com

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk 
IN the Club Teams of Eight the runaway
winners were Marcle Bridge Club (Evie
Whitfield, Jane Morton, Pam Crisp,
Kanwar Rahim, Pam Pearce, Susan
Sharp, Sue Evans and Dennis Loynes),
with Hereford Bridge Club runners-up.
Congratulations to Marcle, who will
represent Herefordshire in the Garden
Cities Regional Final.
Twenty-one teams entered a Charity

Swiss Teams (with lunch) organised by
Jane Winney to support St Michael’s
Hospice. The winners were Albert
Brown, Carol Brown, Ian Murray-

Watson and Pat Jenkins; 2nd were Bob
Underhill, Stephen Booth, Roman Klis
and Tony Voogd; and 3rd were Jane
Winney, Rosemary Gabb, Margaret
Newcombe and Olaf Newcombe.
This has not been a successful season

so far in the Western League. The A Team
has lost all three matches, the B Team
has had two wins and one loss, and the
C Team a win, a draw and a loss.
Full results of all county competi tions

are on our website. 
Diary dates:Apr 12, Inter-club Teams

Round 4, 7pm, Ledbury Community
Centre. Apr 27, Avocet Teams, 10am,
Riverbed Restaurant, Fownhope. May
10, Inter-club Teams Round 5, 7pm,
Ledbury Community Centre. May 13,
Next Step Pairs (restricted), 7pm, Much
Birch Community Hall.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

SPECIAL congratulations
this month to all members
of the Herts A, B & C
teams who all won their
respective divisions of the

Eastern Counties League.
The Herts Rose Bowl was won by June

Ball, Helen Robinson, Jeff Green and
Jean Anderson, with Peter Clark, Simon
Mostyn, Bobby and Martin Rodney 2nd.
Congratulations to both teams.
The two teams that will compete in

the final of the Humble Cup are the team
of Jill Mumford, John Eyre, Tim Nash
and Mark Westley, and the team of
Maggie Dawson, Bill Gordon, Jean
Anderson and Richard Banbury. We
wish them both the best of luck.
Finally, congratulations to Mark

Westley – Tim Nash who finished 1st in
the Championship Pairs Semi-Final.

Diary dates: Tue Apr 16, Senior Pairs,
Bridge Centre, 11am. Fri Apr 26, Club
Cadet Teams, Bridge Centre, 7.30pm.
Sun Jun 9, AGM, Bridge Centre, 2pm,
followed by Mixed Pairs Championship.
Sat and Sun July 20-21, Herts & Essex
Swiss Pairs/Teams, Wodson Park,1a.m.

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

THE Kent Inter-club Teams
of Eight competitions were
played during February;
21 clubs from across the
county played against
each other over two days.

The Corbett Cup (1st Division) was won
by Chislehurst A for the 6th year run -
ning. The Corbett Plate (2nd Divi sion)
was won by Farnborough B and the
Mitchell Salver (3rd Division) by
Beckenham B. Chislehurst A will repre -
sent Kent in the Garden Cities Trophy.
Congratulations to all.
Congratulations to Dorothy Holland

and Pat McBain, winners of the Fleming
Femina, the Kent Ladies’ Pairs Cham -
pion ship. Congratulations to Michael
Prior – Leigh Chapman, winners of the
Hunter Homines, the Kent Men’s Pairs
Championship.
In the Tollemache Cup, the Kent team
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of Jeremy Willans (Captain), Ian Draper,
Pat Collins, Derek Patterson, Norman
Selway, Kay Preddy, Malcolm Lewis.
Steve Auchterlonie came 3rd.
KCBA Archivists Phil Jones and

Gerald Soper have gathered together a
wealth of material. This can now be
viewed on the website. A fascinating
look into the life of Dimmie Fleming
plus past winners of the many Kent
trophies. 

Diary dates: Sun Apr 14, George Grif -
fiths Cup (Kent Seniors Pairs Champion -
ship), Tunbridge Wells, 11am. Sun Apr
21, Larsky Cup Final, Tunbridge Wells,
11am. Sun May 19, 1pm, Green-pointed
One Day Event, Maidstone Leisure
Centre. Sun July 14, 11am, Phillimore
Cup (Kent Swiss Pairs Championship)
and KCBA AGM, Tunbridge Wells.

Lancashire 

www.lancsbridge.co.uk

IN the final of the Tolle -
mache Cup, Lancashire
finished 7th out of eight
teams. The team was Jeff
Smith (Captain), Jackie Pye,

Catherine Draper, Dave Debbage,
Andrew Woodcock, Ollie Burgess, Derek
Williams and Croz Croswell. 
A Bolton Bridge Club team consisting

of John Morrell, Marianne Farr, Paul
and Hilda Williams, Linda Wilson, Brian
Perry, Sue Whittam and Wyn Sutherland
won the LCBA Teams of Eight and
qualified for the Garden Cities Regional
Final. The four pairs qualifying for the
Corwen Trophy at the LCBA Champion -
ship Pairs were Nick and Sue Woodcock,
Andrew Woodcock – Dave Debbage,
Paul Evans – Alan Whittam and Colin
Mitchell – Bill Alston.
Preston Blue Pointed Teams: 1. Sue

Richmond, Catherine Draper, Andrew
Woodcock, and Ollie Burgess. LCBA
Champion ship Pairs: 1. Nick and Sue
Woodcock. Teams of Eight: 1. Bolton B.

Diary dates: Apr 6-7, NWBA Spring
Swiss Teams Congress, Northop. Apr
13-14, National Pairs Final, Hinckley.
Apr 21, Sowerby Cup, Lancaster BC.
May 5, Madeline Berney Swiss Pairs,
Brierfield BC. May 6, Mayday Swiss
Pairs, Mersey side Bridge Centre. May 18,
Garden Cities Regional Final, Bradford
BC. May 19, Black burn Swiss Pairs,
Blackburn BC. May 20, LCBA Annual
General Meeting, Bolton BC. May 27,
Bolton Spring Bank Holiday Swiss
Teams, Bolton BC. 

Leicestershire 
www.leicsbridge.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS
to Loughborough’s Ben
Norton who was part of
the England Under-20s
team that dominated the

2013 Peggy Bayer Trophy.
In the Joseph’s Bowl (Teams of Four

Knockout) semi-finals, Langley will play
Beasley and Stokes will play Solloffe. In
the Butterworth Trophy, Ayers will play
Thakrar and Arnold faces Krantz. Well
done Richard and Val Rees, Diana

Bowden, Pauline Dignan who won the
Wilde Cup (Non-expert Teams of Four).
After five rounds of the Stanley Trophy

(Butler Pairs) Gerry Bucciero – Roger
Cook lead, with Lucy and Dick Pathan
in 2nd place. After the local heat of the
National Pairs, Alison Nichols – Simon
Stokes, Dick Pathan – Ron McEwan and
Keith Preston – Ken Vernon qualified for
the Midlands Regional Final.
County Teams results: January vs

Glos: 1st team lost 5-15, 2nd team drew
10-10, 3rd team won 14-6. Feb ruary vs
Worcs: 1st team won 15-5, 2nd team lost
6-14, 3rd team won 15-5. Current league
positions are: 1st team (Dawes League),
3rd; 2nd team (Porter Cup), 7th; 3rd
team (Markham Trophy), 4th.

Diary dates: Apr 7, Barkby Charity
Swiss Teams, Rothley. Apr 8, BGB Sim
Pairs, CBC. Apr 9, Mercury Learners
Trophy (open to non-members), CBC.
Apr 10, Gimson Trophy Semi-finals,
Glenfield. Apr 24, Yates Cup (open to
non-members), Rothley. Apr 24, Stanley
Heat 7, Glenfield. Apr 28, Gimson Final,
Rothley. May 1st, Buckby Men’s and
Olga Ladies’ Pairs, Rothley. May 8,
Hyman Crammer Pairs, Rothley. May
12, Midlands League vs Derbyshire,
Spondon. May 15, Joyce Cup Pivot
Teams, Rothley.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk

AT the January County
Committee Meeting, fol -
low ing very poor turn -
outs at the Mixed and
Married Pairs and The

Vincents, the committee decided that at
the next meeting there would be a detail -
ed review of all county compe titions.
Men’s Pairs and Ladies’ Pairs (The

Vincents): as only five ladies pairs turned
up, the competition was played overall:
1. Phil Harland – David Caldow, 2. Alan
Brown – Maurice Ladlow, 3. John
Gaunt – Dennis Mellor; highest placed
ladies pair: 10. Mo Parsons – Drene
Brown. Mixed and Married Pairs (four
and a half tables): 1. Christine and
Michael Grant, 2 Maurice Ladlow – Mo
Parsons, 3. Mike Llewellyn – Megan
Williams. Bainton Semi-final: 1. Reg
Loosley – Mary-Jo Mangion, 2. David
Stoddart – Sue York, 3. Brenda and Ted
Goodacre (top 14 pairs progress to
Bainton Final). Bainton Final: 1. John
Longmuir – Andrew Green, 2. Mike
Perry – Nick Dyer, 3. Charles Waine –
John Brocklehurst. Champion Pairs
League Round 8: 1. John Longmuir –
Andrew Green, 2. Glynn Elwick – David
Caldow, 3. Brenda Goodace – Paul Evans.

Diary dates: Apr 6-7, County Cham -
pionships (pre-entry,) Dunholme. Apr
21, Veterans’ Cup, Dunholme. Please
check the LCBA website.

London 
www.metrobridge.co.uk

MANY congratulations to
Andrew Robson OBE, for
his honour awarded in the
New Year Honours List.
Congratulations to Toby

Nonnenmacher – Michael Alishaw,
members of the winning England
Under-20 Team at the Channel Trophy.
At the Year End Congress Ingar Hansen –
Szczepan Smoczynski were 2nd in the
Swiss Teams, and Alex Hydes was 3rd in
both the Swiss Teams and the Mixed Pairs.
In Fuerteventura, David Wing won

the Swiss Teams and the Pivot Teams,
while Olivia Woo won the Mixed Pairs,
was 2nd in the Pre-Congress Pairs and
Pivot Teams, and 3rd in the Swiss Teams.
County results: Palmer Bayer Trophy:

1. Sue Bedford – Denise Grimston,
2. Rica Hene – Mary Anne St Clair-Ford,
3. Julian Cotton – Tim Bell

Diary dates: Apr 11, Garden Cities
Heat, Inter-club Teams of Eight, YCBC;
7pm; contact Chris Duckworth at chris.
duckworth@lineone.net or ( 020 7385
3534. Apr 14, London Trophy Pairs, Pairs
for Players in the London Trophy, RAC,
2.00pm; contact Kath Stynes at kstynes
@talk21.com or ( 07747 197940. Apr 16,
Café Bridge in the Tonsleys, pre-entry
required; contact Chris Duckworth as
above. Apr 21, London Champion ship
Pairs, Two-session Pairs, YCBC, 1pm;
contact Guy Hart at lmbaentries@gmail.
com or ( 07775 922605. May 12, Fox
Shammon Trophy, Seniors Pairs, Queen’s
Club, 2pm; contact Steve Eginton at
steve@eginton.co.uk or ( 01628 780 862.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS
to John Holland who
has won the Sunday
Telegraph Salver for the

most master points accumulated during
2012. John is also currently 2nd in the
Gold Point list. Well done to Michael
Byrne on being part of the team that
won the National Swiss Teams.
Manchester CBA helped make the

Junior Camrose weekend in Manchester
a great success with an excellent organ -
ising committee led by Kevin Comrie.
Paul Hackett, Bernard Golden field and
John Holland generously gave up their
time to commentate on Vu-graph and
Mike Coop’s team of student helpers
were invaluable in sorting out BBO
coverage. Congratulations to Sarah
O’Connor on being part of the winning
Under-25 team in the Junior Camrose
and to Michael Byrne on successfully
captaining his Under-20s team to victory
in the Peggy Bayer Trophy.
Manchester A (Mike Bell, Sarah

O’Connor, John Hassett, Jeff Morris,
Kath and Alan Nelson, Rodney Lighton,
Rhona Goldenfield) won the Gazette
Teams of Eight to qualify for the Garden
Cities Regional Final.
The Cantor Cup held at Manchester

Bridge Club in February attracted 15
tables of players new to duplicate bridge.
As usual all the Cantor family attended
for the presentation of prizes. Winners
were Joyce Woolley – Maureen Beresford.
Two Manchester-based teams played

each other in the quarter finals of the
Hubert Philips: Draper (Hassett, Deb -
bage, Woodcock) beat  Byrne (Holland,
R. Goldenfield, Happer). 
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Diary dates: Sun Apr 28, Higson Cup
and Plate Finals, MBC, 1pm. Thurs May
23, Annual General Meeting, Cheadle
Hulme BC, 7.30pm.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk

LIZ Commins – David
Stevenson completed a
very successful year for
their partnership by
winning the Swiss Teams

at the Blackpool Year End with Paddy
Murphy (Mersey side) and Tracy Capal
(Manchester). Well done also to David
Burrows – Margaret Howe, who were
the highest placed Category B pair in the
Swiss Pairs and to Geoff Cowie – Rob
Roberts who won the Open Pairs.
The County Trials were won by Angus

Clark – Ken Ferguson with Ted Reveley –
Mike Swanson a close 2nd.
The Merseyside & Deeside Cup (Pivot

Teams) was won by Mike Jubb, George
Eakin, Angus Clark and Sally Clark. The
Jean Keen Trophy (Women’s Teams) was
won by Gill O’Neill, Margaret Barnes,
Joan Marray, Avril Thompson.
Ted Reveley and Stuart Matthews

were part of the foursome that finished
2nd in the Teams at the Manchester Con -
gress in January. In the Chester Congress,
the Pairs title was won by John and Julia
Dearing, with Chris Pope – Peter Kauf -
mann 2nd; the Consolation event was
won by Julian Merrrill – Paul Roberts; the
Swiss Teams winners were Catherine
Draper, Andrew Petrie, Ollie Burgess,
Andrew Woodcock from Lancashire.

Diary dates: Apr 21, Preece Rose bowl
(Ladies’ Pairs), Blundellsands. May 6,
May Day Pairs, MBC. May 16, Andrew
Rosebowl, LBC. May 19, Open GP Pairs,
MBC. May 30, Open Pairs, LBC. Jun 1-2,
County Match vDublin, Deva BC. Jun 6,
Liverpool Open Teams, LBC. Jun 20, Jim
Davies Swiss Teams, Heswall BC. Jun 25,
Bill Hughes Sim Pairs, clubs.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

SHIVAM Shah, Basil Letts
and Tom Paske were
members of the Under-25
English team who won the
Junior Camrose. The team
dominated the event win -
ning all their matches.
Well done to Pauline

Cohen who came 3rd in the Lady Milne
Trials and has been selected to play in
the Lady Milne in Scotland in April.
Congratulations to Martin Jones –

Neil Rosen who won the National Swiss
Teams. Middlesex players distinguished
themselves at the London Year End Con -
gress: Neil Rosen won the Swiss Pairs,
Pauline Cohen – Glyn Liggins won the
Mixed Pairs with Richard Hillman 2nd,
Francis Morton – Anthony Golding won
the Open Pairs and Nick Sandqvist, Janet
de Botton, Artur Malinowski and Thor-
Eric Hoftaniska won the Swiss Teams. 
In the Fuerteventura CongressMichael

Gentry – Jill Feldman won the Pre-
Congress Pairs.

In the county, Pinner A won the Club
Teams of Eight Championship and will
represent Middlesex in the Garden Cities
Championship in May; well done to
Uday Hegde, Richard Bowdery, Jacqui
Tobias, Gary Jones, Trevor Morris,
Vanessa Clarke, Tony Mutukisna, and
Frank Wharton. Congratulations to
Charlotte Vine – Jacqui Tobias who won
the Ladies’ Pairs; Hanna Broomberg –
Rita Hochenberg were 2nd.

Diary dates: Jun 3, County AGM,
7.15pm; Committee Cup, 8pm, both at
Oshwal, Northwood. The County web -
site has an extensive competitions
calendar.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

CONGRATULATIONS to
all 72 keen, if foolhardy,
bridge players from as far
away as Lincolnshire who
braved a Met Office snow
warning to take part in the

ABC Swiss Teams event during the
January freeze. On the front cover
there’s the photograph to prove it. Well
done to the winning team: John
Harrison, Nawal Fenwick and Tom and
Charles Melvin. And a special mention
in dispatches for the wonderful James
Tullett, who push-started six cars to get
them away at the end of the afternoon.
Next we have the Noverre BC Golden

Jubilee – which they nearly forgot to
celebrate. It was only when they noticed
that the Silver Jubilee Trophy was dated
1987 that someone realised that 2012
must be the 50th anniversary of the club
originally founded by Peter Soutar and
based at Norwich YMCA. It has
relocated several times – including to
the former Noverre cinema which is
where it gets its name from – and is now
settled at Trowse, overlooking the dry ski
slope. Hon. Sec. John Stobart said that,
once remembered, the anniversary had
been celebrated at the annual Christmas
event: ‘We are a small, friendly club
which now looks forward to being here
for another fifty years.’
Looking at diary dates the Norfolk

Congress has moved to the Wensum
Valley Hotel, near Norwich from April
5-7, 2013. You can find the booking
form on the NCBA website.
And finally . . . I am under strict

instructions from our County President,
Mary Smith, to report how she was
forced to undertake the onerous task of
presenting the winner’s trophy for
Norfolk’s prestigious Committee Cup
event in February to Peter Cotes,
Captain of her own Wymondham BC
team of eight.

North East 
www.neba.co.uk

DESPITE bad weather
interfering with the semi
finals, the final of the
NEBA Pairs Champion -
ship for the Chronicle
Cup was held in January.

The winners were Damian Hassan – Bill

March with Julian Gibson – John Atthey
finishing second. The secondary final for
the St Georges Shield was won by
Rosemary Gray – Simon Hedley.

Northamptonshire
www.northantsbridge.info/

ON Sunday April 7 we
shall be holding the
Alastair Brodie Memo -

rial Trophy. The event will be pairs in the
afternoon with teams in the evening,
team-mates being determined by your
position in the pairs. This year’s trophies
will be presented at this event rather
than at the AGM.
Congratulations to the following

teams who have won their divisions in
the Inter-club League: Kettering A in Div.
1; Kettering B in Div. 2;Wellingborough
A in Div. 3 South; Stamford D in Div. 3
North.Wellingborough A and Stamford
D will play off for the Div. 3 trophy.
Marcus Witt, Trevor Thrower, Bill

Chadwick, Mike Gore Browne have won
the North-Eastern section of the Winter
League, with Jim Deacon, Daniel Baines,
Tony Hough, Mike Trask winning the
South-Western section; these two teams
will play in the final. The Broke Cup
Final (teams) will be between Headly and
Stacey, the other semi-final is between
Miller and Keogh. Teams captained by
Richard Gibson and Bill Chadwick have
reached the final of the Betts Bowl.
In the Eastern Counties League the

county have played Bedfordshire; the A
team lost 14-6, the B team won 18-2 and
the C team won 11-9.

Diary dates: Sun Apr 7 Alastair Brodie
Memorial Trophy. Wed Apr 17, County
AGM, Kettering. Wed May 1st, Fixtures
Meeting, Kettering.

Nottinghamshire

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
IN the County Match against Stafford -
shire the first team won 18-2, but the
second and third teams lost 8-12 and
3-17. In the match against Lincolnshire
the first and second teams both won 14-6,
but the third team lost 9-11.
NCBA Mixed Pairs Championship:

1. John and Irene Auld, 2. Gordon and
Angela Fullerton. The NCBA Team of 4
KO Heat was won by William Crook,
Sandy Fulton, David Hodge and Mark
Goddard. The NCBA Individual Cham -
pion ship was won by Frank Ball with
John Auld 2nd. The President’s Cup was
won by Keith Rodgers with Lloyd
Eagling 2nd.
In view of the poor attendance at

Wednesday evening events, the Com -
mittee has experimented with intro duc -
ing some open teams events into the
planned schedule. Thus the Wednesday
calendar is fluid. Members should see
the website for the currently arranged
events. Any four NCBA members may
form a team at any of these open teams
evenings.

Diary dates: The Wednesday pro -
gramme is under review, so see the
website for details. The NCBA Journal
Cup, the county’s Pairs Championship,
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will be on Sun Apr 7; enquiries and
entries to Graham Brindley ( 0115
9232186. The AGM is scheduled for
May 12. The Retford Swiss Teams will be
at the Barnaby Memorial Hall, Blyth, on
Sun May 26; enquiries and entries to
Dave Dobbie ( 01777 708326, dave
dobbieuk@yahoo.co.uk or Bernard Plumb
( 01777 869385 bernardplumb@gmail.
com

Oxfordshire 
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

OXFORDSHIRE’S Con gress
is on June 15-16 at a new,
larger venue in Woodstock
(please see our advertise -
ment on page 8 for further
information). In addition

to the popular Green Pointed Swiss Pairs
and Teams competitions, there is a Pairs
event for less-experienced players, social
Chicago, an introduction to duplicate
and Junior Minibridge. 
Ed Jones with team-mates Alan and

Olivia Woo and Simon Cope achieved
6th place at the EBU Swiss Teams
Congress and Aleksandar Lishkov, Cathy
Rowland, Stephen Popham, Christopher
Whitehouse achieved 13th place overall
and 2nd place in the B Flight section. 
At the Blackpool Year End Swiss Pairs,

Alastair Gidman – Lorna Swadling were
8th. Oxfordshire had two successes at
the Midlands Counties Congress: Matthew
Covill – Aleksandar Lishkov came 2nd
in the West Midland Pairs, and Chris
Wilson, Aleksandar Lishkov, Nigel Wolf -
en dale and Cathy Rowland were 3rd in
the Swiss Teams.
Congratulations to Stephen Brown,

John Deech, John Williams and Chris
Wilson on winning the OBA Swiss Teams
Championship and to Stephen Brown –
Veronica Wilson, winners of the OBA
Pro-am Tournament. 
Erica Sheppard – Peter Russell won

Oxford Bridge Club’s annual Mixed
Pairs Trophy named after Winnie Ling, a
key figure for decades in Oxfordshire
bridge and celebrating her 100th
birthday this spring. Congratulations!
Congratulations also to Freddie

Illingworth who played in the winning
England Under-20s teams in the
Channel and Peggy Bayer trophies.

Diary dates: Sun Apr 14, Beck Cup.
Sun Apr 21, County Pairs Final. Sun
May 12, Midlands Counties League. Sun
May 19, Oxford Times Cup Pairs Cham -
pionship.

Somerset 
www.somersetbridge.org.uk

THE results of the Two Tier
Teams of Four held at Oake
in February for the Club
Championship were: Open
Teams – Langford BC
(David and Gina Howard,

Colin Juneman, Caroline MacPherson);
Below Regional Master – Clevedon BC
(Michael Wigmore, Jenny Gostlin, Ken
Nicol, Jane Clarke). The Pairs results
will be added to produce the overall
Club Champions.

In the Western League all teams from
Somerset lost to Cornwall: A Team 4-16,
B Team 8-12, and C Team 3-17. The
final match will be against Avon.
Details of the West of England

Congress which will be held on October
4th, 5th and 6th are now on the website.
They may also may be obtained from
Ann Bawdon, the Congress secretary.

Diary dates:Wed Apr 3, Pairs League
3, Webbington Hotel. Sat Apr 6, Cham -
pionship Pairs Final and Stratified Pairs,
Woolavington. Thurs Apr 18, Pairs
League 4, Woolavington. Fri Apr 26,
County League 9, Woolavington. Fri
May 3, Pairs League 5, Woolavington.
Sat May 11, WL v Avon, Woolavington.
Sun May 13, County % Final, West
Camel. Sun June 16, County AGM and
Swiss Teams, Oake.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

IT is with great sadness
that we report the death
of Roy Martin. As well as
representing the county
on many occasions, he

was also a keen promoter of Newcastle
Bridge Club, especially as a teacher. He
served on the county committee in many
capacities and some of his contributions
to past bulletins can be found on our
website under ‘As we once were’. These
were highly amusing articles, where he
called his team-mates the Welsh Pedlar,
the Headmaster and Captain Turf, while
he went under the pseudonym ‘Muggins’.
He will be greatly missed.
The Midlands County Congress was a

good event for our players: Jane Stirton,
Judi Stevenson, Dave Clarke and Celia
Day won the Swiss Teams; West Midland
Pairs winners were Annette Lucas –
Mike Cornes, with Helen and Peter Lees
3rd; Mike Amos was 3rd in the Hayward
Bowl, while Dan Crofts won the Hudson
Bowl, with John Withers 3rd; Dan went
on to finish 3rd with Sandra Fenton in
the Championship Teams.
Paul Hackett finished runner-up in

the Year End Teams in London, and also
came 2nd in the Teams in Bangkok and
3rd in the Pairs.

Diary dates: Apr 19-20, 20th Shrop -
shire Green-pointed Congress, Grays
Hotel, Foregate, Telford; pairs on
Saturday and teams on Sunday. Wed
May 8, County Ladies’ Pairs. Wed May
15, Men’s Pairs. Jun 12, Mixed Pairs. For
any information on any of these events
please contact Judy Mitchell ( 01743
235374 or mitchellmj@btinternet.com 

Suffolk 
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

SUFFOLK, represented by
David Price (captain), Chris
Chambers, Peter Gemmell,
Jonathan Green, Rick

Hanley, Andrew and Jane Moore, Jeff
Orton, and Peter Sutcliffe back in
November, took their place in the Tolle -
mache Final for the third time in the
county’s history. Although finishing in
6th place, Suffolk were only 18 points

behind Surrey in 2nd, scoring well against
the teams above them and winning more
matches than in previous appearances. �
Jyl Marsh Suffolk Individual: 1. Keith

Belsey, 2. Mike Gargano, 3. Simon
Lawrence. Rick Hanley – Jeff Orton won
the Suffolk Mid Anglia Pairs after two
great sessions, leading the first half and
coming 3rd in the second; Mike Malin –
Eric Newman came 2nd, and Victor
Floriean – Chris Kennedy 3rd.
Jane Moore, with Gillian Fawcett,

once again won the Lady Milne Trials to
select the England Women’s Team for
the Home Internationals; they were the
only pair to post positive scores in every
session. David Price, our Suffolk Captain,
with his partner in national events,
Colin Simpson, became the first pair to
gain Camrose selection for the Open and
Senior Teams in the same year when the
Hackett team including them won the
Senior Camrose Trial.

Diary dates: Sun Apr 14, Champion -
ship Pairs Final, 2pm, Pakenham. Sun
Apr 28, Pivot Teams, 2pm, Pakenham.
Sun May 12, Clare Swiss Pairs, 2 pm,
Laven ham. Sun May 19, AGM Pairs,
following AGM, Pakenham. Wed Jun 19,
Mixed Pairs, 7pm, Pakenham.

Surrey
www.surreycountybridge.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Walton & Hersham who
won the Affiliated Teams of
Eight for the first time and
will go on to represent

Surrey in the Garden Cities.
Tony Quilley – Richard Rule won the

County Pairs Cup; the Plate was awarded
to Jeffrey Allerton – Mike Scoltock. Sati
Mackenzie – Tony Cherrett won the
Mixed Pairs, and Gerald Searle – Judi
Coady won the Friendly Swiss Pairs.
Graham Osborne, playing with Neil

Rosen of Middlesex, won the London
Year End Swiss Pairs. Surrey were
runners-up in the Tollemache and were
the only team to beat the runaway win -
ners, Berks & Bucks.
In this year’s Surrey Schools Bridge

Event, the winning pair in the Mini bridge
competition were Jonty Woodbridge –
Max Johnson from Weydon School in
Farnham, while St Paul’s team of Kunal
Wagle, Theo Haymann, Lee Li and Danny
Taktak won the Teams. 

Diary dates: Apr 7, Spring Swiss Pairs,
Bourne Farnham. Apr 14, Friendly
Teams, Bletchingley. Apr 21, Ladies’ and
Men’s Pairs, Oxshott. All events begin at
1pm. Enter via the Surrey website or
contact Frances Trebble ( 01252 679883
or f.trebble@ntlworld.com

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

WARWICKSHIRE recently
hosted the Inter-University
Bridge Festival. Thanks to
the West Midlands and
Coventry clubs for spon -
soring the event. Ben
Fitton couldn’t quite do

the double: he won the Pairs with Sam

Oxford
Life Master

Mrs C Rowland

Regional Master

Mr M Covill

Master

Mr James Anderson

Mrs J Arrowsmith

Mr DP Morris

Somerset
Regional Master

Mr SM Fletcher

Master

Mrs S Haddon

Mr B Morrison

Mr TJ Stuttard

Staffs & Shropshire
Regional Master

Miss L Curtis

Master

Mr RO Evers

Mr W Gregory

Mrs SA Halford

Mr Brian McLaughlan

Mr Charles Mellor

Mr M Seavers

Suffolk
Regional Master

Mrs HC Mason

Mr TD Shearman

Master

Mr DN Carter

Mrs K Linley

Ms J Menzies

Surrey
Grand Master

Mr L Anderson

Dr B Stoker

Regional Master

Mrs CA Morgan

Mr MR Oddy

Mr AG Pratt

Master

Mr AG Bacchus

Mr RJ Bass

Mr M Blythe

Mr AC Boulding

Mrs J Boulding

Miss BM Butterworth

Mrs Danielle Gosselin

Mrs Margaret Hamilton

Amber Harris

Mr K Harrison

Mrs JM Hickman

Mr John Hunter

Mrs A Lynd

Mrs M Mannerings

Mrs H Matthew

Mr N Matthew

Ms June Middleton

Mrs Marjorie Neal

Mrs V North

Mr J D Phethean

Mrs Jeanette Reid

Mrs Nina Ruiz

Mrs M Samani

Landmark
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Lam Lok Hin but was 2nd in the Teams,
won by James Hall, Antony Edwards,
Rachel Rowe, Neil Zussman. All players
repre sented Warwick University. 
Congratulations to Hylda Townsend

on celebrating her 100th birthday in
March. She has been a stalwart sup -
porter of Warwickshire bridge both as a
player and, over a great many years, as a
member of our Executive Com mittee.
Hylda is also an EBU vice President.
The Warwickshire Championship Pairs

was won by our County Chairman
Darren Evetts partnering Susan Stock -
dale. They, plus the three runners-up, will
represent the county in the forthcoming
Corwen Trophy. Sylvia and Kevin New
won the ‘B’ Final and Peter Whale –
Thelma Oliver won the Conso lation Final. 
Another successful Seniors’ Pairs

event was won by Peter Oldbury – Brent
Wormald; 2nd were Val Cooper –  Bob
Foster.
There will be a change to the format

of the County Charity Simultaneous
Pairs. The event, in aid of the Warwick -
shire Air Ambulance will be played on
two nights, April 23 and 25, with
different hands on each night. Please
encourage your club to support this very
worthwhile cause.

Diary dates: Thurs Apr 4, Ladies’ &
Men’s Pairs, 7pm, Mos. Sun Apr 14,
Garden Cities Heat (entry via clubs)
1pm, Cov. Tues Apr 23 and Thurs Apr
25, Charity Sim Pairs, various clubs. Sun
Apr 28, Novice Swiss Pairs 1.30pm, Ken.
Sun May 5, Charity Swiss Teams, 1.45pm,
Arden. Sun May 19, Green Point Swiss
Pairs, 1pm, Cov.

Westmorland

www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland

WESTMORLAND players
have enjoyed considerable
success over the winter.
The county was well repre -
s ented at the Black pool Year
End Con gress with Sally-

Ann and Mike Rothwell 4th in the Mixed
Pairs, Jacce and Peter Jeffreys 26th out of
80 in the Swiss Pairs and Sally-Ann and
Mike Rothwell, Philip Wraight and
Malcolm Hartley 2nd in the Swiss Teams,
just 1 VP behind the winners.
The county Pivot Teams competition

took place in January with David
Strawbridge, Paul Thornton, John
Farmer and Dave Harrison being the
most suc cessful combination. The
annual County Day at the Royal Win -
dermere Yacht club was another success
with afternoon bridge, a general quiz
and an evening buffet again confirming

the popularity of this tried and tested
formula. 
This year the county is supporting the

further development of bridge lessons
alongside the successful work carried
out by Philip Wraight over the last ten
years. Kendal, one of the clubs in West -
morland, has applied to become a
charity and is seeking its own premises,
following a generous donation. 

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk

WILTSHIRE events largely
escaped the snowy con -
ditions in the winter, so

all events could be played. In the
Championship Pairs Final, the results
were close across the whole field; Sonia
Blandy – Georgie Dalton won, with
Andrew Parkes – Norman Botton 2nd
and Roy France – Sam Sloan 3rd. The
Mixed Pairs had a high atten dance but
not such a tight finish, as Katharine
Hodgson – Roy France won with 66.36%
from Keith Williamson – Pat Davies, with
Hugh Gross – Di Bishop 3rd. 
The annual County Simultaneous

Pairs was won by Tony Olec – Alan
White of the Swindon Club, from Taf
Anthias – Pat Davies from Bath, and
Phil Bennett – Phil Cooke of Devizes.
The League is coming nicely to an ex -

citing climax. In the Premier Division
Williamson and Blandy have moved well
clear of the pack now, but play each other
in the next round. In Div. 2, Thackaberry
and Gwyer are just 1 VP apart; they too
must play each other before the com -
petition finishes. In Div. 3, Hodgson and
Wright are leaders but as with the others
divisions they must play each other in the
final round. 
Wiltshire is looking forward to its

joint Green Point Weekend with Avon
shortly. Entries are high and some good
bridge is expected.

Worcestershire
www.worcestershirebridge.co.uk

WORCESTERSHIRE mem -
bers brought the county
considerable success at the
Midland Counties Con gress.
Notable winners from the

county included: Championship Pairs
(Foster Cup): John Turner (Worcs) –
Geoff Fogg (Dorset); Championship
Teams (Hayward Cup): John Sansom,
Richard Jephcott, Nick Forward, Steve
Allerston. Ladies’ Pairs (Allen Cup): Sue
Lane – Marian Wilcox.
At the Blackpool Year End Congress,

Paul Tapster – Marian Wilcox won the
Mixed Pairs and Marian was also suc -
cessful at the EBU Overseas Congress in
Fuerteventura, winning the Ladies’ Pairs
with Maureen Hannah.
In the Midland Inter-County League,

our second team has ensured that they
will win the Porter Cupwith a match still
to play. In doing so, they have has set an
excellent example to the first and third
teams, although they both occupy res -
pectable middle of the table positions.
The Annual General Meeting is to be

held on Monday May 20 at 7pm, venue
to be announced. All County Members
are invited to attend. The Seniors Pairs
will be held on Monday June 10. 
The Grand Prix Teams continues to

excite, with Half and Half leading the
field. However, Worcester Grant are only
4 IMPS behind and appear likely to have
played in all six heats. They are, there -
fore, in a strong position as they will be
able to drop their lowest score.

Yorkshire 
www.ycba.co.uk/

CONGRATULATIONS to
Rhys Munden (Bradford)
who played for the winning
England Under-20s team in
the Peggy Bayer Trophy home

international series. 
EBU Year End Congress, Blackpool –

Swiss Pairs: 1. David Waxman – Richard
Pike, 2. Keith Sowerbutts – Phil Godfrey,
3. Frank Littlewood – Roman Gembecki.
Mike Rodgers – John Scott won the
Men’s Pairs at the EBU’s Fuerte ventura
Overseas Congress. Antony Edwards and
Neil Zussman were in the winning team
at the Inter-University Festival.
A seminar at Leeds Bridge Club, led

by Gill Copeland and Brian Davison, on
defensive bidding, was attended by
more than 50 improvers from across the
county.
Congratulations also to: Yorkshire

Pairs: 1. Carole Kelly – Geoff Kenyon, 2.
Alan Brosgill – Robin Jepson, 3. David
Waxman – Richard Pike, 4. Martin
Cantor – Frank Littlewood, 5. Tom
Gisborne – Sandy Davies. Yorkshire
Schools Pairs: 1. Gideon Harvey – Daniel
Winter, 2. Alex Grafton – Ashley Corke;
Minibridge: Corey Eastwood – Tom
Sutton; Beginners’ Bridge: Katie Loft -
house. Doncaster Swiss Pairs: Carole
Kelly – Geoff Kenyon. Margery Cart -
wright Simultaneous Pairs: 1. Alistair
Copeland – Tony Kingham (Bradford),
2. Phil Godfrey – James Thrower (York),
3. Adrian Ford – Bill Holmes (Leeds).
Yorkshire Cup Final: Mike and Carole
Rattenbury, Paul Davies and Les
Winters (Keighley).

Diary dates: Apr 7, Yorkshire League
(Round 7). Apr 12-14, Scarborough
Congress. Apr 21, Yorkshire Mixed
Pairs, Bradford. Apr 27 & 28, Corn
Cairdis, England v Ireland, Bradford.
May 5, West Yorkshire Swiss Teams,
Bradford. May 7-8, Bridlington
Midweek Con gress. May 12, Leeds Swiss
Pairs. May 19, Yorkshire Masters Pairs,
Doncaster. May 31 – Jun 2, Yorkshire
Congress, Cairn Hotel, Harrogate. r

Mrs DE Wakeford

Mr A Wakenshaw

Mr DJ Wiltshire

Sussex
Life Master

Mrs J Rumsey

Regional Master

Mr MR Godfrey

Master

Mrs H Coe

Mr Dennis Hawley

Mr Robin Kennard

Mr Sergio Magri

Mrs SM Morgan

Mrs Eileen Perrigo

Mr David Peters

Mrs B Trenchard

Warwickshire
Life Master

Mr MJ Meakin

Master

Mr M Adams

Mrs P Beasley

Mrs GD Charlton

Mrs SE Cook

Mr Douglas Tweddle

Westmorland
Master

Mr R Brazier

Wiltshire
Master

Dr Martin Davies

Mrs W English

Mrs H Holden

Mr Graham Williams

Mrs JA Wright

Worcestershire
Premier Grand Master

Mr JA Sansom

Grand Master

Mrs VA Kennewell

Regional Master

Mr Chris Davies

Mr MH Vetch

Master

Mr R Chilimonczyk

Mr CD Elliott

Mrs A Gittins

Yorkshire
Grand Master

Mrs CT Duddell

Dr DA Duddell

Regional Master

Mr N Solden

Master

Mrs L Armitage

Mrs J Barstead

Mrs L Blanchard

Mr GW Bramall

Mr GW Hurren

Mrs MM Ness

Mrs CM Powne

Mr PCB Skuse

Mrs FT Snee

Mr Alan Thickett

Mrs J Wood

Mrs M Woodford

Landmark
Promotions

April 20th is the closing date
for the submission of county
reports for the next issue of

English Bridge.
Please e-mail: elena@ebu.co.uk
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Avon
Club Master

Mrs A Brett

Miss Barbara James

Dorothy Nunn

Mr Bill Ray

Olive Turner

Christine Woodhouse

Local Master

Mrs A Anstice

Mr Peter Blakesley

Regina Gilbert

John Guilfoyle

Paul Guilfoyle

Mr John Newman

Mr Alan Robinson

Mrs Maureen Seed

Denise Turner

Bedfordshire
Club Master

Mr Tony French

Local Master

Walter Greaves

Andrew Ruthven

Berks. & Bucks.
Club Master

Mrs Astrid Backer

Manny Bramsden

Mrs Jean Cook

Mrs Sarah Curtis

Mrs Annie De-Saxe

Mrs M Diamond

Mr Steve Drye

Mr C Gash

Don Grimshaw

Jean Grimshaw

Christopher Mawson

Judy Mawson

Mrs J McGuinness

Mrs Ann McKellow

Benita Moores

David Moores

Beatrice Parish

Mr Stan Rhodes

Kim Sedgwick

Jonna Sorensen

Lesley Tyrrell

Local Master

Jill Avery

Sue Blythe

Ms J Diddams

Ms Irmgard Digby

Mrs Jacky Freeborn

Mrs J Lee

Mrs Gail Miles

Mrs E Moon

Mr Tom O'Kane

Rachel Pope

Mr Richard Rowlin

Mrs Sally Simmons

Mr M Smith

Mrs Vera Smith

Sue Webster

Cambs & Hunts
Club Master

Amira Chilvers

Mrs Nell Halpin

Mr David Jefferies

Mr Daniel Opalka

Mrs Jean Pike

Mr Tony Pike

Local Master

Mr Colin Aspland

Ms Maggie Calder

Mr Brian Cornish

Andrew Hawthorn

Gillian MacNaghten

Vivian Neame

Irene Watson

Channel Islands
Club Master

Mrs C Nial

Cornwall
Club Master

Mr Steve Parsons

Mr Rob Plowden

Annie Quartermain

Mr Brian Watts

Mrs P Whitham

Local Master

Jo Heydon

Mrs Sylvia Ingham

Mr P Meredith

Ms Sarah Tilley

Mrs Jane Windle

Cumbria
Club Master

Mr Chris Greening

Moira Houston

Ms Janice Little

Mr Bob McLure

Mrs Dorothy Nanson

Mr David Warmsley

Local Master

Mr Peter Ashcroft

Mr P Davies

Mr J Gate

Mrs Joyce Gate

Mrs Yvonne Wareing

Derbyshire
Club Master

Mrs R Eaton

Jo Marsden

Mr Alan Moore

Jan Moore

Ian Morrell

Mr A Whittingham

Local Master

Mrs H Mellor

Devon
Club Master

Mrs Louise Boden

Ronald Davey

Peter Driver

Mrs Joan Greenley

Mr H Harlow

Mr Craig Henderson

Mr David Kaye

Margaret Steele

Local Master

Mrs Kaye Battey

Mr John Daly

Mrs Pat Daly

Mrs Janice Evans

Brigitte Henderson

Doreen Johnson

Prof. M Jones

Mr M Jones

Mrs Jacqui Munns

Mr Steve Munns

Mr Chris Powell-Smith

Jenny Powell-Smith

Margaret Templeman

Direct
Local Master

Mr TB Bradbury

Mr CJ Jack

Dorset
Club Master

Mrs MG Cadby

Mr Harold Farrar

Gilly Gibbons

Miss Margaret Kent

Mr David Penny

Local Master

Mrs Marion Barton

Dr Peter Hull

Anne Matthew

Mr Keith Pickett

Sally Valentine

Essex
Club Master

Janet Barnes

Mr David Sanders

Mrs Linda Sanders

Mrs Jean Wright

Local Master

Ms Carole Alligan

Mr Peter Blinman

Mr J Coughlan

Angela Davenport

Mrs M Gardner

P Hanson

Mick Lovell

Mrs T McKeon

Mr Murray Miller

Joyce Moorcraft

Ms S Richards

Alastair Robertson

Ashley Sawyer

David Smith

Jean Sully

Vic Tewari

Mr Gary Waller

George Wild

Gloucestershire
Club Master

Mrs Hilda Bowers

Mr Bill Coombe

Mr Ken Evans

Mr Mark Harrison

Mrs Valerie Hopkins

Mrs L Jackson

Mr Paul Peters

Mrs JM Scarrett

Penny Stanbury

Local Master

Mrs ND Arkell

Mrs Eileen Bruce

Mrs Jean Close

Miss Diana Danes

Dr G Fairbairn

Mrs Ruth Forster

Mr David Green

Mrs Jm Griffiths

Mrs Carol Jacob

Mr Peter Jacob

Mrs N Kirby

Ms Michèle Lazarus

Mrs Sally Lindner

David Sturman

Sue Sturman

Hants & I.o.W.
Club Master

Mr Derek Abbott

Mr Michael Boland

Caroline Hilton

Mrs Eva Jensen

Mrs V Mammatt
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Mr David Walton

Mr Barry Williams

Local Master

Mr David Barrett

Mrs Wendy Bayliss

Mr Martin Coyne

Mr John Glasscock

Eddie Humm

Mrs Sheila Perkins

Dr Frank Price
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Mr Allen Salter

H Scott-Cowell

Mr K Scott-Cowell

Mrs Bess Thorogood

Mr J Wilson

Mr Anthony Young

Herefordshire
Club Master

Miss Rosemary Cope

Mr John Edwards

Mrs Bethan Kain

Mr Jo Wilkins

Local Master

Amanda Ingham

Mr Mike Kemp

Hertfordshire
Club Master

Charles Blackwell

Joe Coulson

Mrs Lynne Edlin

Mrs D Jackson

Mr R Kitchener

Mr Jim McCubbine

David Morgan

Mrs C Norfolk

Steve Ogilvie

Anthony Osborne

K Roberts

Denise Rudge

Mrs Gill Schaff

Dr Beresford Thomson

Susan Timmis

Mr Graham Walker

Local Master

Dilys Bish-Wilson

Pat Bridges

Mr Peter Cridland

Mr Malcolm Dean

Mrs Marilyn Dean

Mrs Chris Doe

Pat Fletcher

Mr Raymond Gilbert

Carol McKay

Mrs Eve Pearson

Cheri Pemberton

Beryl Rees

Barrie Walton

Mrs Lynn Willcock

Isle of Man
Local Master

Mrs Judith Llewellyn

Kent
Club Master

Mrs T Bayley

Mr Colin Bennett

Mrs Helen Brandt

Mrs Phyllis Church

Mrs Rose Cunningham

Mr John Elwell

Mrs J Hardy

David Holmes

Mr Tony Malangone

Mrs Dorothy Miller

Dorothy Murphy

Mrs Annie Owen

Miss Alison Stokes

Marie Tate

Miss J Thompson

Mr Barry Thornton

Mr Tom Wallace

Local Master

Nick Baxter

Mrs Jan Boorman

Mrs Sue Hallett

Mrs Jan Parsons

Mr John Rice

Mrs Yvonne Roberts

Jo Russell

Lillian Simmons

Tony Stoneham

Janet Twyman

Lancashire
Club Master

Mr Stephen Bentley

Mr Hugh Bishop

Mr William Boar

Mr Euan Bowie

Mrs Pat Bowie

Ms Pauline Cope

Elysia Craddock

Mr T Daniels

Dorothy E Ingleby

Angela Lawton

Mrs Jean Lewis

Mr Francis Vose

Dorothy Watkinson

Mrs Jill Weinbren

Andrea Whitaker

Local Master

Jane Anderton

Peter Chisnell

Joan Darke

Mrs Susan Donegan

Anne Duinkerk

Rosemary George

Andrew Hamling

Susan Johnson

Jean Judge

Joseph Judge

Mrs Janet Kershaw

Mrs Sheila Lamb

Mr Brian Leach

Joan Leonard

Mrs Serena Mckay

Mrs Kundan Mehta

Dr Rasik Mehta

Kathleen Moran

Mildred Rhodes

Jonathan Sandbrook

Yvonne Sandbrook

Norma Seddon

Anne Cecilia Taylor

Leicestershire
Club Master

Mr Ashley Barnett

Vera Blackman

Mr Ron Golby

Mr Gordon Mead

Mr John Price

Local Master

Mrs I Elliott

Anne McCormack

John McCormack

Wendy Moulds

Lincolnshire
Club Master

Mr Dave Couling

Mr Len McKee

Mr R John Stewart

Mr R Williams

Local Master

Mrs CA Cole

Ethel Feeney

Mrs Margaret Hornsby

Mrs D Parker

London
Club Master

Mrs Helena Clayton

Mr P Garvin

Selina Hamilton

Anne-Marie Rideal

Local Master

Jenny Chapman

Lesley Cox

Mrs Valerie Hall

Diane Johnson

Mr Jimmy Mellon

Shahzaad Natt

Mrs B Rackind

Mr Steve Sansom

Mr P Weston

Manchester
Club Master

Mrs June Cutler

Miss Sophie Harper

Mrs Bridget Hopkins

Mrs Eileen Johnson

Mrs Valerie Laddin

Mac Norgate

Mrs Patricia Parr

Mrs Catherine Tate

Mrs Patricia Young

Local Master

Mr Rodney Gardner

Mrs Karen Jones

Mr Terry Krell

Mrs Jackie Lowrie

Mr GJ Nightingale

Mr Duncan Watson

Graham Wood

Merseyside/
Cheshire
Club Master

Jacqui Davies

Pauline Frazer

Pamela Marchant

Margaret Purcell

Marie Rodgers

Local Master

Mrs Monica Bate

Mrs Sue Haward

Mrs L Housley

Mr AP Hughes

Middlesex
Club Master

Ms Julie Ashdown

Mrs S Cummins

Tracy Hartstone

Mrs Eileen Lipson

Dipikaben Savjani

Mahesh H Shah

Mrs Punita Sumaria

Local Master

Christine Bates

C Jamieson

Harvey Kasin

Mrs H Leigh

Dr P Mehta

Mrs Michele Modino

Mrs Indu Radia

Bharati Rajni Shah

Mr D Shah

Mr H Shah

Mukund Bavishi

Norfolk
Club Master

Mrs Freddie Abbs

Mr Patrick Fuller

Dr Diana Gabriel

Shirley Jones

Mr Bob Ovenden

Chris Tysterman

Louise Vaughan

Mrs Mary Wilson

Local Master

Mr Richard Ankin

Stephen Cockbill

Mrs Shirley Dolan

June Hutchings

Mrs Jean Roddy

Mrs D Schiller

Mr Michael Tuffs

North East
Club Master

Mrs Marjory Brydon

Ms Fiona Gibbins

Mrs Jan Walker

Local Master

Doris Armstrong

Dr S Baylis

Karen Holt

Peter Holt

Catherine Kemp

Ian Kerr

Norma Kerr

Roger Mosley

Barbara Sleightholme

Margaret Thompson

Claudette Whitton

Mr Peter Whitton

Northants
Club Master

Jane Cummins

Mrs Marion Forsyth

Mrs Marie Harris

Mr Michael Jenkins

Mr Patrick Knights

Mrs Roly McHard

Mrs Anita Smith

Mrs Janet Watson

Mr Colin White

Mrs Julia White

Local Master

Mrs Kay Barford

Mrs Beryl Carpenter

Mrs Jean Davies

Ms June Fisher

Mrs Sheila Mayman

Tony Smith

Mr Ken Waudby

Notts
Club Master

Paul Black

Mr Stuart Horsley

Mrs Helen Jones

Mr Andrew Kennedy

Mrs MV Meira

Christopher Nattrass

Sue Smee

Local Master

Steve Billau

Mrs Angela Dean

Helen Lister

Mrs Sue McIntosh

Dave McMichael

Mr Peter Milburn

We regret that space constraints prevent us from printing other promotions. Sorry if your name is not in the magazine;
new promotions are published every month on, and can be downloaded from, the EBU website at www.ebu.co.uk

Landmark promotions are published in the April, August and December issues of English Bridge.
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Top of the Trees: Tony McNiff
AT THE end of 2012, the highest-placed player in the National
Grading Scheme with a mature grade was Tony McNiff of Bradford.

His grade increased from 66.66% to 73.33% over nine amazing
sessions of bridge in just a few weeks. In eight of those nine sessions,
he averaged 69.63% with average strength of opponents about 51
to 52%. Impressive enough, but . . . 

In the remaining session, the Bradford BC Mixed Pairs, with
strength of opponents 52%, he achieved with Sue Logan (with him
in the picture), one of the most incredible scores ever, and the fact
that it was also for a decent length (twenty-four boards) and decent
size (eight-tables arrow switched Mitchell) movement, makes it all
the more remarkable: 88.39%. The exact date of this achievement
was 12/12/12 – not that that has any special significance! So Tony's
average for those nine sessions at the end of 2012 comes to 71.72%.
It's no surprise that Tony’s partnership with Sue Logan is the top
(mature) partnership, and he has four Ace partnerships in total. 

Has Tony maintained his top ranking position in 2013?  Check the
NGS page of the EBU website to find out.

(Barrie Partridge and Mike Christie)

Oxfordshire
Club Master

Mrs Joan Bailes

Mrs EA Barnes

Mr Bob Channer

Dr Sheila Davies

Mrs L Given

Ms G Goodchild

Ray Heath

Mrs J Kemp

Mr A Morrison

Dr Chisholm Ogg

Mrs Gay Ogg

Mrs M Peggie

Mr Nick Stubbs

Dr Alistair Swanson

Mrs Jean Thompson

Mr TA Ward

Mrs EM Windows

Diane Wyatt

Rosemary Young

Local Master

Mr Ron Freeborn

Roberta Jefferies

Jenny Lamont-Young

Mrs Elizabeth Leigh

Lily Ann Matthews

Viv Parker

Sally Wills

Charles Worrell

Sarah Wynne

Somerset
Club Master

Phillipa Bolton-Smith

Mrs Lyn Dyer

Mrs M Govett

Mrs Sue Hornsby

Michael Leach

Mrs D Price

Mrs Sue Reading

Mrs C Rhodes

Local Master

Di Askwith

Don Belmore

Staffs & Shrops
Club Master

Mr Ray Andrews

Barbara Cooke

Local Master

Miss Faith Beech

Mrs Corrine Bradley

Mr Gerald Griffin

Mrs Sally Griffin

R Valerie Griffiths

Mrs Christine Jones

Mrs Carole North

Marion Taylor

Mr Doug Wardle

Mrs Ruth Wardle

Suffolk
Club Master

Mr Mike Creffield

Penny Easting

Mrs Pauline Evans

Mrs Susannah Farthing

Mrs Conca Goyder

Delia Hammerton

Mr Clive Norman

Mrs R Pemberton

Mr Percy Ungate

Local Master

Mrs Joy Dawson

Mr F De Carvalho

Mrs K De Carvalho

Mrs Marlis Duffell

Mr Thomas Fellowes

Joyce Marshall

Mr Laurie Robinson

Surrey
Club Master

Mrs S Allen

Mrs Joan Coulson

Ms Renate Cox

Ron Cronin

Mrs Norma Davis

Ms RTA Desmarais

Peter Dominey

J Featherstone-Witty

Mrs Naomi Hall

Ms Gail Jarrett

Mrs Lesley Minster

Mr MS Paine

Mrs Peggy Patrick

Rob Pike

Gwendoline Rawlings

Ann Rix

Mrs A Thurston

Local Master

Dr Indira Bhambri

Mr Roger Buckley

Gulshan Bunting

Ms Ewa Francis

Shirley Gibbs

Mr Petar Goulev

Mrs Sheila Harvey

Anne Jackson

Miss Tricia Kelly

Mr Martin Kemble

Miss Daniela McBride

Mrs Tricia McLellan

Mr Lee Moore

Mrs Margaret Moore

Mrs Frances O’Neill

Mrs Jill Osborne

Mr Michael Osborne

Mary Parkin

Mrs Helle Pedersen

Miss J Pooley

Mr Keith Statham

Mr John Westley

Sussex
Club Master

Mrs Maureen Armson

Ms Lee Barker

Sue Beck

Mr Arthur Bradley

Ms Patricia Brinson

Mr Ben Burtenshaw

Rosemary Cameron

Mary Chappell

Mr David Davenport

Elizabeth Gillespie

Barbara Granger

Mr Christopher Hook

Mrs P Iles

Mr PR Irish

Ms Edith Jeffery

Mrs Lynn Jenkins

Mrs Nicola Koe

Mrs D McCabe

Mrs WE Muncey

Mrs M Petitpierre

Mrs Bozenka Phillips

Mrs Barbara Reeves

Mr Colin Reeves

Mrs Heather Sargent

V Tucker-Williams

Mrs Linda Turley

Mrs Lesley West

Local Master

Mrs Margo Andrews

Barbara Atterbury

Charlie Barrowcliffe

David Brown

Mrs Jill Butcher

Mrs June Chaplin

Mr Robert Depper

Mrs S Eastwood

Mrs Karin Faulkner

Linda Felsenstein

Mr Harry Frostick

Peter Heydenrych

Anita Hitch

Roger Hitch

Mr Nick Huggett

Mrs Betty Munro

Mr David Rogers

Mrs Sheila Rudd

Mrs JA Soar

Mrs Ruth Staff

Alida Steinfeld

Mrs Thea Sydenham

Mrs Lynne Tunley

Mrs Ruth Van Herpen

Warwickshire
Club Master

Mrs Pamela Betton

Ms Helen Brigham

Mr Steve Britton

Mrs E Condon

Mrs Wendy Crees

Mrs PD Croft

Miss Clare Dixon

Mr Ron Feather

Mrs Sharon Ghoris

Mrs H Hebron

Mrs Norma Karandikar

Mr K Miles

Mrs Meg Naish

Mrs W Pattinson

Caelia Pinkney

Mrs R Rastogi

Jacqueline Richards

Mrs Jane Thoms

Derek Tilford

Mr Michael Tongue

Mrs Felicity White

Mr Ronald Woodhall

Local Master

Mrs Smita Basu

Ivan Beniston

Mr Peter Berck

Mavis Bostock

Colin Brain

Jane Carrington

Mrs Juanita Case

Mr Geoff Cook

Ann Denby

Martin Denby

Mr Paul Downes

Mr D Eastwood

Chris Martin

Mr Peter Meredith

Mrs Pat Reding

Mr Nigel Richards

Mrs Zee Richards

Mr P Shorey

Josie Taylor

Mary Taylor

Mr Don Teanby

Westmorland
Club Master

Mrs Dorothy Bayliss

Angela Davenport

Mrs M Mason

Andrew Peill

Local Master

Mrs S Chapman

Dr A Dangerfield

Mrs L Sellar

Wiltshire
Club Master

Mrs M Cowan

Mr R Denyer

Mr Colin Diaper

Mr David Hewitt

Local Master

Jill Abele

Mrs Joan Crook

Mr Josie Humerick

Trish Jones

Mrs Mandy Lynch

Jill Rowe

Bev Symondson

Worcestershire
Club Master

Mr Alan Freeston

Mrs Diane Hayes

Vic Laver

Mr Martin Pritchard

Mrs Pat White

Yorkshire
Club Master

Mrs Valerie Askew

Diana Barrett

Mrs M Bartlitt

Mr Bill Binns

Mrs Grace Birchall

Mr K Bramall

Mrs Margaret Bristow

Mr Stuart Brown

Christine Clappison

Mrs Maureen Coplin

Mr Richard Cotton

Mr G Davies

Ian Dobkin

Mrs Gillian Emerson

Mr Brian Fisher

Mrs Marge Holleman

Mrs Winifred Honor

Mrs Angela Horner

Mr Richard Jackson

Mrs Judith Jarvis

Mr David Kee

Jean Kerr

Mr GF Lucas

Mr Rod McInnes

Mrs Lesley Millard

Mr Brian Moorhouse

Mr Alan Mullen

Richard Parkin

Mr John Phillpotts

Liz Sayner

Ann Shelton

Mr Tom Shields

Mrs Anne Thomson

Mr Bill Turner

John Walker

Mrs Cynthia Wolfe

Local Master

Sandy Banks

B Brewer

Miss F Burnett

Mrs J Burt

Nana Cuckson

Mr GD France

Maureen Gray

Clive Hanover

Mr Gary King

Mrs P J McMorris

Mrs Helen Meadley

Mrs Sheila Noble

Mrs CP Nolan

Mr A O’Brien

Mr John Pagdin

Mrs Sheila Selbie

Julie Walker

Mrs Jean Warin

Hugh Westmacott r
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BEST CONGRESS YET

THE 14th ANNUALManchester Congress was regarded by many as
the best yet. This Black Pointed event held in January in the
luxurious Victoria and Albert Hotel in the heart of the City attracted
record numbers. On the Saturday afternoon 54 tables were in play,
on the Sunday there were 46. Players from London, Cardiff, Bristol,
Dublin, Edinburgh, the north-east and surrounding northern
counties travelled to Manchester for the event. One team travelled all
the way from Norway and besides playing good bridge almost drank
the hotel bar dry. A host of international players graced the congress;
the quality of the entry for the Championship events was very high,
as the results posted on the MCBA website indicate.
A particularly pleasing and encouraging aspect of the Congress

was the number of up-and-coming young players who competed.
A notable feature was the success of the two recently introduced
events which ran alongside the Championship events. These two
competitions for ‘Players New to Tournament Bridge’, organised by
Paul West, attracted 30 pairs on the Saturday and 20 on the Sunday. 
Thanks go to Tournament Committee, Directors and helpers

who worked very hard and were deservedly rewarded with a most
enjoyable, friendly and successful congress. 

Justin Hackett presents the Michelle Brunner Trophy
to Pairs Champions Liz Muir and Tracy Capal

CLEAN SWEEP
FOR HERTFORDSHIRE

IN THIS year’s Eastern Counties League, Hertfordshire have won
each of the three divisions. It is believed that this is the first time
the same county has won all three divisions in the same year.
Moreover the captains of the three teams were all ladies – is this a
first as well? – Celia Oram (A team), Helen Robinson (B team)
and June Ball (C team).
The Eastern Counties League is for teams of eight, and consists

of seven counties (Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Cambs and Hunts,
Northants, Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire) plus Cambridge
University and has separate divisions for A, B and C teams.
All three Hertfordshire teams will now compete in the Inter-

League finals which will be held at the West Midlands Club on
Sunday, July 7. Here they will compete against the winners of the
other regional county leagues. 

WINNERS EVENING 
AT WIMBLEDON BC

IN NOVEMBER last year, Wimbledon Bridge Club held their
annual charity pairs event which raised more than £4,000 for two
highly regarded local charities – Macmillan Nurses and Faith in
Action, which helps the homeless.  The prize for the lucky winners
of the pairs, Kitty Schreiber and Billie Stephens, was a subsequent
game with bridge experts Gunnar Hallberg and Gad Chadha. 
The Winners Evening took place at the end of January and was

a delightful event.  It started with drinks and nibbles, and then the
participants were treated to a hilarious session of Gunnar being
‘interviewed’ by Gad about his bridge experiences. This was much
appreciated by everyone and the two experts were made Honorary
Life Members of the club.
The committee and members are very grateful to Gunnar and

Gad for their support by making the evening so special, and hope
there may be similar ones in the future.

Experts Gunnar Hallberg and Gad Chadha
with winners Kitty Schreiber and Billie Stephens

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
As a member of the English Bridge Union,
you can receive the following benefits:

• HMCA healthcare benefits

• Special Rates at Puma Hotels

• EBU Prizes used to pay at Puma Hotels

• Household Insurance Scheme (Osbornes Insurances)

• Club Insurance (Osbornes Insurances)

• Car Hire

Read all about it at www.ebu.co.uk
type http://goo.gl/xAiNY into your browser
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RUGBY BC RE-AFFILIATES
THE EBU is delighted that Rugby Bridge Club’s members voted to
re-affiliate to the EBU in November 2012, and extends a warm
welcome to them all.
EBU Club Liaison Officer, Andrew Urbanski, visited the club on

10th January, meeting with the Treasurer, Phil Shorey, to ensure
that re-affiliation was progressing smoothly and to explain the
benefits and services that EBU club affiliation brings. He then
stayed on to play a duplicate session at the club, giving a short
address to the members before play commenced about the
current initiatives that the EBU is undertaking and the
competitions that the EBU runs specifically for clubs, i.e. the
NICKO, Sim Pairs and heats of the National Pairs. 

Rugby BC has one hundred and fifty members and currently
meets at three different venues, a church hall on Tuesday
evenings, an ex-Servicemen’s club on Wednesday and Thursday
evenings, and Clifton Townsend Memorial Hall on Friday
afternoons. In addition, Saturday morning Training Workshops
are also held at the Memorial Hall. These cater for improving
players as well as beginners.
Having three different venues is far from ideal of course, with

three sets of tables and other equipment having to be moved
around. However, plans are well under way to move to a single
venue in Cawston. This represents a significant change for the
club and we wish them every success in their venture. By the time
you read this, things may have moved on considerably.
With annual membership of just £5 and table money for mem -

bers of just £2.50, it is no surprise that the club is well supported.
This year a new competition is running with ‘Player of the Month’
and ‘Player of the Year’ awards made to those players earning the
highest number of Master Points. Good luck to all! r

EBU Club Liaison Officer Andrew Urbanski (left) with Rugby BC’s
Committee Member Wendy Pattinson and Treasurer Phil Shorey 

SMALL ADVERT H SMALL ADVERT H SMALL ADVERT H SMALL ADVERT

ANTIQUARIAN AND OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
AND EPHEMERA FROM CARD GAME BOOKS

Bridge books, other card games and playing cards for sale.
Catalogue now available from Gordon Bickley

email: gordonarf@aol.com or ( 07530 553594

HAPPY 100TH BIRTHDAY!

CONGRATULATIONS TO David Craig, who recently reached
the grand age of 100 years. David is a long-standing member of
the County Bridge Club, and plays there regularly twice a week;
until a year ago he also scored and directed the club’s Saturday
sessions. He was also a member of Barkby Bridge Club for many
years until its closure last year, and played for them in the
Leicestershire CBA League until about 2008. 
A ‘surprise’ party was held at the County BC last December, to

mark David’s 100th birthday. Club Chairman, Frank Travers,
presented him with a cake and announced that the club had
awarded him an honorary membership. 
David brought his telegram from the Queen, which he was

pleased to show to club members. 

CHARITY CONTRIBUTION

PRESTBURY DUPLICATE Bridge Club has now contributed
£60,000 to the East Cheshire Hospice over the twenty years of its
existence. At the Christmas party last December the Chairman,
Anthea Brough, presented Becky Jaeger, Community Fundraising
Officer, with the club’s latest cheque for £4,000. This was
gratefully received.

David Craig with County BC’s Chairman Frank Travers

Prestbury BC’s Chairman, Anthea Brough, presents a cheque to
Becky Jaeger, East Cheshire  Community Fundraising Officer 
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